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VIBRATION TESTING""" '

A MATHEMATICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING A

LABORATORY SIMULATION OF THE -

CAPTIVE-FLIGHT VIBRAl IONAL ENVIRONMENT

SHARON OGDEN
Pacific Misbile Test Center

Point Mugu. ( alifornia

O.

The captive-flight vibrational environment of a missile can be simulated by labora- \. r
tory induced vibration. The captive-flight vibration levels can be shown to be directly .'
proportional to the dynamic pressure (q) levels. Typically. the captive-flight conditions,
combinations of mach number and altitude, can be summarized as a discrete function of
time over the entire range of q levels. This paper describes a method for selecting a
small number of discrete q levels and associated test time at each level which represents
the given captive-flight conditions.

One measurement of how accurately the laboratory test simulates the environment %
during captive flight is to measure how closely missile failure rate induced by captive ,

flight compares with failure rate induced by the simulation. Ideally the failure rates e
will be equal. In this method they are made mathematically equivalent with missile
failure rate being expressed as a power function of vibration level, and therefore of q
level. The exponent of this power function is an unknown but can be approximated -
by considering a range of numbers of which it is included.

The final solution, a small number of q levels and associated test times, is ob-
tained through iterative calculations. A set of q levels for the laboratory vibration is
selected which covers the scope of q levels during captive flight. The time at the a-"'.

selected q levels which yields the same failure rate induced by captive flight over the -

whole range of levels is calculated for each exponent. The selection of q levels which O
has the least dependency on the exponent of the failure rate function is the final
solution.

This method produces a vibration simulation in terms of a small number of q ,
levels which is based on the whole range of q levels of captive flight. It does not re-
quire that the failure ratt, of a missile nor the exact representation of the failure rate
function be known. In fact. the final solution is relatively independent of the

L failure rate.

INTRODUCTION The P(1101-NIX missile in the all-ur-round configura-
tion. figure 1, is vibrated with the use of dual shakers ,

The captive-flight vibrational environment of a missile during the flight test simulation. (referencc I ). The shakers
can be simulated by laboratory induced vibration. There produce vibration levels equivalent to vibration induced by
are several methods which can be implemented to simnulate a dynamic pressure tq) of 301X pounds per square font (ps')
this environmelnt many have been developed as a result of and 1.500 psf during captivt flight. The percentages of
mechanical or contractual constraints. The validit. of ,nv test times at the-se to q les tls are 49.3 ;,nd 0.7. respec- . .
method depends on tile validity of the assumptions. .nd on tivelv. In term.; ,t , tlp cal '72-hour missile test for (;IAT '- '.
the accuracy with whiclh the captive flight vibratt,, ii - ite percer'tavcs arc cquialert to 71.5 h,,t rs at 300 psf and %
.ironmen t cal he simulated in tihe lahorator Ihiis mtthod O. S hour ,at 1.500I spf. An up-date of these q I. els and
is primarily a resultait of a contractual restraint placed on times was requested for UII>IINIX (.1 AI. Fie purpose of
the PHOFNIX Government Lot Acceptance 'le' (IAT) the following method is to develop a realistic simulation of
program which is currently simulating the Fhvet captive- the captivc-flight vibrational environmcnt with the con-
carry environnment with a coibined temv pr ture/alfitide, I racual ietrk t ion which :risos%, oill. a small non, bei of *q

vibration tc-t. levcls for tilt, epret iton

-JO a

% .0
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TABIL I
-~ I-Functi(on of q Versus Fiction of

C (aptive-Flight -1ime

%u- Vau Of j q R (l)

Fig. I -ilhe \1M-4 \ PIIOFNI\ Missile 100 2.54 x I -
2 300 3.12 x 10 - '
3 500 1.57x 10 -I

MFTtlOD 4 700 1.15 x 10- 1
5 )00 6.40 x 10- 2  

,
Data Base 6 1,100 5.20 x 10- 2

7 1.300 2.40 x 10 2

I lre captive-flight conditions. combinations of mach 8 1.500 I.O0 x 10-2
nuiiiibcr and altitude, of a lI0 NIX missile on an F- 14A 9 1,700 3 00 x 10 - 3
aircralt. :an be r. pre n ted h\ L fu nction of time o,,er the ....

e¢ tit, ranc at q Ies. I his relatioti' is r,-presentcd hy the -
oar graph in figure 2. reference (2). A function ss hich re- ilie vibration level is directl proportional to the dy-

lates fraction of captive-flight time to a finite and discrete namic pressure except through transonic flight, reference

number of q levels is approximated Ironi 2h. re - 4 I. "he effect of transonic q conditions have been ac-
number of le.ls to tr counted for in the dynamic pressure distribution of table I.ducing the nubro I eest the midpoints of the bar

graph: this is Nhowi in table I, lable I will represent the
d.,ta bae intornmatin tor captivc-flight conditions of the ( c( I

I'IIOI NIX missil¢ w, ,
where

G = Vibration level

c = A constant, dependent on store position and
weapon mix

_ iq = Dynamic pressure (psf)

SI Missile failure rate is a power function of vibration
level with an exponent in the range I to 5. reference (4).

- ),(G)=GX.b (2)

- ...... ss here 0

- X((;) = Failure rate as a function of vibration level
x \n exponent in the range I through 5
b A constant

therefore."- "

----- X(q) k qx  
(3)

" ,where

I'si .0siS Ol\. iVlMw 
= 

liure rate as a function of tI N I
Figi. 2 - I'll0- NIX Captivc-l:light lme Versus k % A constailt. eX/b

'l) tin c Pressu-c
* -Ilc failure rate induced by captive flight is a summa- S
. -Icrisa tjini tion of the failure rates induced at each of the (I levels in .. \.*'

the captive-flight envelope multiplied by the fraction of
,aptivc-flight % ibraton iand the simulation it C, itptis e- time at those q levels, equation (41.

flight vilr;atiori.cad induce a ceriai tiltir rate in 111101-
NIX I .-ii+. I,, measurc hosy i.cmatek the lab.rat<r% ih 1 l iq f=q) (

I  (4)

est ;suiht,,N Ieai (ligh cn'ir-imnnit the iaih're -

rat, iiiducti h hh the iinitiation .ild lie' captise fIwlit slie ry.
,ir or nirt-L I c h-nlitin for oLp.l.tx '" it"' th liur.,

•  
.

rul c, ' riis d heh, . 1 i . .:id n. nder nlh ,i taptise-flight failure rate

, di, a1 1impti,,, ,,r ,i,,1 tuilui, rite ,c.ie ielated to ,ibra- r 1q1 = Probability densit% of t"
n or Ic, rl I .'iur, rate initi 1- 1, i ,k l to Ti , . flow-

:.5

a *~-***~~*., 5 ,._-"..-.-~-

%•- ".i' i,.l t " 11.C. .

. a.......'_a -
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7 With the use of table I equation (4) is approximated This is to be interpreted as a condition on the aiq ) ''.'
by equation (5): which is to be satisfied (at least approximatelyl for a

certain F(q i) and x."n
4 )qflight =  qi) F(qi) (5) Example

To evaluate equation 4 lOt a selection ot q levels from
where the range of captive-flight levels is made: in this example

the q levels from the present laborator test are chosen: ..

= I ton, where n is the number of discrete q 300 psf and 1,500 psf Im = 2). Their corresponding times
levels are a(300) and a(1.500). The q levels and associated times

).(qi) = Failure rate as a function of a specific q, de- for captive flight are taken directly trom table I (n 9 9:.

fined by table I hence from equation 110) it follois .-

F(q1 ) = A discrete function that relates fraction of
time to qi. defined by table 1 9

When equation (3) is substituted into equation (5) , 1  " "a"+" "l5
*'.- equation (6) results. where.,where ,

)flight = k r qix F(q) (6) a(300) + a( .500) 1'
I i= I ,

S - th e r e fo re , .. --
N The failure rate induced by a simulation test is equal
" to the summation of the fraction of time at each vibration 9
. level multiplied by the failure rate caused by those levels of X qi' Fq = 300' at300t + 1.500' 41 ai300t).

'.4 vibration. Each vibration level represents the vibration i1 '.
N. produced by a different q. The failure rate is expressed by

equations (7) and (8): henceM = Eq' '!/i -",0) '"' .0"
.t= X(Gj) a(q 1) (7) a(300) %qi F(q) - 5 - [.00'

j=i " .

where The test time is calculated and shown below as a per- . .

m centage with the value of exponent x ranging from I to S.~ a(qj): (8)
j ~ 1)=1 8 Percentage of test time

., Exponent x E q x F(q,) a(300) all ,500) ,._

* • w ith =l

1.0 4.57 x I00 86.9 13.1 . :. ,i
j = Ito m, where m is the number of test levels 2.0 3.32 x 103 88.8 11.2

Xtest = Captive-flight simulation failure rate 2.5 9.97 x 1O4  90.2 9.8
XGj) = Failure rate as a function of the vibration 3.0 3.14 x 106 91.4 8.6

simulation level Gj used in the simulation 3.5 1.03 x 108 92.5 7.5

a(qj) = Fraction of test time spent at the vibration4. 336x90 70
simulation levels representing a specific qj 5.0 4.20 x 1012 94.5 5.5

SSelection Criteria

Equation (3) is substituted into equation (7) resulting Sc Ct
in equation (9). In designing a captive-flight si~tulation test, the per- A

centage of time, (a(q.)). spent at selected vibration lvls-.'
m (9 hc ersn

which represent a specific q, can he calculated using equa-
Ntest = k i qj a~q9 tion (10: however, the value of the exponent x in equation

(10) is only known to be within a range o' numher% 1
Eao ()n )aeqt adili tthrough 5). Since x varies over this range, the ideal per-
Equations (6) and (9) are equated and simplified to centage of test time to be spent at selected q levels will

satisfy the mathemetical relation which requires that the
failure rate of the simulation test be the same as the failure vary by some Aa. The a is the variation in the calcuated.percentage of test times when a range of values for the .
rate of captive-flight vibration stress, yielding equation (10). parameter x is as shown in equation (10i. able 2 displays

the variation in the percentage of test time with the param-
eter x when selected test levels representing 400 psf and N. .. .

.qi F(qi) = qj a(qj) (10) 1,200 psf captive flights are used to simulate Fleet %ibra-
j=I tion stress. The variation in the test times for this example

'3
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is 9.5 percent. If the midpoints were chosen as the test TABLE 3
ntimes for simulation, as follows: 88. 15 percent at 400 psf Variation of Aa With the Selection of q Levels

and 11.85 percent at 1,200 psf. then Aa would be ±4.75 - -~-___

percent. To prevent over- or undertesting, it is desirable Trial Selected q Levels Aa Given Percentage of
for this test time to be independent of the value of x. that Time at High q*
is Aa equal to zero.

1 200 1,500 7.15
TABLE 2 2 200 1,600 7.2 Pt-.. q,'

Variation in Calculated Test Time 3 300 1,500 3.8
I 4 300 1,600 4.05

Percentage of Test 5 400 1,200 4.75,
Time at 6 300 800 1,500 41.27 0.69

400 ps 20p7 300 1,000 1.500 7.68 0.69
400psf 1,2008psf 300 1,000 1,500 5.63 1.39 %

1.0 92.9 T :300 1,100 1,500 2.06 0.69 3
7.1 10 300 1.100 1,500 0.941 1.39

2.0 86.6 13.4 I1 300 1,100 1,500 0.82 2.03
3.0 85.0 15.0 12 1 300 1,100 ,50 1.

0 08 169 2.78
4.0 84.8 15 L 13 1300 1,200 1,500 0.92 0.69

50 6 300 1,200 1,500 1.52 1.39

*For three level calculations only.
Trial and error is the process used for selecting the q

test levels such that the test times are very nearly independ-
ent of the exponent x while keeping the number of selec- CONCLUSIONS €-
ted q levels small. Table 3 summarizes the change in Aa
in relation to the selection of q levels. Trials one through
five use equations (8) and (10) to calculate the time at the Ai tho d ste n evel ich eprouce the
two selected levels. Trials six through fourteen also include vil stess fethe vei erenc of is
a judicious selection (based on the data points in table I) she Thi meosp
for the time at one of the three selected levels. In the
example (table 3) the selected time was chosen for the
high q in increments of a half hour of a 72-hour test (0.69 be known only within a set of bounds on parameters.
percent is equivalent to 0.5 hours of a 72-hour test). The

two q levels of trial three (300 psf and 1,500 psf) are
chosen to be a basis for the three level selections for three ( I o s tv i e o n e
reasons: (1) these q levels are presently used in PHOENIX at a small number of levels;

GLAT (a contractual reason), (2) they result in a small Aa (3) It begins with only the range of q levels and
and (3) they represent a large percentage of the total cap- associated times at these q levels experienced by a missile.
tive-flight time. The Aa was reduced significantly from the
trial three (smallest Aa of two q selections) to trial eleven This method provides a representation of the full range
(smallest At of three q selections). However, increasing the of q levels during captive flight which is independent of the
number of q levels by adding a fourth q is not beneficial missile failure rate function.
since the Aa would not be reduced a significant amount
due to its already small size in trial eleven. Hence, from
the viewpoint of contractual and mathematical constraints RIFERENCES
the three q level selection is necessary and sufficient.

I. Ryden. C. V. "Dual Shaker Vibration Facility." The
Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Bulletin 46, Part 3. pp.
27-53. August 1976.

2. Burke. M. E.. S A. Ogden. "Flight Test Simulation
Method for PHOENIX AIM-54A Missile." TP-77-13, .0
Pacific Missile Test ('enter. Point Mugu. California,
publication in process.

-'*'"" 3. Piersol. A. (. "Vihratioi and Acoustic Test Criteria
for Captive ;light Fxternally Carried Aircraft Stores."
Digite. Corporation. AFFDI.-rR-71-158, December r. :
1971. pp. 21.

O 4. Elliott. T. W. "'Vibro-Acoustic Testing of Air- .O
Launched Guided Missiles at the Pacific Missile Test
Center." TP-76-16, Pacific Missile Test Center, Point '

Mugu. California. I I August 1976. " "
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ACOUSTICS OR SHAKERS FOR SIMULATION OF CAPTIVE FLIGHT VIBRATION

A. M. Spandrio and M. E. Burke '
Pacific Missile Test Center

Point Mugu, California

Laboratory simulation of the failure producing vibration loads to which air-launched
missiles are exposed in the captive flight environment has become an important cost
effective test method. For the test to be valid, simulation of the failure rate and
types of failures produced must be the same as those produced in captive flight.
This paper compares two methods that are currently being used to simulate the cap-
tive flight vibration loads the PHOENIX missile experiences on the F-14 aircraft. A
dual shaker vibration facility was developed for captive flight simulation as part of
the PHOENIX GLAT program. Captive flight simulation using acoustical excitation
will be used as part of the PHOENIX Logistics Engineering Improvement Program
(LEIP). PHOENIX captive flight vibration response will be discussed in terms of ,-"

direction, spatial and spectral distribution, and then compared to the missile vibra-
tion response achieved in the laboratory by the two aforementioned methods.
Missile captive flight data was obtained from the PHOENIX T-1/F-14A Flight Test ,

Prbgram and the PHOENIX/F-14 Captive Flight Vibration Measurement Program. "-
In these programs the PHOENIX T-201 Environmental Measurements Missile was

"- •used. This same missile was subjected to captive flight simulation using the dual
shaker vibration and acoustical vibration. PHOENIX T-201 was assembled in the .,. ,

same instrumentation configuration during both simulations as it was in the cap- o, .%.
tive flight programs. Internal accelerometers were used at 36.8, 57.0, 129.1 ,
and 146.9 inches (0.93, 1.45, 3.28, and 3.73 meters) along the missile length.
They were mounted in the lateral, vertical, and horizontal directions.
The excitation of the missile by acoustics more nearly resembled that seen in cap-
tive flight than the excitation provided by the dual shakers. Since the acoustic
excitation allows the missile to vibrate in three axes simultaneously, the simulation
technique becomes far superior when the single axis constraint of shakers is ." -.
considered.
In addition, several test specimens may be placed in the acoustic chamber simul-
taneously (PHOENIX LEIP will have four). As a result, the use of acoustics for
simulation of captive flight vibration has demonstrated itself to be an accurate and
cost effective test method. - .

INTRODUCTION -

A test method has been developed at the Pacific noise. This method will be used as part of the PHOENIX -
O Missile Test Center (PMTC), Point Mugu, Califor- Logistics Engineering Improvement Program (LEIP).

nia whereby the captive flight reliability of an air-
launched missile is evaluated under laboratory The second method of inducing vibration in the
conditions. The key to this captive flight simulation PHOENIX missile is accomplished with clectrodynamic .
is the accurate reproduction in the laboratory of the shakers attached to the missile. This method is used
environments seen by the missile under actual cap- as part of the PHOENIX Government Lot Acceptance

% tive flight conditions. Test (GLAT) Program that was established several . -
years ago and is contractually binding for perform- .- -

One environment deemed significant is that of ance of GLAT.
vibration. Two methods of inducing vibration in the
PHOENIX missile are being employed at this time. This report will present a comparison of the vi-
One method is excitation of the missile by acoustic bration response of the PHOENIX missile when

• ... • • • • • • • • -' • -,.._
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excited by shakers. Both responses *! be corn- All necessary accelerometer signal conditioners
pared to actual captive flight data obtained from two and tape recorder were mounted in the missile.
extensive captive flight vibration measurement pro- Data collection, reduction and plotting were carried
grams. It will be shown that acoustics provide the out with the same equipment for flight and labora-
superior stimulation of the missile vibration when tory simulations to minimize inconsistency of data
resemblance to captive flight vibration is used as the due to equipment variations.
scoring criteria. Further, some distinct advantages
in using the acoustic test will also be presented. Captive Flight Vibration

Test Specimen In order to accurately reproduce the vibration
conditions encountered by the PHOENIX missile.

The test specimen used to acquire the data illus- two programs to gather captive flight vibration data
trated in this report was the Environmental Measure- were conducted. Missile captive flight data was ob- "-. "

ments Missile PHOENIX T-201. Hughes Aircraft tatned from the PHOENIX T-1/F-14A Flight Test
Company configured the instrumentation in the mis- Program and the PHOENIX/F-14 Captive Flight -

sile and took responsibility for its maintenance and Vibration Measurement Program. In these programs,
calibration, the PHOENIX T-201 Environmental Measurements":" Missile was used. "

The missile was configured with internal accel- M w
erometers on major structural assemblies at posi- Over 720 flight data samples were available for
tions located 36.8, 57.0, 129.1, and 146.9 inches each accelerometer over a wide range of flight speeds
(0.93, 1. 45, 3.28, and 3.73 meters) from the nose and altitudes. Data was selected and plotted in the -

along the length of the missile. These positions were form of Power Spectral Density (g2 /Hertz) versus
identified as 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively when refer- Frequency (Hertz). Steady state captive flight condi-
enced to vibration data. Axis orientation is illustra- tions varied from Mach numbers of 0.68 to 1.60 and
ted in figure 1 where the longitudinal is identified as altitudes from 2,000 to 35,000 feet (609.6 to 10,668
the x direction, lateral is y, and vertical is z. Thus, meters) for this analysis. Then, using the relation-
the response of an accelerometer at a position 57.0 ship that overall "g" level for each plot is propor-
inches (1.45 meters) from the nose of the missile in tional to flight dynamic pressure, q, in pounds per
the lateral direction would be identified as 2y. square foot (pef), the plots were normalized to a q of

STATION 36.8 STATION 57.0 STATION 129.1 STATION 146.9
POSITION I POSITION 2 POSITION 3 POSITION 4

.. ,', f , . " .
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980 psf 4.69x I0-5 dynes per square centimeter, and Procedure
I'.- combined as a composite. An envelope resulted from ;.combhine a acaposte. As envThlo reste frSince the flight test simulation will be a portion

which an average plot was drawn. This plot is the o h HEI EPporm twsncsayt"-'ione presented. Captive flight vibration plots are il- of the PHOENIX LEIP program, it was necessary to
opaconduct a series of tests in the acoustic chamber with

" lustrated in figures at the end of this report. the instrumented PHOENIX missile T-201 *Tis ser-

eies of tests was to develop a chamber/missile config-
Reverberant Acoustic Flight Test Simulation uration that would produce vibration responses In the

missile resembling as closely as possible those
responses seen in captive flight

The simulation of the captive flight vibration of For all tests, a large rectangular box was placed
the PHOENIX missile for LEIP will be conducted In a over the nose of the missile to simulate an anechoic

4, reverberant acoustic chamber. The acoustic chamber chamber. In the LEIP FTS, the anechoic chamber
is a rectangular room with 8 inch (20.32 centimeters) will have a RF radiating source to check the missile's a.
thick reinforced concrete walls, ceiling and floor, tracking ability. In addition, an acoustically trans-
The room dimensions are 16 feet by 13 feet by 10 feet parent shroud was placed around the missile to 5 .'
(3.96 by 3.05 meters). The air modulator, supplying simulate the shroud used to channel temperature con- %'
the acoustic energy, is a LingModel EPT 1094 rated ditioned air over the outside of the missile. .. 5.

at 10,000 acoustic watts (10,000 joules per second).
The unit operates on compressed air supplied by a Results %
large reciprocating compressor. The modulator is
coupled to the chamber by a steel and fiberglass ex- It was found that a very good resemblance of the
ponential horn with a computed low frequency cut-off captive flight vibration response of the PHOENIX
of 100 Hertz and a one square meter mouth. The elec- missile could be obtained in the acoustic chamber.
trical control signal to the modulator was shaped An overall sound pressure level of 153 dB (re:2x10 " -
from a wide band random noise source to obtain newtons/m2) was generated in the chamber. The
the optimum response from the missile as seen by average response from three microphones placed in
the response of the individual accelerometers, the chamber is shown in figure 2.
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It was also necessary to acoustically shroud the vibrating the missile. One shaker is attached by a t .

front half of the missile to reduce the acoustic energy collarfixture atstation2on the missile and the other
to that area. Captive flight information showed a is attached at station 3. Figure 3 illustrates the
reduction of vibration levels in these areas of over 2 installation.
to 1 when compared to the rear half. It was also
determined that suspending the missile in a rigid T h s iM sr a1'.. fahio wasas atisactry a th clasicl "sft"The shakers are Ling Model 310s rated at 10,000 %
fashion was as satisfactory as the classical "soft" pounds of force (4.45 x 10 - 9 dynes). They are con-

-W suspension as reflected in missile response for trolled via power amplifiers by independent random %
noise controllers. As with the acoustic test, the

Vibration responses of the missile are illus- input to the shakers was shaped to ohtain the optimum
trated at the end of this report, response from the missile as seen in the response of

the individual accelerometers. .5-.. ,
Dual Shaker Flight Test Simulation

Facility 
Procedure

The PHOENIX GLAT Flight Test Simulation is Tests were conducted with this installation and
currently conducted using two electrodynamic shakers missile T-201. The test requires that the missile be
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vibrated in both the y and z axes and since the shakers Vibration input to the missile can be controlled at:- -. ,

tend to constrain the vibration to a single axis, two only two points In one direction at a time. It was soon .

series of tests had to be run, one in each axis. For discovered that obtaining optimum response at the in-
each case, however, plots were made of the responses put point, may drive other locations, say one or four,
in both directions. For instance, two plots will be above or below what is optimum for those points. In
shown for 2y, one with excitation In the y direction order to correct for the over test occurring at these
and one with excitation in the z direction. points, the input had to be reduced at those critical

frequencies. Obviously, the attenuation would detract
Results from the optimization of the vibration response origi- *

nally obtained at the input point. Figures 4 through 11
An important point was discovered during attempts represent the best response possible with dual

to obtain optimum missile response by this method, shakers under the constraints Imposed.
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CONCLUSIONS Further, the acoustic facilities have illustrated4. excellent reliability, allow for simple fixturing and
After examination of figures 4 through 11, it is handling, have the capacity for more than one test

concluded that the vibration response of the PHOENIX specimen (PHOENIX LEIP will test four missiles
missile when excited by acoustic energy more nearly simultaneously), and provide multi-axis excitation.
resembles that seen in captive flight than the re- As a result, the use of acoustics for simulation of '*

sponse occurring when the missile is excited by captive flight vibration has demonstrated itself to be.
electrodynamic shakers, an accurate and cost effective test method.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. malgren (Jet Propulsion Laboratory:) Mr- Crfto, (Naval Underwater Systems Center): .

You acceptance test or make a reliability test I was wondering could this acoustic testing
:s you call it of all the missiles that are in technique be done in a tank of water if we
a production lot? wanted to vibrate some shells or something? --

Mr. Spandrie: No, we sample them. Mr. Spandrio: I imagine the medium would be
a problem. In one case we are usi~g air in

Mr. Malgren: Do you power the electronics in your case it would be water transmitting the

some way when you are conducting these tests? energy. I don't know.

Mr. Spandrio: Yes, hopefully it is a total Hr. Cristo: You don't know if anyone has tested
- . simulation. We are duplicating the environment in these areas?

., we expect it to see and also stimulate the
missile with the electronic functions that will r. Spandrio: I don't know.

-- occur in flight, hopefully in synchronization
with one another. Voice: What is the approximate cost of the .-.

facility of that size?
Mr. Malgren: Do you have any significant

thermal environment associated with the r. Spandrio: The chamber itself costs about
captive flight? $30,000 to construct, each exponential horn

I believe is around $2,000 now. The modulators

Mr. Spandrio: Yes we do. In the acoustic required are about $4,000 to $6,000 a piece,
chamber we have acoustically transparent and of course each modulator requires about.%

shroud that goes over each missile. Hot and 450 cubic feet/min (CFM) of low pressure air so
cold air is conducted across the missile you have to size your compressor to those
creating the skin temperatures in synchroni- environments. I would imagine for under.%
zation with the missile electronics check out $100,000 that you could create quite a vibration ..
and the missile vibration environment, facility.

Mr. Malgren: You are basically running what
might be called a minimal margin sample .
rtliability acceptance program. Is that correct?

Mr. Spandrio: I don't fully understand the

terminology.

Mr. Malren: Lot acceptance.

.r. Spandrio: Yes.
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AUTOMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR

MISSION PROFILE TESTING

*Z- ROBERT SCHILKEN * -"

Pacific Missile Test Center
Point Mugu, California O

A simple and inexpensive Automatic Environmental Control System was developed . -

for controlling realistic mission profile environmental tests. Hardwired logic and repro-
gramable electronic storage were used in the general purpose control system. Coding -. '
techniques and a random number generator for simulating temperature day variations in
the mission are presented. The entire thermoacoustic environmental generation facility
used for missile captive flight simulation is described including a newly developed high
efficiency noise modulator driver.

INTRODUCTION generating high-level random acoustic noise in a reverber-
ant chamber. This noise energy is absorbed by the missile O

With the advent of a captive-flight mission profile skin as vibration, in a manner similar to that which occurs
simulation in laboratory environmental testing, the con- with aerodynamic turbulence in captive flight. Tempera-
trols for automatically generating the sequence of en- ture changes of the missile skin are produced by flowing
vironmental conditions have increased in complexity by hot or cold air by the missile. The volume of thernal
an order of magnitude. Such complexity may cause conditioning air is kept small, to effect rapid temperature
hesitation to exist in the industry in implementing mis- changes, by using an acoustically transparent thin fabric %
sion profile tests due to the lack of elaborate automatic shroud around the section of the missile being tested.
systems. This paper describes a simple Automatic
Environmental Control System (AECS) developed at the Environmental Control Loops
Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC) Point Mugu, California
for totally controlling such mission profile tests. The control loop for the noise generation is shown 0-

.t figure I. The amplitude of the noise signal source, derived K, ',-
". A brief description is first given of the "thermo- from an automatic reversing cassette tape player, is varied r. ,

acoustic" captive-flight laboratory simulation used in by a Programable Gain Amplifier in the AECS, and is fed
mission profile testing, and the environmental controls to a Modulator Driver. The Modulator Driver directly drives
loops associated with this method. Development of the the voice coil of the modulator. Both the Modulator and
AECS from the above requirements is then presented. Driver are described in detail at the end of the report. A "
Next the incorporation of a Random Temperature Off- pressure switch senses when there is less than 5 psi air pres- ', ." ,
set Generator (RTOG) in the AECS is described which sure supplying the modulator and shorts the driver to keep
improves the realism of the simulation by randomly from overheating the voice coil which is normally cooled - .5.
generating the spread of temperatures that would natu- by the modulated air flow. The modulated air flow is

O rally occur from mission to mission. Finally a description regulated from 9 to 45 psi depending on the noise ampli- 0
, is given of a specially designed noise modulator drive tude required. The pressure is regulated by a pressure

used ii the noise control loop that produces a more ef- balanced diaphram driven regulating valve whose input is a
ficient noise generation system. 9 to 45 psi control pressure. The controlling input is de- • ."

rived from a multiplied 3 to 15 psi Current-to-Pressure
transducer which is driven by the AECS current output.

AECS DEVELOPMENT
Three microphones (B&K model 4136), a multi- ,O

Real-time laboratory reliability testing at PMTC has plexer (B&K model 266), and a sound level meter (B&K
been developed around the thennoacoustic testing method 2606) are used to monitor the chamber noise level. The

- which simulates the temperature and vibration stresses of DC voltage output of the meter is low pass filtered at -
- captive flight, the two most degrading stresses to modern 0.1 Ilz and recorded as Sound Pressure Level (SPL) on a -. -'

missile circuitry. Captive-flight vibration is simulated by 24-channel print recorder (Esterline Angus LI 1241. -
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Figure 1. Thermoacoustic Noise Control Loop

The control loop for the temperature conditioning is An Intel 1702A erasable Programable Read Only -

shown in figure 2. A programable temperature controller Memory (PROM) was selected for the program storage. .

(Love model 49) in the AECS senses the temperature of The PROM was housed in a rugged 44 pin metal cased
the missiles with the controlling thermocouple and com- plug which screws into the back of the AECS. This
mands the Thermal Conditioning Unit (TCU) to apply physically protected the PROM and allowed for quick O
heat or cold to the air which is constantly circulating by program changes, to accommodate different missiles
the missiles. The TCU contains high and low temperature sharing the same testing facilities.
limit controllers (Love Model 68) which sense with
thertnocouples the return air temperature after passing by The format of the binary address used to store con-
the missiles. Over or under temperatures shut down the trol data used four 8-bit addresses for defining each stage -

TCU. as follows:

The temperature of all four missiles under test is PROM ADDRESS INFORMATION STORED
sensed with four thermocouples and recorded on the 24- -"

channel printing recorder used for noise SPL recording. Stage #
The TC(' adds heat to the air with either 10 or 20 kW
electric heatcrs and cools the air by flowing liquid nitro- XXXXXX 00 Time Interval Code
gen at two different rates through a heat exchanger. The of Stage
two heating and cooling rates are controlled by the AECS XXXXXX 01 Temperature Code and
program (slow command) to present different thermal Slow Command

shocks to the missiles. XXXXXX 10 Noise Controlling Code
XXXXXX II Special Functions Code

Programing
The 6-bit stage number defined stages 0 to 63. The

It was decided that a minimum of 50 different pro- 0th stage instead of containing environmental control
grantable stages of environmental control would be neces- data was programed with an identification number. Each --
sary to adequately describe the mission profiles that a time the program is reset (started), or recycles from 0
missile would experience during its life. This made avail- stage 63 to stage I, the identification number is read,
able five to fifteen stages to describe each mission, as- stored and displayed. This identification is a Ilxury that
sluiig tIp to ;ix different missions would be simulated, was not necessary, but was included in the prototype
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Figure 2. Thermoacoustic Temperature Control Loop

hecaluse ser,1 different programs were to use the same Driving Signal Gain Code
facilities for testing different missiles. Noise Code - -- - GGG PPPPPP

Thle codes ot the data stored were dictated by the Air Pressure Code
hardwired logic design and the attempt to mnake the logic
simple. The resultinig data codes are as follows with where:
binary format and mfost significant bit first:

Gain =0.2 (GGG)
MinutesPressure = 9 psi + (PPPPP) psi

Time Code -- MMMMNIM SS -- in 15 sec initervals SeilFntosCd

Seconds
BIT COMMAND

Temperature

Temperature Code -- TTTTTTT S MsiePwrO

- Slw het exhang comandFunctional test alarm (set on transition)

X3 Noise input #1 OFF
The 7-bit "temperature" word is actually a code it-

self with a nonlinear (thermocouple) function, the limits X os nu 2O
being: x Enables Temperature Controller to

command heat
0 Code Temnperature

___6 Enables Temperature Controller to

00000000 - 1000 F (-.730C) command cool
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X7  Special Function #2 was written to assist the test engineer in converting
X8  Special Function #1 the enviromnental requirements into a program code.

Two selectable noise inputs were included for the a
programable gain amplifier, to allow simulating the dif-
ference spectrally shaped vibration conditions that may m u eroe difesnt used s tadr The sipic-d-

exist at different store locations on the aircraft, or with m
different aircraft. The programing code was arranged to ity of the circuit is made possible by using a presettabledi f r n i c r f . T e p o ra n n o e w a r a g d t c o u n te r ( 7 4 1 7 7 ) a s a c o u n te r a n d /o r s to ra g e re g is te r a n d" -I _ t

[-i*i l i. I' have noise input #1 normally selected with logical zero's counti ( 7 a s ote andao storage regitera
by selecting 2- addresses for the total storage of inforana-

programed in X3and X4 . The functional test alarm bit tion in each stage. The operation of the logic can be

latches an electrical bell (alarm) and a flashing orange seen front the partial block diagram of figure 3. The
light to indicate to the test operator that it is time to process for loading the program information (stage #1 .
perform a functional test of the missile. The alarm is to #63) into the temporan' storage registers is initiated
manually reset by a front panel button. by setting the Load flip-flop. This enables a 2-kHz logic

Acontrol clock to increment four counts in the 8-bit ad-

matically skipped, and at the conclusion of stage #63, data (eight bits) from the PROM is loadd into the

the AECS will sequence to stage #1. Because the PROM proper register by gates Gi through G4. These gates "o-
contains logical zeros in any location not programed, at decode the two least significant bits of the address and
the conclusion of the last programed stage, the AECS pass a ",O-second loading pulse that is generated by a
will automatically sequence to stage #1 and repeat the one-shot from the logic clock. On the fourth count G4
program. resets the load flip-flop to halt the loading.

The PROM is electrically programmed outside of Note that all bits of the time code data are in-
the AECS using any acceptable programmer such as a verted before being loaded into the Time register. A
PROLOG M-900. A software routine on TYMSIHARE

E 2KzC 8-8IT ADDRESS PROGRAM
CLOCK] COUNTER RESET

SET RSTORAGE

REGISTERS

T

JE 
LOADr II TVMP

G4 G3 G2 Gi [A2']N
YPROM A,. %

LOAD LOAD LOAD :1 OJA,%

NOISE TEMP TIME T S NoS
LOAD E

SPECIAL S • LOAD

'C.

CL.'-
COUE / E G LOAD ADENT N %

*T
" '.~~ER S-ITPEATTTE '. %

, ".ZER"%IM u F- IELODTM j%.1,

.I CUNTRRGSTR x--" LOAODE._ .-- '.5..

Figure 3. Partial Block Diagram of AECS Logic -.
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program clock increments up the Time counter once every not shown is the manual advance which sets the load flip
15 seconds to produce all logical ones when the time flop, the manual stage set which presets the six most sig-
interval is completed. An example of the process is as nificant bits of the address register, and the address and 6. -..

follows: time remaining displays which decode their tespective .
binary data into BCD seven segment format.

Desired time of stage: 1 minute, 15 seconds
Minutes The temperature and pressure code data are con-

Time code programed: 0 01 verted to analog signals to drive their respective controller
circuits. The remaining data bits are buffered to drive O

FET switches, latches, and solid state relays, to effect .
the desired environmental control. -

Time Register data
Physical Design -

0 sec 11111010 Loaded in register
The AECS was housed in a 19- by 13- by I5-inch

15 sec 11111011 (48.2- by 33- by 38-centimeter) rack-mounted box. The

30 sec 11111100 front panel as shown in figure 4 included the following ".
displays:

45 sec lllll101 -...-
I min 1111110 I. Program Identification Number

Irain 1111110 2. Stage Number

I min 15 sec 11111111 All ones -Load next 3. Time remaining in Stage (Minutes only)
stage data 4. Functional Test Alarm Light

5. Power Interrupt Alarm Light (Power Interrupt Alarm ,

When all time bits are logical ones G6 starts the process latches whenever the 5-volt logic supply dips below

for loading the next stage data. If the time of any stage 4.5 volts. Because low power may cause loss of

loaded is zero, G6 disables G2 through G4 from loading stored data, all of the environmental controls are .

their respective registers. disabled until the alarm is manually reset.)
6. Command Temperature (Set Point) .-,'.','

The stage zero address is decoded with a gate (not 7. Controlling Temperature (of Missile)
shown) to enable G5 to load the identification code. Also 8. Air Modulator Pressure

- . P •

mrW

0 J&

-er-

' mma " 9 >
:"-.. *-.. '"

", Figure 4. Front Panel of AECS A" " ""
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* In addition, LED and neon lights indicate the status of 6 LED's Indicators
the TCU (heating, cooling, and slow rate), the programed 2 NO Pushbutton switches
noise gain bits, the noise #1 and #2 inputs, missile power, I Dual power supply (+5V, -9V)
and special functions #1 and #2. 1 Board, enclosure, and miscellaneous

The front panel controls included the following: With three multiplying Digital to Analog Converters and a -.-.. ,
Quad Op-Amp for the programable gain amplifier, temper- .

I. Program reset - to read the ident'fication code and ature controlling voltage, and the modulator pressure
start stage #1. control current, the cost for all basic materials is less than •

2. Manual Program Advance - to advance to the next $150.00.
stage independent of time...

3. Manual Stage Select - thumbwheel switch and push- Random Temperature Offset Generator (RTOG)
button to force the program to the selected stage.

4. Functional Test Alarm Reset When the AECS was originally designed, it was in-
5. Power Interrupt Alarm reset, tended that the variation in mission profile temperature

from a mean standard day temperature would be accounted
Toggle switches select Manual or Automatic modes for by programming several of the same mission, each with -.

. for all of the environmental controls including: heat, a different temperature offset for all stages of that mis-
" cool, slow, pressure increase, pressure decrease, noise sion. After the AECS was operational, and while one of .

-: input #1, noise input #2, and missile power. A thumb- these lengthy programs was being written the idea occurred -
- wheel selects the manual noise gain, and a 10 turn pot to let some kind of intelligent hardware do the tempera-

sets the manual control temperature. ture offsetting of the missions rather than programing
each mission over and over with different offsets. This

The hardware consisting of approximately 50 inte- would save programing time, and would free the .available 0
grated circuits was contained on one wire wrapped logic programing space for other missions. This would also
board and one printed circuit analog board. Extreme produce a more realistic temperature history if the offset ..- -

care was taken to design high noise immunity into the were random with a known distribution. .
% logic. Clock speeds were kept very low, extensive buf-

fering and shielding were used, and capacitive filters were This idea was implemented using an 8-bit psuedo-
added to slow down critical timing lines. The care in random number generator and summing weighted values
design has paid off in demonstrated system reliability, of the 8-bits to give a psuedo-random analog signal. The

" To date with more than 500 operational hours, no con- analog signal (in this case a current) was then summed
-. trolling errors have occurred, with the output current of the Digital to Analog Con-

Is pa t o t ne t dpsverter (DAC) which drives the temperature controller. -..-" It is important to note that none of the displays or "''-.
controls, except Reset, are necessary for the operation of The psuedo-random number generator consisted of "
the control system. The large number of displays and an 8-bit parallel out static shift register with bit #1 and
controls of the system described were included in this #7 exclusive ORed and fed back to the serial input. This
prototype for ease of program interrogation when errors configuration, shown in figure 5, resulted in a sequence of 0

• occurred, and for ease of establishing the mission profile words which repeated itself every 128 shifts.
'*'. program. To date no such errors have occurred and

establishment of the program has proved to be easier than SHIFT
expected. Therefore, subsequent models of the AECS,

,- being built for other missile programs, do not include
Identification or Commanded Temperature displays, or IN SBIT PARALLEL OUT

the Manual Stage Select.

* . For a minimum cost and complexity system, it is
" suggested that the basic system of figure 3 be used with the
"" inclusion of a Program Reset (reset address counter), a

Manual Stage Advance (set Load FF), and a stage number
display consisting of six Light Emitting Diodes driven by WEIGHTING E

7404 buffers from the six most significant address lines. CFI

Such a system using 555 integrated circuit timers for the
Logic Clock, One Shot, and Program Clock could be
implemented with the following major components: O'ENV S UMN PLICOEFFICIENT VALUES SUMMING AMPLIFIEI Y....

Quantity Item A - 0.3
Quantity Item - 0.4 ANALOG OUTPUT

C : 0.2
D 0.7

10 74177 Counter E -0.95 7404 Hex Inverter F -0.5

. 3 7430 Dual 4 input Nand N - 0.0

3 555 Timer o %
.... 1 1702 PROM & Socket Figure 5. Psuedo-Random Level Gen~erator '.%,, £
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A omputetr program was used to plot the analog approximately ±150 F (±8.31C) standard deviation. This
.oLtptt of the summed bits giving the eight weighting temperature range was determined using several sources of.
coefficients. More than 50 different sets of weighting data predicting the likelihood of service over certain land
coelt,.eit, w .r plotted giking outputs that ranged from masses or oceans, and their atmospheric tempei:t re
smooth. slowl. changing signals to erratic rapidly chang- distribution. The temperature distribution for testing
ing wavetornis. other products will vary with the intended use. .

The weighting selected produced an output as shown ACOUSTIC NOISF MODULATOR DRIVER
in figure 6 that was a compromise between the extremes.
This weighting produced an average output, from any 20 Laboratory simulated reliability tests of modern mis-
consecutive shifts and was approximately equal to the siles are often quite lengthy (1,000 chamber hours or
mean of the distribution over its 128 shift periodicity. more). The amount of power consumed in generating the -

The weighting coefficients and distribution of this signal environmental stimulation is becoming significant and
are also plotted, and as expected the distribution is with the ensuing world wide energy shortage, more ef-
gaussian in shape. The 2nd bit only (B-coefficient) is ficient methods of environmental generation are receiving
inverted before being weighted and summed. attention. In 1976 PMTC initiated a low profile program -

to develop a safer, more foolproof acoustic noise driver
The final circuit design is as shown in figure 7 where than was presently being used. The result of this develop-_ '

the summing amplifier is configured to produce a current ment was not only a safer driver but also a more efficient --
output. When the AECS power is off. the shift register, noise generating system, and is presented here as part of
which is a very low power CMOS device, is powered by the environmental controls system.
a 3-volt mercury battery to retain its information state.
This insures that the psuedo-random generator will con- The majority of acoustic air noise modulators are "O
sistently step through its sequence and will not skip to a basically voice coil driven linear slide values that are nor-
new part of the sequency every time the AECS is mally biased with the valve in a half open position. As
powered on. low air pressure is flowed by this variable restriction, the ..

valve linearly modulates this flow of air producing varia-
The generator is advanced to a new temperature off- tions in pressure which are coupled into the chamber as

setting output at the first stage of each mission by re- acoustic pressure variations. The slots in the slide valve
ceiving a negative going (0 volts) signal from the special are designed to provide 100 percent modulation at a
function #2 program bit of the AECS. The generator cir- specific voice coil excursion. Over excursion causes the
cuit board (approximately 4 by 4 inches) (10 by 10 centi- modulation to "double back" as shown in figure 8. re-
meters) was mounted in the AECS and is controlled by two suiting in actually a reduction of energy produced at the
small toggle switches on the front panel. One switch halts driving frequency. Over excursion also over stresses the
or enables the RTOG from being advanced to a new offset, flexible electrical voice coil connection contributing to -
and the other switch connects (ON) or disconnects (OFF) early fatigue and failure.
the offsetting current to the temperature controller input.~The response of the modulator to an electrical drive 0,.,,

The mean and spread of the output distribution are signal (sinusoidal) indicates an inductive property which
adjustable on the circuit board with trimpots. In a recent requires increasingly higher voltages to drive a particular ..
Navy air-to-air missile program the mean offset was set to displacement at higher frequencies. The common method

' +3°F (t1.70 C) and the spread to ±350 F (±19.4°C) or of driving the voice coil with a peak-limited voltage -

RANDOM OUTPUT OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION

0,

* z
*U W

lU

MIN MEAN MAX

Figure 6. Random Offset Temperature Generator Output
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amplifier, produces peak excursions at one particular fre- -
quency. However, it allows over excursion at frequencies

/ below this optimum frequency, and results in under ex-
100 PERCENT cursion at higher frequeicies.• ~~~~MODULATION t '-.* ,

The situation is resolved by observing that over its
usable frequency range (50 to 600 Hz), the modulator
produces the same excursion when driven by a fixed RMS
current sinewave. For the Ling Model 1094 the optimum
current for 100 percent modulation is 7 amps RMS, or %
10 amps peak. Therefore a simple voltage clipper followed ....

| PERCENT by a voltage controlled current driver was prototyped as a
MODULATION modulator driver in the Environmental Laboratory at

PMTC. An additional circuit was added to the prototype -
- NORMAL OVERDRIVE to limit the RMS value of the driving current to 7 amps.

This absolute maximum value was clearly specified in the
modulator literature and was confirmed by the manu- % P

"" facturer as being a voice coil heating limitation. Because .
-. of skepticism concerning the area of voice coil stresses as

well as driving techniques, PMTC contacted the manufac-
ture and established the maximum acceptable voice coil

I nnir / S. lodtilttor Vilve Overdrive temperature. A test was then conducted to measure" '.

,:P..:,

. V.

%"%,

%... ,-

%...
... ,-,.



the resistivity temperature of the copper volce coil ira- -igiplc, stable .. id icliable konitguration using cornoi.Oill,
mediately following a sustained drive. From this test it availabvl inexpcisise parts The major portiah of the
was determined that the voice coil could easily withstand cucuitlry is clnijiied ol one printed circuit board foi
the peak current continuously. Therefore, the RMS easy asse,,,blN.

- limiting circuitry was removed from the prototype drise " .
As expected, the drier. with its precise modulation -

Equally important in the deign considerations was limiting, produces 0.5 dB more noise at 7 anps RNIS than
to make the driver stable. The voltage amplifiers nor- a voltage amplifier driven at the 7 anps IZMS maxinum
mally used for driving modulaturs were wide Irequency, rating of the modulator with a random-noise signal shaped '
high fidelity type with large amounts of feedback, and flat from 150 to WO0 lIz and with a low prcssure air
inherent instability. Because of this instahilit , elaborate supply of 40 psi. )riving with the sanme source signal at

,*. protection circuits were included to shut down the 9.5 amps RNIS which is totally safe with the driver re- - •
amplifier apon sensing over voltage, over current, or stilts in a 1.0 dB SPL gain over the 7 amp RMS voltage
over temperature. If the sensing limits were set too driver configuration. Total distortion was less then 5 pet-"
narrow the amplifier would periodically shut down causing cent. Iwo drivers have been in use at the Environmental
a disruption in the testing. If the limits were set too Laboratory since July 1976 and have accunmulated over
wide, modulator destruction could and did occasionally 2,000 operating hours with no driver failure or driver in-

' result. dueed modulator failures.

In designing the modulator driver it was determined
that a fair amount of distortion in the driving currentt CONCLUSION
could be tolerated. This is due to the fact that the sig- %-%

nal being driven is random shaped noise. Ilarmonic and The total environmental control system as described "O
intermodulation distortion in the driver will only tend to has proved to he a functional, economical, atd reliable ;r
reshape the spectrum slightly which will automatically be system for thcrmoacoistic simulation. Although the
compensated for in shaping the signal source. All that is PROM programed hardwired system is by no means the

- requried is that the distortion be repeatable. The -urrent only approach to atutomatic controi, it has been presented
output drive was therefore designed using no feedback, as a simple and inexpensive tool for developing the coI- . .

.-• This resulted in a drive which is stable with any kind of cept of mission protile testing. As Lorisciousness of the • .

o a load from a shorted to open circuit, and capacitive to concept grows. it is expected that the control systems
inductive impedance. Because the frequency response of will likewise grow into elaborate microprocessor and

* . the driver need only extend to I-Kilz, low frequency high computer controlled systems. Ilowever, at the present"-
second-breakdown power transistors were used in a time the AECS approach will provide total automatic "

parallel configuration to produce a more transient lorgiving control with more than enough flexibility to generate
reliable driver. The linal design shown in figure 9 is a the realism desired.
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BROAD-BAND MECHANICAL VIBRATION AMPLIFIER

R.T. Fandrich
Harris Corporation, Electronic Systems Division

Melbourne,Flrd%

A test requirement to expose miniature electronic components
to high vibration levels encouraged this investigation of a
mechanical vibration amplifier. Various testing require-
ments are imposed on components and many of these require-

d ments are too high to be met using standard laboratory vi-
bration shakers. The solution described in this paper
utilizes a mechanical vibration amplifier which increases
the available shaker output at all frequencies, simultaneously.

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical system described in are imposed on miniature electronic
this paper amplifies vibration inputs components. Many of these requirements
at frequencies above the system isola- cannot be met using standard laboratory
tion frequency (80 Hertz). It utilizes vibration shakers designed for 100 g
an imbalanced seesaw having a heavy vibration levels. Figure I shows a
mass on one side and relatively light 150 g requirement superimposed over a
test item on the other. The pivot typical shaker output rating. The re-
point is vibrated vertically and (in quirement is a modification of MIL-STD-
the frequency range where the heavy 883 and consists of a constant dis- .'-

*mass is in isolation) the input to the placement of 1.5mm (0.06 in. double
test item is amplified, due simply to amplitude) between 20 and 220 Hertz.
the mechanical advantage of the seesaw The shaker is rated at 2.54cm (double0

* -mechanism. Since this range includes amplitude) or 254cm/second or 100 g's,
frequencies between 80 and 2000 Hertz, whichever is smallest. The figure in-
the mechanism is truly a broad band dicates the shaker is incapable of pro- *

amplifier capable of amplifying either ducing the desired level from 180 to
sinusoidal or broad band random inputs. 2000 Hertz. a.

This paper describes the laboratory Often the component requires random
experiments which demonstrated the testing. The required level is typi-
feasibility of this method. The method cally established by multiplying a
effectively amplified input vibration system level vibration specification by
levels by a factor of 3 g'sfg over an a transfer function which represents
input frequency range of 100 to 2000 the system dynamic amplification at the
Hz, allowing testing at 150 g's while component mounting point. When system
driving the shaker at only 60 g'ns, specifications are conservatively high

*thereby saving energy and high level and components are mounted on low damp-
wear-and-tear on the shaker system and ed printed circuit boards, very high
extending the upper limit of feasible component specifications result. It is
test levels. usually advisable to test the compon-

ents in the system and eliminate the
REQUIREMENTS need for high shaker levels. However,

Varius ibraiontesing equre-system fragility and availability
Varius ibraiontesing equre-usually preclude this solution.

ments, both sinusoidal and random, and
ranging up to several hundred g's in It therefore becomes necessary to
the frequency range of 20 to 2000 Hertz generate both sine and random vibration%

25
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levels of very high amplitudes to ful- Figure IIl shows the control ioopfill these requirements. schematics of these two solutions and

demonstrates the advantage of adding-
INCREASED GAIN the required gain as close to the test"' '"

itmas possible. Solution (a) in the ;
If these high level requirements figure uses an electrical power ampli-•

are to be met using this type shaker, fier to increase the gain and there- .' -.. ;
,,it is clear that a means of increasing fore, requires a larger shaker. Solu-
ithe available vibration output is re- tion (b) depicts an increase in gain

• quired. A classical approach to this between the shaker and the test item.':[.:T:
•problem results in the obvious solution This is the optimum location for the

of adding a power amplifier having 20 required gain since no modifications [ii'
to 2000 Hz band width and a gain of two are required by the existing compon- .[

or three. ents of the control loop. '' ''''

Figure Ii shows the required gain MECHANICAL AMPLIFIERS ,'-. -
~~as a function of frequency based on the_--

test requirement in Figure I. Envelop- Many designs of resonant fixtures - . -
ing this requirement is a typical power have been used in the past, but they -'..-.

""amplifier gain curve representing a can acquire very high levels over only
'"possible solution to the requirement. a narrow frequency range. High level -- '.
""If this power amplifier was used to in- vibration requirements have encouraged .'-..*

,--crease shaker output, the increase a study of methods for mechanically-'- ". ."would make it necessary to redesign the amplifying vibration levels over a - .-
"* shaker to accept the increased electri- broader frequency range. One of the•

...... ...... ..........

._cal power and to withstand the in- methods developed during this study -.-- '

. creased mechanical load. This solution simultaneously amplifies input vibra- ,,''''.
is costly and difficult. If the ampli- tion over the entire frequency band,.,''.-.

, .......-..

fier could be added further down the just as an electrical power amplifier " -
'iline, that is, after the shaker and be- does. In fact, this mechanical ampli-"., ,'

fore the test item, then the shaker de- fier has a band width, a gain and a "'''' '
""sign would be adequate. The shaker phase shift similar to its electrical '"""

*' would act as a preamplifier for the new counterpart.

:. amplifier. - " "-"-"

. ..,. *.',
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The basic mechanical amplifier is force available from the long arm is,
the lever. Although levers are usually of course, less than that applied.
considered force amplifiers, we shall Figure IV (a) shows the lever arrange-
use a lever to amplify displacement, ment used. There are two major design
velocity and acceleration. To do this, problems with this lever. The first

" we must exert a force on the short arm problem is that the hinge on the right
" of the lever over a small displacement. end of the lever must be attached to a

The resulting motion on the long arm is fixed base and must not rattle, even
a large displacement. The available while being cycle-loaded at 2000 cycles

TEESSE, .

-.-." ~CONTROL LER CONTROL L ER '' ' '

ADDED AMPLIFICATION

"G SHAKER.

ADDED AMPLIFICATION

(a) ELECTRICAL GAIN (b) MECHANICAL GAIN

FIGURE III

OPTIMIZATION OF GAIN
IN CONTROL LOOP
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Using the requirement described in
Figure I and assuming a long lever a rm
of 130 mm results in a lever angle of
.006 radian. Since translation pre-

lEST sents no probl em to the inertial hinge,
and the rotation required is small , a

ITEM reed hinge can be used to drive the
lever. The tangent of the lever angle
represents an induced vibration cross

OUTUTtalk resulting from this design. Cross
1111UTtalk of up to 50% typically resultsI INPUT from other sources so an induced cross

talk of 0.6% deserves little concern.
The system described works as a lever
when the center of gravity is not mov-

(a) MECHANICAL H ING E ing, that is, when it is in vibrational

TEST isolation. At very low frequencies,TEST the system is not in isolation and so
ITEMit will not work as an amplifier. The

system was designed to isolate at 50 to
p.MASS 90 Hertz and amplify vibration above

OUTPUTits isolation frequency.
OUTPU It has been mentioned that a great-

INU er force is required to drive the am-
INPUTplifier, than is effective at the test

-~ () INRTIL HIIGEitem. However, it is important to -

(b) NERTAL HNGEunderstand that the available vibration
is greater than without the amplifier.

FIGURE IV The vibration acceleration level avail- .-

able from a shaker is the shaker force
THE BASIC LEVER rating divided by the moving weight.

*per second. The second problem is that Vibration Level Available
the input force must be applied in an
arc around the hinge to eliminate Shaker Force-Rating *4*
stretching the lever and must be ap- Moving Weight ..-.

plied through a hinge with the same
characteristics as the first hinge. Shaker Force Ratin5 %4

To olv thse esin poblmsweArmature Weight (A) +
To slve hesedesin prblem, weFixture Weight (F)+

transcend normal design techniques and Test Item Weight (TI)
*utilize the principle of inertia to

establish a center of rotation or, in Since dead weight is used to shift the
other words, a hinge, and find this center of gravity, the mechanical am-
hinge to be a very cooperative one. plifier will weigh approximately ten

times as much as a conventional fixture
Figure IV (b) shows how a center of designed for the same application. At

rotation is established using a rela- frequencies below amplifier resonance,
tively large mass on the right end of the available output of the amplifier
the lever. Not only does this mass act system is lower than the conventional
as an inertial hinge, it also will move system because of its greater mass.
in a horizontal line to eliminate the For this frequency range:
induced lever arm stretch discussed
above. The only problem this inertial Available Level (Conventional)=
hinge does not solve is rotation at

* the driving member. The angle of ro- FR
tation of the lever is twice the arc- A+F+TI%
tangent of the maximum single ampli-
tude vibration required, divided by Available Level (Amplifier)
the long lever arm.

FR
Double Amplitude/2 A+1OF+TI

*Angle = 2 Arctan Long Lever Arm

2 Arctan ~Above amplifier resonance, the vibra-.
130 mm tion level is amplified by the factor

of amplification (X) and since the dead
= .06 Raiansweight is in isolation (and therefore

.06Rain

28S
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7.

0 not part of the moving weight) only a expected to rotate about its center of
fraction of the amplifier weight need gravity (approximate). The test item .
be considered. If we assume this is attached to the lever along its
fraction is 1/5 or twice the conven- edge.
tional fixture weight, the available
output is: Figure V shows this mechanical am-

plifier and the vibration profile along
Amplified Output its length. The reed driver is de-

picted as a hinge. Due to the rota-
= (Force Rating ()_ tional moment of inertia, the actual

A+2F+TI center of rotation of the plate is
shifted to the right of the center of

Assuming X = 2 Yields gravity. This is a direct result of
coupling of the linear and rotational

Amplified Output = Force Ratinj modes of the plate. For this reason,
A + F + TI the center of gravity was not assumed
2 2- as the center of rotation for the fix-

ture, but rather a point to the right
This equation shows the amplifier ef- of the center of gravity was used. The
fectively reduces the armature and test plate was attached to a shaker through ,-. .
item weight by 50%. The assumptions of a reed hinge and stabilized by a soft
weights and amplification are easily rubber snubber. Figure VI is a photo-
obtainable through intelligent design
of the amplifier, so an effective re-
duction of 50% of the armature weight "
is a reasonable goal.

AMPLIFIER DESIGN

A mechanical amplifier was propor-
tioned to produce a 2:1 gain in vibra-
tion amplitude. (If displacement is
amplified by 2, velocity and accelera- A,
tion will also be amplified by 2 at all
frequencies and assuming sinusoidal vi-
bration.) Instead of the spherical

, mass depicted in Figure IV, a 7.6 cm
square bar 35 cm long was used to pro-
duce the required inertia and was lo-
cated 5.5 cm off the pivot. The lever
is aluminum and measures 5 cm thick S
and extends 12 cm beyond the pivot.
It has been lightened with several
4 cm diameter holes. The system is

FIGURE VI -'-

'+2 +1 0 - MECHANICAL AMPLIFIER

(null)

- graph of this amplifier. The reed
driver is to the left of the mass and a .'
rubber snubber restricts the maximum

I----------... \ deflection possible to eliminate a loss
- of control at the plate's rotatioial

"- resonant frequency. The test item is
-- - mounted on the left edge of the plate.

0 AMPLIFIER PER FORMAN CE -
an ie less The mechanical amplifier described

-" AMPLIFIE.R than .006 was evaluated to establish its perfor-
INPUT radians mance characteristics. If we consider

the amplifier as an unknown anvi evalu-
FlYJRE V ate its transfer function, we obtain

Figure VII. The desired gain from
Figure II is included on this figure to

MECHANICAL CONCEPT provide a comparison of desired verses
OF actual gain. The notch and peak at 80

VIBRATION AMPLIFIER

29
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STABILITY AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF HYDRO-MECHANICAL SHAKERS IN VIBRATION RIG"s

Seshadri Sankar
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Concordia University, Montreal, Canada

A hydro-niechanical shaker is an effective alternate to an electro-
hydraulic shaker for providing low frequency, large displacement
and force. This paper presents an analytical study on the stabil-
ity and frequency response of hydro-mechanical shakers used for
generating vibrationl signals to drive a vibration rig. The analy-
tical expression for stability are derived based on linearized
flow characteristic equations and taking into account the effect "
of fluid inertance and resistance in the connecting pipes. The -
results indicate that the size of the connecting pipes and their
elasticity influence the stability of the shaker. Simple expres-
sions are derived for the amplitude ratio and phase angle against
frequency for both open and closed loop frequency response of the
hydro-mechanical shaker based on Duffing's linearization scheme.
The analytical expressions derived for stability and frequency
response can be directly used for selecting and/or specifying
the hydro-mechanical shaker which best meets a given set of require-" ,.*

ments.

INTRODUCTION shaker, like low frequency and high dis-
placement and force capabilities. This

Electro-hydraulic shaker systems paper is concerned in the systematic

permit vibration testing at force levels, study of stability and frequency res-
displacements and frequencies outside ponse of hydro-mechanical shakers in
the capabilities of electro-dynamic vibration rigs.
shaker systems. As a result, electro-
hydraulic shakers are rapidly becoming Figure I shows a typical hydro-
accepted as effective complement to mechanical shaker system used for gene-
electro-dynamic exciters in a wide vari- rating vibratory angular motion. When
ety of applications such as in testing designing a hydro-mechanical shaker for
very large payloads of missiles, trans- vibration testing, the size of hydrau-
port machineries, shipboard engines and lic cylinder, valve, connecting pipes
instruments, and other products which between valve and cylinder, and the

% are subject to vibration environments, dynamic behaviour of the mechanism must
be known. In addition, the frequency

Table I shows the comparison of the response characteristics of the mecha-
capacity of electro-hydraulic and elec- nism is also needed to determine its
tro-dynamic mechanisms used as a drive speed of response and natural frequency.
for vibration rigs. The comparison out- Another important factor that should be
lined in Table I reflects that for the known in the design of hydro-mechanical
size and flexibility (force and dis- shakers is its stability characteriic. .

placement ratings), the cost of an elec- Instability is an inherent problem faced
tro-hydraulic shaker system is consider- by designers of hydro-mechanical svst cis
ably lesser than for the electro-dynamic [2 , 3,4]. it is known that alterat Wi,11;

-. shaker. However, for industrial appli- in the design stage or select ion o1 com-
cations that require relatively low cost pletely new parameters based or, txp .ri-
shaker systems, a hydro-mechanical ence, often lead to dynamic instabiliy 0

A shaker is an effective alternate to an in hydro-mechanical systems [5]. Tii..
- electro-hydraulic shaker. The hydro- paper presents the results of an ana-, "

mechanical shaker can provide all signi- tical study on the stability and fr.-
ficant features of an electro-hydraulic quency response of hydro-mechanical
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shakers used for generating vibrational equations relating the pressure drop in
signals to drive a vibration rig. the pipes can be written as"--

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE HYDRO- (P= R + 1 d (6)
MECHANICAL SHAKER SYSTEM (P 1 "..

The mechanism shown in Figure 1 (P .p2 ) = Ra Q, + I Qt (7)
consists of a platform which supports a

the test unit to be tested for vibratory where R is the coefficient of resistance
input. The platform is supported by a in the pipes and I is the fluid inertance
stand and hinged at centre so that it in the pipes. "" '

can oscillate about a vertical axis from

the force generated by the hydro-mecha- The set of equations governing the
nical shaker. Any vibrational input continuity characteristics in the hydra-".
signal given to the lever moves the spool lic cylinder are given by --
valve, which allows hydraulic fluid to d
flow into the cylinder through the valve Q=Ad !(V+Ay) -- + C(PP2) (8) ..
ports and thus actuate the piston accor-
ding to the command signal. A displace-dlv i+ (9)"
ment feedback is provided in the mecha- Q2 

=  AAy-),(-• -..-

nism by rigidly connecting the valve
body to the platform. where in equations (8) and (9) a laminar

leakage coefficient, Cj is assumed for
The system of equations that charac- the leakage flow past the cylinder pis- "

terize the behaviour of the mechanism ton. The equivalent volume V includes
S" should take into account the following the total volume of the cylinder and the

features: connecting pipes; V = Vt + V p.B/Bp. %-

(a) oil flow characteristics in the Assuming a resilient coupling
cylinder, connecting pipes and betweencoling %
across the valve orifices; the equation of motion of the spool %

(b) dynamic behaviour of the control valve can be written from the schematic 
valve and the action of the flow diagram in Figure 2.
forces; and

(c) dynamic behaviour of the platform. M d2,2 +C - + K (x - f=F..
dt. s dt .

Considering a four-edge controlled, d-.'.
critical centered spool valve for con- (10)
trolling the flow into the hydraulic cyl- where
inder, the flow characteristic equations F K (x )
can be written as 9 ( (

- and F the flow force which always acts
Q C 1;;- e P'P Ps sgn (Ps-P,) (1) in a firection to close the valve ports

for e> can be written as

Q =CdWeL IP2 -PcJ sgn (P -Pe) (2) Ff =0.43 We[(PsPe) (P 1 -P 2 )] (12)

From the kinematic equation of the lever,
and the displacement x, can be expressed as _

1-2 x (1 U) x (13)

for e-0
* Q =w c- !-,('-?2 4 The equation characterizing the

Q W e  sP "i"1 ('s-P (4) dynamic behaviour of the hydraulic piston '
is 0

. whcre Q, and Q are h flow rates as d C d.X+K (y-z)
,hI , i F1 ij tre l, "nd M dt A(P I P 214)

" x - where M -- M-) + MN M; is the mass of 4*1moving piston, and Mp = 4c, A'/3a, is the . --.

N''rnally, in a hydro-trecharijcal nv.gpsoadN ~ 2 ~,i h
jh.. i Noreemal the i nt hyre-vle haequivalent mass of liquid in the pipe:,,.q~r ,stm te cltto] alv issitt- referred to the cylinder. -..- ]
aticd at. a distance from the cylinder. r
This ri.uiLs in longer conrectin ; pipes The equation of motion for the angu-
betweei, the valve and cylinder. Such far displacement of the platform together
long pipes introduce pressure drops in a i c t h t o h

"'" the flrw due to fluid resistance and with the load is given by ' ,
inertancc in the pipe. Assuming a cir- I d d K r,_-,)+ ,-J
cular cross-section for the pipes. the m d t-t= K r4 (y-z) +Kr 2 (x-x )(15).
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where r. gives
x =()z (16) Q Ce e-C p (20)

1 r) p
For mechanisms with large values of r, Combining equations (8) and (9), it
and r2 (approx. l-2m) and with small can be written as
displacement z (approx. 3-4 cm), the .d-
kinematic relationship between z and a AF + a±P+ 2 C, = Q (21)
can be expressed as tr

z =r iz (17) where =.11..2

The foregoing set of equations (l)- Adding equations (6) and (7) and combi-
(17) completely describes the mathemati- ning with equation (20) gives
cal representation of the hydro-mechani-
cal shaker system. I d 0 (22)

STABILITY OF THE MECHANISM p p
The steady-state flow forces in

An important constraint in hydro- the spool valve given by the equation
mechanical shakers used as a drive for (12) can be simplified by using the

" generating vibrational signals is to tangents to the flow characteristic
have a stable operation without any un- curve at the point of system equilibrium
bounded oscillations. It has been shown and can be expressed as
that des.ign alterations made in hydro-
mechanical systems has led into the Ff = H . Q (23)
sphere of dynamic instability [3,4,5]. where

, Hence it is essential to establish the H = 0.43 W/2f /k
stability limits for the hydro-mechani-
cal shaker so that the choice of mecha- Equations (5), (10), (11), (13) and
nism parameters could be made without (23) can be combined and after simplifi-
any fear of instability problem. cation can be expressed as

The non-linearities in the flow M d2e+Ms dL + Cs e+(
dt2 d (K +K) " characteristics equations make the study d d 2  s

of stability complex and hence in this a 2  (24) %.
paper these non-linear equations are + K x = (aJ )x
linearized using Taylor's series for two, "-
variables and retaining terms up to the where x - z
first order. Using this linearization w=
the flow characteristic equations can be
simplified as Substituting 2P = (P11 -P2 2 ) in

, C e - C P (18) equation (14) gives
t "~ "'2'"

"C +C(19) M d y+C +K y-K z =2A (25) -
- e p 2 dt 2 d..-

where Ce and C are the flow gain and Substituting equations (16) and-.J
flow-pressure goefficients. In the (17) in (15) and rearranging gives
steady-state condition the flows into d2z dz+ r zrr
and out of the hydraulic cylinder will I +C +K r 2r

be equal and in general therefore with mdt Cm - i = K1r 2Y +Ks r2e
symmetric valve porting (26)

C Q2 Hence for stability analysis, equa-
Qe 3e 3e tions (21) to (26) completely describe

ethe linearized mathematical model of the
SC-- Q2 mechanism. For zero-input stability,
p ;P, 3P substitute the input lever displacement

x = 0 and assume that the solution of
In writing equations (18) and (19), this system of homogeneous linear equa-

it is assumed that there is no reverse tions will be in the form [XI = [T]eA t ,

flow in the valve ports and the opera- where [X] is a vector of variables; [X] T =

ting point satisfies the condition e-0. [z,y,e,Q,p,x ] and [T] is a vector of
Now the rest of the equations (5-17) constants. Now the characteristic equa-
remain unchanged for the stability anal- tion will take the form of a determinant
ysis except that the equations are con- equation as given below: S
sidered to be the perturbed equations
about the operating point with the cor-
responding perturbed parameters.

Now, adding equations (18) and (19)

35
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X2 1 m+XC+Krr -Kr 2  -Krir2 0

-K 2M+AC+K, 0 0 -2A 0
0 0 A2M+ACs+K+K H 0 X2Ms+K.

det 0 0 -Ce/C XI+R/a+l/C 1 0
e p p

to 0 ,A 0 -1 AV/2B+2C 0 (27)

r 2 /r 1  0 0 0 0 +1

Evaluating the determinant and the connecting pipes have no influence .
arranging the terms according to the on the stability of the mechanism. How-
powers of X, the characteristic equation ever, the size of the connecting pipes I
can be expressed as a sixth-order poly- and their elasticity influence the sta-
nomial with the coefficients as func- bility of the mechanism. For a hydro- -
tions of design parameters. mechanical shaker used in vibration tes-

ting [7,8] and having parameters as in
When the mechanism has rigid con- Table 2, the stability regions for vari-

nections, the stiffnesses Kk and K, ations in the geometry of the connecting
becomes infinity and the characteristic pipes are calculated and are shown in
equation (27) reduces to the form Figure 3.

%1 A
4 

+ 1 2  3 + + -~-a 4 --A = 0 (28) FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE HYDRO-

where the coefficients a's are defined MECHANICAL SHAKER SYSTEM
as

.=I Im I V/2B In analyzing the frequency response, 7.
the first step is to find the open loop

2 = (Im a + Cm I)V/2B frequency response of the mechanism whenmthe housing of the control valve is dis-

03 = I + (C +K r
2
I)V/2B+ 2r2 A21 connected from the platform. In the pre--. .

3 m m s 2 sence of a harmonic input displacement

a = Cm+ (Ksr 2 W2B+2r2 A2 )& of the lever, the set of equations (1)
ot4 C 32 1 ... %to (17) describing the motion of the '..
SK r 2 +2rlr 2A C /C hydro-mechanical drive can be used for

s - e the frequency response analysis. The

and & = (R/a + 1/Cp) non-linear flow characteristic equations
raise the major problem in determining O

Using the Routh-Hurwitz stability the frequency characteristics. To over-" " ~come this difficulty, the linearized ? '
criterion [6] in equation (28), the c ic tzmodel of the flow characteristic equa-, "
absolute stability is given by the con- m o hac i e
dition tions in the stability analysis can be

used. However, this linearized model . 0
U-.. has a major disadvantage when used for , ,

- [M - 104/02] > US (29) frequency analysis because of the facta 2 that the coefficients of the linearized

Substituting the coefficients of equation changes all the time during a
equation (28) into equation (29) gives cycle of events, and to evaluate a reali-

stic mathematical model is very diffi-
-.V + ] cult. Hence in this paper, instead ofje trB linearizing the non-linear flow equa-

2 B A r2 (30) tions, they are expressed as a power
e 2 B series and the procedure is as follows:

The above inequality relationship Combining equations (1-4) and rear-
gives the stability condition for the ranging, the average flow Q can be
hydro-mechanical shaker system consi- expressed as
dered in this paper. Since this stabil- o= e"1- .3

ity condition gives the limiting value Q = k e PA [i - p- (31)
of the valve characteristic, G /Ce , as a p !e,
function of the mechanism paraketers and The above equation can be expanded
the geometry of the connecting pipes, it boa ande flow c h indes

aid t agret xtnt n heselcton binomially and the flow Q which includes
aids to a great extent in the selection the first two terms in the expansion is - U, -
of a valve or in the design of the mecha- shown in Figure 4. However, for large
nism. It can be seen that the fluid values of p.which occur in vibration

e 2% inertance and the flow resistance due to rigs with heavy loads, the mechanism

b 36
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operates in a region as shown in Figure d, = I M/2K r'A
4. For this operating state, the flow m21.
equation can be written as d 2 = (Cm M + Im C)/2K r2 A

Q k e P - k je' piP (32) d3 (M 1 rI  -+ m + I
Since the fluid resonance due to the m ")/-KortA
valve dynamics is only secondary in com- and
parison with the resonance associated
with the hydraulic cylinder, the control dI (Cr + C)/2riA
valve dynamics and the influence of the "
connecting pipes are considered to be The non-linear differential equa-
negligible. Also, in this analysis the tion (37) expresses the open-loop
stiffness Kk of the contact spring of characteristics of the hydro-mechanical
the lever is assumed to be infinite, drive. In order to obtain an analytical
Hence, substituting P,1 

= P., P2 = P2  expression for the open-loop frequency
and x, = x, and neglecting equations (6) characteristics, a linearization of the 0
and (7), the following set of equations non-linearities are carried out based on
can be formulated for the open loop Duffing's linearization method [9].
system: Appendix 1 describes the procedure in !..,.

predicting approximate open loop res- Lf.-
By combining equations (8) and (9) ponse using Duffing's method. The open-

and substituting equation (32) gives loop amplitude ratio and phase angle for
sinusoidal input, derived in Appendix 1,4Y +, are given by

+ 2Cp = k e P2 - k !e i p/Pa
() 2B Ft -C3 sino

a 22  x C1 +s2 (+9) ,.n+ *W
where e =- x (34) +C'n+ co

44*a,l N-1~.

Rearranging equation (14) gives and [C1 +l .

M d-Y+C !t+Kl (y-z) = 2A p (35) [ a t - (C4 - C7) (4
dt dt 1

where - = open-loop amplitude ratio,
Combining equations (15) and (17) gives (outpul amplitude/input amplitude)

I d-2L+ Lz +Kr'z = Kr' (36
m dt m  d- (36) C11 a, s  - a4 3 + a.

By combining equations (33-36) and rear- C2 
=  [au - aTT]

ranging, gives 4
d~z d .d~z C3= a 1 0 0

a0 j+[a +a 3 x1 d+[(a + a IH- 2aE-- ]  4 Xd- [aW 4 
- a 2 1 (41)

d~z x cid 2[a -a,]e,.
C4 2T 3[a s +a, x jt- T+ [a, + a. x a ax C5 

=  a, 3- -

(37) C6 =ar 2 () - aw 6 *

where 7 = 3C,

a0 = Vd1 /2B The term ff is added in equation (40) to

a = Vd 2 /2B + 2C d reflect that z and x are measured in P
2 2 opposite directions.

a = ikd/ For a closed-loop hydro-mechanical

a,2 = Al /r + Vd,/2B -+- iC d, drive having a rigid connection between
Sa 4 = AIm/Kr I the spool valve and platform, the initial

a. = ikd /p- system of equations (32) - (36) remains
the same except for changes in the equa-

= ACm/K rl + Vd/ILB + /Cd, tion of the spool displacement. For closed-loop curve, the spool valve dis-

a, = ikd P2  placement equation (34) becomes
aar

a 0 = + 2C d e = a X - z

a,= ikd ;P' Hence using the above equation and .

*-. a ithe open-loop transfer function, the
" ik P closed-loop transfer function can be

-ritten as

"'.
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Go (jw) straightforward in calculating the fre-
C(j) 1 .+ GO (jW) i1  (42) quency characteristics of hydro-mechani-

cal shakers. Further, the linearization
where.i-", r2/r method avoids any repeated, time-consu-.where i, r 2/r, ming digital computer solution of non-
and Go (jw) is the open-loop transfer linear system of differential equations
function given by for every value of w, I and B Based

on the above facts, the formulae deduced .
Go(j) i  e-J from the Duffing's linearization method

can be recommended for the calculation
of frequency characteristics of hydro-

From equation (42), the frequency mechanical shaker systems.
- characteristics of a closed-loop hydro-
- mechanical drive can be determined by CONCLUSIONS

*''" the known frequency characteristics of
an open-loop hydro-mechanical drive. An analytical study on the stabili- 0

ty and frequency response of hydro-mech- -'
" Rewriting the equation (42), the anical shakers used for generating

amplitude ratio and the phase angle vibrational signals to drive a vibration
against frequency for the closed-loop rig is presented. The system of equa- -,

- mechanism can be written as tions that characterize the behaviour of
the shaker takes into account: a) oil ',

Gc Q4=- ii/I flow characteristics in the cylinder,c [i2- ; 2ii cos (W)/P + (2 1,/2)2 connecting pipes and across the valve
. ..r z isin ()/ orifices; b) dynamic behaviour of the

Gc (W)-d()+arc " control valve and the action of flow
Gc ) + tan + iicos (/ forces; and c) dynamic behaviour of

the vibrating platform. Based on the
where 2/k and o(w) are as given in equa- above features, the analytical expres-
tions (39) and (40) sion for stability are derived using

the linearized flow characteristic equa-
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION tions. The stability condition gives

Uighepeindrv fothe limiting value of the valve charac-
o a l lrUsin e the expressions derived for teristic C /Ce, as a function of the ...
open- and clpsed-loop frequency response shaker par-eters and the geometry of

. characteristics, the plots of the ampli- the connecting pipes. The results indi- I
tude ratio and phase angle against fre- cate that the fluid inertance and the
quency, are orawn for values of B = flow resistance due to the connecting
145 and 1450 N/cm2 and are as shownPin pipes have no influence on the stability
Figures 5 to 8. It can be seen from the of the shaker system. However, the size

- amplitude plots that the natural fre- of the connecting pipes and their elas-
quency of the hydro-mechanical system ticity influence the stability of the
increases as the values of B increases, shaker.
Further, the closed-loop amplitude ratio
remains almost a constant over the fre- This paper also presents an analy-
quency range from D.C. to a frequency tical expression for calculating the
below the natural frequency. This fre- amplitude ratio (output/input) and phase
quency range is the actual operating angle against frequency for both open-
range of the hydro-mechanical vibration and closed-loop response of hydro-mecha-
rig. nical shaker systems. The formulae for

the frequency response characteristics
In order to estimate the error are derived based on the Duffing's line- , .-

involved in using the Duffing's lineari- arization method. Major advantages of
zation method, the non-linear equations this method are its simplicity and its
characterizing the dynamic behaviour of use in avoiding any tedious time-consu-
the hydro-mechanical shaker system were ming digital computer solution of non-

r solved using a digital computer. These linear system of differential equations.
results were superposed on the closed-

. * loop amplitude ratio against frequency The frequency response character-
plots (Figures 6 and 8) for the input istics of the hydro-mechanical shaker
amplitudes of k = 0.05 and 0.2 cm. From system calculated using the method out-
these results, it can be seen that good lined in this paper are found to have
correlation exists in obtaining frequen- good agreement with the results obtained
cy response characteristics using the using direct digital computer solution
Duffing's linearation method, of differential equations. The formulae

for the frequency response and stability
The expressions derived for the criterion derived respectively can be

frequency response characteristics based directly used by personnel in vibration
or, the DLffing's method are simple and testing to select and/or specify the

. .
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hydro-mechanical shaker which best APPENDIX I
meets a given set of requirements.
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NOMENCLATURE Ks  stiffness of spring between

valve spool and body; N/cm2

A effective cross-sectional area
of piston; cm' k CdW[ 2 /p]; cm/sec.N

a effective cross-sectional area L total stroke of piston; cmof connecting pipes ; cm2  . """
op total length of connecting

linear dimensions of the lever; pipes; cm
cm

M + Mf; total moving mass
B bulk modulus of elasticity of referred to the cylinder; Kg

fluid; N/cm2

M f mass of fluid in the pipe refer-
B bulk modulus of elasticity of red to the cylinder; Kg
P the connecting pipes and fluid

inside; N/cm2  M Mass of piston; Kg
p

C viscous damping coefficient M mass of spool valve; Kg
between piston and cylinder;
N.sec/cm 2 Pressures in the valve ports;

N/cm2

Cd coefficient of discharge, dimen-sionless P ,22 pressures in the cylinder cham-
bers; N/cm2

Ce slope of valve flow - valveCe opening curve; cm 3 /sec.cm P ; N/cm 2

C, laminar leakage coefficient; P supply and exhaust pressures;
, . cm5/Nse .s,e N/cm2

C damping coefficient at the pivot p PT ; N/cm 2

in vibration rig; N.sec./cm p11 - p , .*

C slope of valve flow - pressure
. P drop curve; cms/sec.N Q, 2 flow into and out of cylinder

chambers; cma / s ec.
C viscous damping coefficient in Q1 + Q2

spool valve; N.sec./cm Q ; cm'/sec.

d diameter of the connectingpipes; R fluid resistance in pipes;
. cm N. sec. /cm'

valve error; cm r 2 linear dimensions of the plat-
form; cm

F flow force on valve; N
t time; sec.

restoring force of lever contact
spring; N V Vt + VpB/B ; equivalent volume

referred t8 the cylinder; cm'

I fluid inertance in the pipes;
N.sec.

2/cm
5  Vt total volume of cylinder; cm

3

I mass moment of inertia of the V total volume of connecting pipes;
.O.. platform and the load; N.cm.sec

.  cm2

1 2 /a,,; dimensionless W width of valve port; cm 4- 4.,

i r /r ; dimensionless x ipput displacement; cm .

.e displacements referred in Figure -

2; cm

K stiffness of spring between cyl-
inder and platform; N/cm'  R amplitude of harmonic input dis-

placement; cm

K stiffness of spring between
lever and valve; N/cm2  y absolute displacement of piston;

cm

40
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z absolute displacement of plat- P mass density of fluid; kg,/cm'
form; cm

-. phase angle between input and
2amplitude of harmonic output open-loop output; rad.

displacement; cm
wfrequency; rad./sec.

0angular displacement of plat-
form; rad.

TABLE 1

Comparison of Electro-ityaraulic and Electro-Dynamic Drives for Vibration Rigs [I]1

Load = 3400 N Acceleration -20 g Frequency = 25-250 Hz

Description Blectro-hydraulic Drive Electro-Dynamic Drive

HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY

size 1.5 x 2.1m x 1.2m (high)

weight 4.45 x 104 N

input power 1.30 kva

POWER AMPLIFIER \

(servo valve)

size 164 cm' 1.8m x 2.4m x 2.1m
(high)

weight 890 N 6.25 x l0N

input power hydraulic power supply 200 kva

ACTUATOR

size 0.3m x 0.3m x 0.3m 1.5m x 2.7m x 1.5m
(high) (high).

weight 1335 N 13.4 x 105 N

APPROXIMATE COST $75,000. $120,000.

TABLE 2 I% i

System Parameters of a Hydro-Mechanical Shaker

A = 80 cm
2  Im - 1176 N.m.s2  Pe -

B = 1.5 x 101 N/ cm 2  KI = 9.8 x 101, N/cm, r, - 100 cm - -

Bp 14.5 X 102 N/c2 .= 100 cm r2  10 m

d = 1.5 cm L - 10 cm W = 4.4 cm

i= a 2 /a, 0.34 cm Ps . 294 N/cm2
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MIL-STD-781C RANDOM RELIABILITY TESTING

PERFORMED BY USING ACOUSTIC COUPLING

S.M. Landre
Harris Corporation, Electronic Systems Division

Melbourne, Florida

This paper describes an approach for performing random vi bra-
tion during reliability testing by using an acoustic coupled
shaker system. The new Revision C to MIL-STD-781 is requiring
either random or sine vibration during temperature cycling,
depending on the equipment specification. The requirement to
subject some test items to random vibration instead of sine
vibration creates demands for inexpensive replacement equip-
ment capable of performing the new tests.

INTRODUCTION i

Currently available replacement tolerance, the amplified signal is re-
shaker systems such as electrodynamic corded on a tape loop. This recorded i
and mechanical, capable of performing signal can then be played back at any 1W1
random vibration, are costly and/or in- time to run its particular random vi- ~
accurate. Electrodynamic shaker sys- bration profile on the acoustic coupled .

tems can easily meet both random or shaker, without further need of a ran-
sine vibration test requirements, ex- dom vibration control system.
cept their great cost generally pro-
hibits their application. Although This paper also describes the labor-
mechanical shaker systems are less ex- atory experiments performed on an
pensive than eiectrodynamic systems, acoustic coupled shaker model to eval-
they are quite inaccurate and are un- uate its performance and potential.
able to produce the desired response at
all frequencies. The development of an NEW REVISION C TO MIL-STD-781 .

inexpensive and accurate random motion
shaker system would greatly simplify The C revision to MIL-STD-781 has a
the performance of MIL-STD-781C relia- much more demanding vibration require-
bility testing, requiring random vibra- rnent than did the previous B revision.
tion. Where applicable, the B revision only

required sine vibration at a 2.2 g ±-

The acoustic coupled shaker system, 10% peak acceleration level at a non- '

described in this paper, employs four resonant frequency between 20 and 60 Hz. .

(4) basic components; a speaker, a flat For every hour of operating time, the
plate fixture, a hi-fi amplifier and a equipment is vibrated for 10 minutes.

*hi-fi tape recorder capable of playing The vibration requirement of Revision C
* a tape loop. A digital random vibra- is dependant on equipment usage and its
*tion control system is initially used expected environment. The purpose of

to generate the desired random noise this requirement is to subject the
signal which is amplified and repro- equipment to a vibration exposure simi-
duced through the speaker as sound lar in all respects to what the equip-
energy. This sound energy is trans- ment will see in the field. Vibration
mitted to the fixture through a coup- will consist of either sine or random
ling medium, producing random motion over a bandwidth from 4 to 2000 Hz for
on the fixture. When the random noise a short to continuous time period.0

*from the digital random vibration con-......
trol system is equalized and the fix-
ture response is within the desired .
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ACOUSTIC COUPLED (a/c) SHAKER SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION
OPERATION

A 30.5 cm (12 in.) Utah speaker,. .-

The a/c shaker system was designed power capability of 60 watts RMS, was
to be simple and inexpensive. Figure 1 used to produce random noise which was
shows a block diagram of the basic then coupled to the fixture. The fix-
equipment comprising the a/c shaker ture was suspended over the top of the
system. speaker by four springs, each of which

had one end attached to a movable0
bracket. Threaded rods, attached at
the speaker's mounting holes, were used .

* to hold each of the four movable brack-.
ets in place by securing each with two
nuts. See Figures 2 and 3. With this *

*HI-FI HI -F I FIXTURE configuration, the fixture's height
*TAPE A MPL IF I ER 1 could easily be adjusted to meet with

RECORDER a given test requirement and/or load
condition. 7

SPEAKER MOVABLE THREADED
BRACKET ROD

Figure 1
Acoustic Coupled Shaker System. 0

TEST .. ,*j

ITEM

A pre-recorded tape loop of a random0
*noise signal is played on the hi-fl e.
*tape recorder, amplified through the

hi-fi amplifier and reproduced as sound SPEAKER-..
energy through the speaker. The fix-
ture is excited by the sound energy,
consequently producing random motion. .'%*
Initially, however, the taped random
signal must be recorded while the a/c
shaker is running at the desired vi- 177

* bration level under a simulated test
item load condition. This is accom-

* plished by using a digital random vi-
bration control system, an analog fil-
ter bank or a peak and notch system to Figure 2
generate the random noise signal capa- Schematic Diagram of a/c Shaker.
ble of producing the desired spectrum

*on the a/c shaker. Once recorded, the Air was used as the coupling medium
random signal can be played back any between the speaker and fixture for the
time to run its particular random vi- experiments described in this paper. A
bration profile on the individual a/c liquid coupling medium was considered
shaker setup. This means that the but no experimental data was obtained
taped random signal is only good for because it would require a more compli-
the conditions it was recorded under, cated shaker configuration.
i.e., the test item's weight and the
fixture/speaker assembly. To run One possible way of using a liquid
higher levels on the same test item or coupling medium, is illustrated in

*to run vibration on a different test Figure 4. This system employs an
item would require the recording of a under water speaker submerged in a .

new tape for the new requirements. liquid filled cylinder. The fixture is
suspended on top of the liquid by

Companies who do not have the equip- springs and is attached to the cylinder
ment required to generate a tape loop walls by a thin elastic membrane, al-
can subcontract the recording portion lowing the fixture to vibrate freely in
of the tape loop to a company with the the vertical plane.
appropriate facilities.
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i

FIGURE 4
Schematic Diagram of an a/c l
Shaker using a Liquid Coupling .-.
Medium.

Figure 3 The amplifier used to amplify the . *%4.

Photograph of a/c Shaker Model, random noise signal between the com-

puter and a/c shaker, was a McIntosh
Model MC75 with a power rating of 75
watts. Almost full gain was required,
at all times, to run the a/c shaker

" DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS at the test levels.

A 1923 Time Series System (Time/ The monitor accelerometer signal was

. Data PDP 11/15) mini computer was used analyzed from 20 to 2000 Hz using a ' '
' to run random vibration on the a/c bandwidth resolution of 20 Hz. Toler- -..

shaker. Figure 5 shows a block dia- ance limits for the monitor response
gram of the a/c shaker test setup. were set at ±6 dB. Data in this paper

is presented as X-Y plots of power

A piezoelectric accelerometer was spectral density (g2/Hz) versus fre-

mounted to the fixture, next to the quency (Hz).

simulated loads, to control and monitor
vibration levels during the testing.

DIGITAL
RANDOM
VIBRATION TAPE HI-FI
CONTROL RECORDER AMPLIFIER
SYSTEM

-. -..

.:. ~PLOTTER AMPLI F IER".'"'"-.-.

:. ,,... .-,,

Figure 5

Acoustic Coupled Shaker Test Setup. , .-
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7 TEST DATA 0.1

Various tests were performed on the -"'t L
a/c shaker model to evaluate its per-
formance and potential. These tests
include vibrating the a/c shaker at
different levels, running vibration on
different loads and evaluating the re- N

cording of a random noise signal of a
particular spectrum. Unless otherwise r%
stated, all of he tests were run to .
meet the 0.01 g9/Hz power spectrum den-
sity level.

Different fixture materials were
evaluated to determine which one would Il
provide the stiffest structure for its 20.00
shape and size. Fixture materials used .. :
were plywood, epoxy coated plywood, ,
aluminum and plexiglass. All of the I ...-..
fixtures were cut to the same octagonal
shape, and were tested with a 454 gram
load. The uncoated 6.3 mm (.25 in.)
plywood fixture, weighing 300 grams o.oo _
(.66 lbs), had a better response than I I I i I ' I I
the other three fixtures. As a result, 10 20 1 I U 0 1000 2000

* the plywood fixture was used in the per- fR[O. UENC H.4

formance of all the other tests.
FIGURE 6 "

To determine the optimum coupling
gap (the distance between the fixture Fixture vibration level at a gap
and the speaker) a series of three vi- of 0.Omm and 454 gram load. •
bration tests were run at different
gaps, keeping all other variables con- ...
stant. Steel springs, having an aver-
age spring constant of 263 grams/cm
(1.47 lb/in.) were used to support the 0.1

fixture which had a 454 gram (1.0 lb),'"
load mounted to it. Figures 6, 7, and
8 show the vibration level on the fix- ,-0
ture at gaps of 0.0, 3.2 and 6.4 mm .
(0.0, 0.125 and 0.25 in.), respectively. . ,* |'".
The figures indicate that as the gap is N
increased, the low frequency from 20 to .
200 Hz gradually drops out of spec, yet 0 001 %
the high frequency response seems to
flaten above 300 Hz. T :'

z

One series of tests was conducted l "
to find out what vibration levels the
a/c shaker model was capable of run-
n fing. These tests were run at a gap of o.oo
0.0 mm and fixture loading of 1000 grams 2 ,
(2.2 lb). The springs used in the pre-
vious test were also used for this
test. Once assembled, the only changemade to the a/c shaker system while l lll li~ .:...
performing the tests, was to reprogram

the digital random vibration control
system to run higher vibration levels. 0.0001 11-1 l
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the a/c I 20 I , I I I 0 20 00l I

shakers response, while controlling at Hh

a 0.005, 0.01 and 0.02 g4/Hz level,
respectively. The figures indicate
that the highest attainable vibration FIGURE 7
level of the a/c shaker model which .
comes close to meetilg the ±6 dB tol- Fixture vibration level at a gap
erance is the 0.01 g /Hz level. of 3.2 mm and 454 gram load. .
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FIGURE 8 FIGURE 10 ....

Fixture vibration level at a gap Shakers res onse while being controlled
of 6.4 mm and 454 gram load, at a 0.01 g /Hz l evel .

010.1 1

%

1f 1

I' z

In i T E A

_5 0.001 0.00

0.0001 0.0001N

10 20 50 100 500 1000 2000 10 20 50 100 500 1000 2000
FREOUENCY Hr FREOUENCY MriL.

0
FIGURE 9FIGURE 11

% ~ Shakers res Aonse while being controlled Shake r response while being controlled at a oi
ft ~ at a 0.005g /Hz level 0.02 g /Hz level.
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The a/c shaker model was tested respectively. The figures indicate
under different load conditions to see that the a/c shaker is capable of vi-
what it was capable of vibrating. brating the various test loads above
Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15 show the vi- 150 Hz, but is unable to keep the low
bration levels of the shaker under load frequency in spec, for 3 of the .

conditions of 0.18, 0.82, 1.54 and heavier loads below 150 Hz. .-

4.63 Kg (0.4, 1.8, 3.4 and 10.2 lb),

0.1 0.1

* IBM

zz

Ua
it

3: 0.0010. 1

I I 111111 I lI I'' I=,

10 20 50 10C 500 1000 2000 10 20 50 100 5001000 2000
FREQUENCY Hz FREQUENCY Hz

FIGURE 12 FIGURE 14 ..

.. Shaker vibration level under a 0.18 Kg load Shaker vibration level under a 1.54 Kg load. .,-%

0.1

0.1 0 0.1

z

i~- -a

0

* 0.0001 0.000'a w

10 20 s0 100 500 1000 2000 10 20 50 100 SW01000 2000
FREQUENCY Hz FREQUENCY Hr

FIGURE 13 FIGURE 157I
Shaker vibration level under a 0.82 Kq load. Shaker vibration level under a 4.63 Kg load.
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While the a/c shaker was being vi- signal and the recorded control signal,
.r. brated under a 454 gram (1.0 lb) load, respectively. The figures indicate + .

and after being equalized, the random that the low frequency was not able to ""
vibration control signal was directly be successfully reproduced from the -
recorded for 4 minutes. The recorded recorded tape, from 20 to 80 Hz. This
signal was then played back to run the is typical of most direct recording

" a/c shaker. The a/c shaker's vibra- tape recorders. The higher frequency
tion level, while being controlled live seems to be accurately reproduced, ex-
and from the recording, was then com- cept for some minor level fluctuations.
pared. Figures 16 and 17 show the
shaker's response to the live control -

0-- r- Z': -

00 '1 7- T II"

o-.-.

Is+:+(. :,:++,r I ! %

00

0.001

44.4 4 i-.IH]'J'.'I. Il: ll FI.l 'Il! , I'f' I l'l

-:;+.e - f~ t ! 
+

0.0 1. ,
0 .000 ... . 2, 5C i, 2 I I I II , i0Ci I I-

111I I I II I I I I '''ll i I F$ EC C t '
FRU,;L'ENCN H

10 20 50 100 500 10MO 2000
FRECUFNCY Hz FIGURE 17

Figure 16 Shakers response to a recorded control signal
under a 454 gram load.Shakers response to a live control signal under

a 454 gram load.
2. The 60 watt model was only2

capable of running a 0.01 g /Hz
FIXTURE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS level, within a ±6 dB tolerance.

Obviously, the resonant frequency 3. The a/c shaker model was capa-
of the fixture/spring assembly must be ble of vibrating up to a 4.63
well below 20 Hz, preferably around Kg load, quite successfully
1.0 Hz. The fixture should be resonant above 150 Hz. .S
free to 2000 Hz and be as light as
possible to handle heavy loads. Also, 4. A taped control signal was
the standing wave phenomenon must be capable of accurately reproduc-
considered in setting the speaker/ ing the original spectrum, from
fixture spacing. 80 to 2000 Hz.

CONCLUSIONS Spectrum flatness was excellent and --
far surpassed mechanical shaker sys-%.".

The a/c shaker system offers a great tems. The major advantages to this
potential as inexpensive replacement syste~ti are low cost, excellent spectrum ,
equipment capable of running random reproduction, and uti lizatiot, of an in-
vibration for MIL-STD-781C. exoensive 'i-fi tape recnder to drive

thle si l ri:,er tlur --l o~iulization %.* The experiments performed on the a/c sy3tei. .s. siic'. the acoustic .O
shaker model showed that: coupled slaker systen; is mostly com-

posed of hi-fi equipment. replacement1. The fixture/speaker gap must be parts would Lte read. y available at any -,,' ,
as small as possible. hi-fi dealer.
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All testing was done under standard
ambient conditions. As a result, there
is no information, at this time, about
the effect of temperature variations on
the a/c shaker systems operation.
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CONSERVATISM IN RANDOM VIBRATION
ANALYSIS AND TESTING

U0

V €Thomas L. Paez

Applied Mechanics Division 111 1284
Sandia Laboratories '

Albuquerque, NM 87115

0

This study investigates conservatism in random vibration testing.
It shows that some common spectral density estimators have an
approximately normal sampling probability distribution. Based on
this fact, the study proposes some measures of confidence in specified -
test levels. The study describes a technique for finding the proba- -e-bility that a test is more severe than the field environment from which
it was derived. A mean square structural response criterion is used. 0

The results of this study show that a laboratory random vibration test
is most likely to fail when the structure being tested has lightly
damped, low frequency modes, and when the test duration is short.

INTRODUCTION associated with the inherent randomness of the
situation. Yet we do not want to specify a

In structural analysis and testing it is test spectral density which is so high that we
common to measure physical inputs, such as base grossly overtest the structure or component of
motions in the field, and then simulate these interest. The problem is that since the field .
inputs in a laboratory experiment in order to environment is random, the spectral density."-
test the adequacy of structural systems and estimate is a realization of a random variable.
their components. When the field inputs are Since the test environment is random, the
deterministic, they can be approximately repro- "apparent spectral density" which is realized
duced in the laboratory. In this case, during the short period of a test is also a

uncertainties arise in measurement of the sig- realization of a random variable. In order to
nal, control of the test, structural make it unlikely that the actual field environ- "-'
configuration differences between the labora- ment is higher than the actual test environment,
tory and the field, and other sources. In we would like to determine how much greater -
order to assure conservatism of a deterministic than the estimated field spectral density the
test, the input is usually increased by a fac- test spectral density must be.
tor above the measured input. When the field
input is a stationary random process, we do not The objective of this analysis is to deter- . .

reproduce the measured signal since it is simply mine how great an envelope spectral density
one realization drawn from an infinite family should be used in a test. The analysis des-
of possible inputs. Instead, we characterize cribes some indices of the conservatism of a
the input by estimating some of its parameters, random vibration test and pays particular
most commonly, its mean and spectral density. attention to spectral density levels at the %Jh
(Spectral density is a measure of the mean- modal frequencies of a complex structure. The
square characteristics of a random process in analysis also describes a confidence criterion n
tlc frequzency dom:ain.) hen we test our struc- and a mean-square factor-of-conservatism cri-
tiire in th,: laboratory by subjecting it to a terion. Finally it describes a method for
r:!idcTT nvir,,rfeut -ith a spectral density finding the probability of an undertest.

iJ derived from that spectral density . 3.

esti; i:tel frun the fietd signal. Usually, the Several factors bear on the exactness and .

test spectral density is an envelope of the completeness of the analysis performed here.

field-estimated spectral density. This is First, all those factors which cause uncertainty
where the problem of test conservatism arises, in a deterministic analysis also affect a
Ive want t,, spccify a test spectral density which probabilistic analysis in addition to the in-

is highr thau that based on the field measure- herent signal randomness. We treat only that

mcnt in oider to avoid undertest problems uncertainty arising from inherent randomness.
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Second, the assumption is made that the signals estimate of the mean-square value of a random
of interest have a normal (Gaussian) proba- process in intervals of its frequency range.
bility distribution. Though this is usually This is the analog approach to spectral density
the case for field signals, the assumption is estimation; the estimate is obtained as follows.
not always exactly correct. The laboratory The analog signal of duration T, x(t), (or a
test input generally has an approximately nor- . digitized form of it) is band pass filtered .
mal distribution.. Third, the spectral density with a filter of unit height, center frequency,
estimators analyzed here are only valid for f , and pass band, B, to obtain xp (t, f . B).
ergodiz random processes. We assume that all p
processes considered are ergodic. This is done using analog equipment in the case
- rocesses of an analog signal or on a digital computer

when the signal is digitized. The operation is"J At the end of this analysis a numerical represented as follows:
% example applies some of the proposed measures r endso w

of conservatism to an actual case. Specifi- (t, f * B) = F-  (X f, T) H(f)) ()-
cally, these measures are applied to a test Xp c

which ha!: been specified for the Global
Positioning System-Y Sensor. This is a satel- where
lite component which will be subjected to a 1 f
random vibration environment during liftoff on
an Atlas F booster rocket. The study discusses H 0 elsewhere
the effects caused by modification and refine-
ment of the input spectral density. X (f, T) is the finite Fourier transform of

x(t) on the interval (0, T), and F-  (•) repre-

EST:IMATION OF SPECTRAL DENSITY sents the operation of inverse Fourier
transformation. This filtered signal is then
squared, integrated on (0, T) and multiplied by

In the analysis of stationary random sig- I T-1  %.%.
nals it is usually assumed that the signal under T to obtain an estimate of the mean square of
consideration is one of many possible reali- that component of the random signal with power e
zations of a random process, and that the signal in the frequency range (f - .5B, f + .SB).
coecs from a source with a constant spectral Denoting the mean-square estimate by
density. One purpose of signal analysis is to
estimate the underlying spectral density. a2  f , B, T) we have O
Since the source is random, the portion of sig- c
nal we measure is random, and any function of T
the signal is random. Therefore, any estimate 2 B 2tfweB make of the spectral density which is based dt. (2)
on a measurement of the signal is a rf dization P p.-

of a random variable; an estimate of the under-,
lying spectral density which is made from a
finite duration measured signal might be called The spectral density estimate is obtained by e
the "apparcnt spectral density" of the measured dividing the mean-square estimate by B.

" 1,ria l. ihlere are various methods of spectral
density estimation; two of these are summarized B 1 2
below. c c

The spectral density, S(f), is a measure of The analog spectral density estimator depends
on the filter bandwidth, B, and measurement• "- the nean-scquare characteristics of a signal as o h itrbnwdh ,admaueet.',

the eansqure caraterstis ofa sgna asduration, T. Figure I shows in block diagram,~~~t function of frequency. Therefore, one method drtoT iue1sosi lc iga % _
f how the spectral density estimate is obtained.

of spectral density estimation is based on an

Band Pass Filter

xt)on (OT) t(fc)' Xl (tfc.P)dt

I igure l. PLok D~iagram for Computation of Analog Spectral Density Estimate
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This estimate of the spectral density has in groups of j. We obtain
*-_, been thown to be consistent in the statistical ,

"*.- sense (i.e., The estimate converges to the (f ) j- C(fk)
underlying value as T7.) and to h ve normal- c (61

*.'€ ized mean-square error, E2 = (BT) " . The f - SB f + .SB)
quantity C is an index of the magnitude of ran-
dom variation of the estimate from the under- where B = jif = jT is the frequency interval
lying value. When E is small, the probability of the smoothed estimate. Another way to
distribution of the estimate is closely concen- arrive at a spectral density estimate which is
trated about the underlying spectral density nearly the same as that in Equation 6 is as
value. This estimate improves, in one sense, follows. Divide the time signal into j equal
as B and/or T are increased; however, it has segments and form a periodogram from each

_ been shown that the bias error (systematic segment.
error) in the estimate increases approximately

s B2  This estimate provides the average spec- k (f J j kfo, 2
tral density in the frequency band B, centered k7)k=o, "" ,

.e, at f " Newland2 states that empirical studies f= kAfi m=,
ck

have shown that this estimator has a chi-square -.1-=.1

distribution. Particularly, j T-Y- -i
kS(f ) S-1 (f ) is chi-square with k degrees of The subscript "rm" refers to a particular segment

f dntdof signal. Each point on each periodogram is
freedom, denotedX k, where k = 2BT, and S(fC) an unsmoothed spectral density estimate. To

is the underlying (unknown) spectral density at obtain a smoothed spectral density estimator,
2 we average the "j" periodograms.

frequency, f . Here Xk is known as the sam-

pling distribution of the estimator. Note that nf)-j -  j Cff) -,. -

S(f c) should be thought of as a random variable k l 28) ..

as long as we consider x(t) to be a random pro-
cess. When a particular realization of the Here again, S(f) should be thought of as a ran-

random process is used in the above equations, dom variable when x. is considered as a random

then the numerical estimate of spectral density process; when particular values of x. are used, %

can be thought of as a realization of the spec- the numerical value of S(f) is a realization
tral density estimate random variable, of the spectral density estimate random

variable.
% Another method of spectral density estima-

tion is based on a definition of spectral The two approaches shown here are nearly -

density. Spectral density can be written as equivalent (Ref. 1). In both cases, the
averaging causes the estimates to be consistent S

S(f)= lir - E [IX(f,T)J (4) in a statistical sense. This general technique
_A TooT is known as the digital approach to spectral

i.e., spectral density is the limit of a func- density estimation. The normalized mean-square
tion of the finite Fourier transform of the 2 = -

ranom ignl s te sgna draton ecoeserror is e (BT)- as it was in the analograndom signal as the signal duration becomes case, where B = j~f and j is the averaging con-
infinite. This equation is used in the follow- stant used above. It can be shown (Ref. I)
ing way to form a spectral density estimate. A that this estimate has a chi-square distribu-
digitized form of the signal is used, 2
. i = 1,...n, where At is the digitization tion; in particular, 2jS(f) S (f) isX 2

..2j.
interval and T = nAt is the signal duration.
The periodogram of this signal is formed This is an exact parallel to the analog case

... fkT ,k= () since 2j = 2BT = k.-:f 2 ..,
k T2I X(fkT), k=0, ...,, (S) The central limit theorem in probability

* where states that the distribution of a sum of a

k= kAf large number "n" of independent random variables
approaches the normal distribution as n becomes
large. Since the distribution of X- is the

T n~t distribution of the sum of the squares of n
independent normal random variables, this distri-

and X (k' T) is the discrete finite Fourier bution approaches the normal distribution as n

S transform of x.. This periodogram is an un- becomes large. In fact, the distribution of O
* .. smoothed estimate of spectral density; i.e., it 2icl s s e r a

is an estimate which is not consistent in the n
statistical sense. To smooth this estimate and mal distribution, with mean P = n and variance -

make it consistent, we can average disjoint o2 = 2n, when n >30. From above, we know that P %'.'%
collections of adjacent periodogram estimates .
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the sampling distribution for the analog spec- spectral density S(f ) is within some range of
2tral density estimator isX, with k = 2BT. the estimated spectral density s(f ). We

(This is also true in the discrete case.) We usually speak in terms of confidence intervals,
2 -1 and when e 15 .26, we can write

also know that f = (BT)
" . Therefore, k >30 -< -1"

implies OE .26. Thus, when the spectral C (k(f )-S (f)<q) -C ) =f** i (9)
density estimate is formed in one of the above C C (9).

described ways and the measured data and esti- where C(a<b) can be read as our confidence that
mate are such that C<.26, the irobability a is equal to or less than b, and 0(.) is
distribution of the quantity kS(f) S-I (f) is the cumulative probability distribution function -

normal with mean k and variance 2k. Since k of a standardized normal random variable. If
-2

. and S(f) are constants and since k = 2E
- , the we could refer to S(fc) as a random variable

sampling distribution of the spectral density (it is actually a constant by our initial
*o. estimator, S(f), is normal with mean S(f) and -'

variance 2 S 2(f). Recall that E is a normal- assumption) we would say that S- (f c) has a nor-

ized measure of the possible error in an mal distribution. We are interested in ex-
*.~' estimate. In order to keep the error low, data pressing our confidence that S(fc) exceeds 9(f

is collected and the frequency bands are chosen by some number of multiples of the normalized
so that f is usually lower than 0.15. There- root mean-squar. error, f ; i.e., we want to
fore, the sampling distributions of our spectral find C(S(f ) > s(f ) (I + Ne)). Using Equation
density estimates are usually normal. Figure c>- C -2

-/2 9 we set kq = 1 + Ne and note that k = 2 - .-
_ 2 is a graph of £ = (BT) vs. B for various to obtain

values of T. This shows the value of BT re-
quired to keep f at or below an arbitrary C (S(f c ) A (fc

)

"*" level. ( c lO1) N'" "
lvlI+ N". (10)

I This equation is plotted for various values of e
in Figure 3. This relation can be altered to
show that

0*

.1'..A- C(S(cf) <_ ( (1 + NE)) =~( +E) (11) ",eL

".? T=100 .5

I .01 "T=IO0.•. j,
--..-

0

00zl .1 p.E.2

10 100 1000 *=i

Figure 2. Normalized rms Error -*h

Al .,

As mentioned earlier A[fc) is a random
variable and S(f) is a constant; however, we do t
not know S(f) and we can form an estimate !a
;(f ) which is a realization of the random .01 -

c
variable ,(fc). Further, we have the prcba- F

S,% bility distribution of kS(f) S (f ). In fact, .2 1 if' . "
c N

this describes the random behavior of 9(fc),
c

but in confidence analysis we turn this around.O0
We say that our knowledge Iof the probability Fgr .Cniec ee, o xedneos-lfc Figure 3. Confidence lc-els for lixceedance of,. °.
distribution of kS(fc) S (fc) can be uscd as a Sample Spectral Density of Normal
measure of our confidence that the underlying Random Process .
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"| In all cases where c is reasonably small, the density of a test, S(f), is also normally

* confidence of Equation 10 approaches zero very distributed with mean S (f ) and variance
rapidly as N increases. -t .

S 2(fn ) (ir4f n I . T is the test duration.
t nm n-/
Figure 4 is a graph of j = Mryc) vs. V
for various values of c. When we take V to be

APPARENT SPECTRAL DENSITY OF GENERATED SIGNALS, either f or C. or T, and we take c to be the
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECTRAL DENSITY ESTIMATOR NEAR n

NATURAL FREQUENCY OF STRUCTURE product of the remaining two variables, Figure
4 shows how much normalized variation in appar-

In the same sense that a spectral density ent spectral density can be expected as a

estimated from field data is random, the function of the variable represented by IV, when ..'

" apparent spectral density estimated from data the product of the remaining two variables is

measured over the duration of a random vibra- specified as c. For example, the normalizedrms error, e , varies with jv = f according to '''""
tion test is also random; specifically, the n ".facorin t
estimated spectral density is the realization the curved marked C = 10 when 4T=10. 1hisshows
of a random variable. In the case of a test, that the sample variability tends to increase S
however, we know the underlying spectral density as f decreases. The results presented here
value. It is simply the specified test spec- n
tral density value. If we denote this quantity assume 4 fnT >> 1. (Since we later assume that

S (f) and if we denote the apparent spectral 4 is small, we actually require that f T>>I.) %
t n4

density based on the realized test signal St(f),
then we can say that S t(f) has a normal distri- 1

t 2
bution with mean S (f), and variance f2S (f). C=.-

Here oE BT where T is test duration and B
is the frequency interval at which spectral C=1
density is estimated.

Since the apparent field and test spectral
densities are random, so are the apparent 2=O 0

spectral densities and 
variances of the

responses excited by the field and test environ- =103
"" ments. The response of a single-degree-of- 0 -

freedom (SDF) system, or a mode in a complex a

-. system, depends on the spectral density of the .01 CI0
4

input in the frequency range near the natural
frequency of the system. Particularly, the Z =
mean-square characteristics of the response of a
SDF system depend on the average input spectral "f 5
density in the frequency band l fn which is

centered at fn' where 4 is the damping factor 0 001
n .1 1 10 lO00

and f is the natural frequency of the SUF sys- V
n .

* tem. (Note that 7rTfn is the frequency band- Figure 4. Normalized rms Error

width which, when multiplied by the peak height
of the spectral density curve for the response
of a SDF system, yields the correct mean-square
response value.) Because of this dependence of CONSERVATISM OF STRUCTURAL RANDOM VIBRATION
the response-mean-square characteristics on the TESTS
input spectral density near f in the band 7Tfn' T sr'"ur e e a h m•~ n The structural response of a lightly damped. , .,

we choose, in this study, to look at input spec- system can be expressed using a modal approach. '- ' -
tral density variation over the band of When this is done, and the system has modal

Ifrequencies B = n . The normalized mean- frequencies in the frequency range where the
n 2 = ( fT) Therefore, input has power, the average input spectral
sn densities at the modal frequencies of the struc-

'- the mean-square variability of apparent spectral ture are the most important factors in deter- %

density in the frequency range of interest is an mining the stationary response of the structure.
" inverse function of natural frequency, damping In connection with the modal representation of

factor, and test duration. The probability dis- structural response we can discuss the conserva- -

tribution of the average spectral density tism of a random vibration test in two ways. I- _ % .

estimate, 9(f n) , over the frequency band Ifn First, we can consider the conservatism involved
over ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i tefe ecbad nasetnti mae spectral density vlp levels n *is still normally distributed; it has mean S(f) in setting spectral density envelope levels

(/r~fnT)_n based on estimated spectral density levels. In .?--7

and variance S2 ( (i n .fnT) T is theduration this case, we use a confidence analysis approach

of the field environment. The apparent spectral and corcentrate on the test envelope levels at
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the modal frequencies. Second, once we have Consider all modes of the response jointly.
defined a test level, we can consider the con- If the bandwidths associated with the individual -

servatism of a test in light of the random modes do not overlap, then the average input
variability involved in running a test and the spectral density estimators in those bandwidths
random variability involved in the realization are independent. In this case, the product of
of an cctual environment. Particularly, we can the confidences that the underlying spectral
compute the probability that a field environ- density levels do not exceed the test levels is
ment excites a more severe response than a test a measure of our confidence in the overall test.
environment. Here we use information on the Call this product C we have
sampling probability distribution of the spec- m
tral density estimators. C= 17 C(S (f) (f (14)

Let us define a system as follows. It is A geometric mean confidence that no individual
elastic, lightly damped, and has m modes of underlying spectral density exceeds its corre- . -
vibration in the frequency range of interest. sponding test spectral density level is defined
Its natural frequencies are f., i = 1, ... m; as
its modal damping factors arel'i, i = 1, ... m; /n

the elements of its diagonalstructural mass Cg = (15)
"-'.'-matrix are m., i =1, .. m. It has normal..,.

mtxrii1-.m IhsoaThe arithmetic average confidence for all modes
modal vectors ui , i = 1, ... m. Test conser- is
vatism at a given mode with regard to specifi- m -

cation of the input can be measured in the Ca = C(S(fi) S St(fi). (16)
following ways. First, our confidence that the il
underlying spectral density is lower than the

* ,,. test spectral density at each mode is The average overtest for all modes is

. .. (fi) < S t f i)) -- ( 1 i = 1, . .. . m , = %

?- 1 (12) a mL'. Q(fi) (17) -
'-'e ~i=i''. -:

.. " where

7 = fT)-i/2 In the above formulas no particular impor- O
=- i taiace is attached to any specific response mode.

However, the expression for response at a point . .
N I - )' sf' /f -1_1 \on a structure, in terms of modal responses,

i St(fi) (s(fi) shows that different modes usually predominate '.
in contributing to the response at different

.'. T is the duration of the environmental measure- points on the structure. The matrix of modal .'
ment, and ;(f ) refers to the average of a vectors quantitatively describes the participa-

specific numerical estimate of spectral density tion of the various modes in the response at a _0
over the band of frequencies (f (1- .S rti), point. To reflect the degree of participation

1in the point response by the modes, na normal- *.

a ti (I + .5i)). This equation is based on ized sense, we define normalized participation
Equation 11. Figure 3 can be used in connection factors.
with the above relations to help in choosing a u..
suitable value for S (f.). Another measure of v.. = ,,-.
test conservatism at each mode is obtained as 1 in

follows.
U..(18)

Let the expected factor of conservatism at j 13 .
% . th j=l 1.

i- mode, Q(f.), denote the ratio of the test .th

spectral density level, S (f ), to the average where is the i-row - column element of
e t the modal matrix u which is formed by assem-

input spectral density level, S (fi), where the bling normal mode vectors. Th normal-

average is taken over the frequency band 7r~if i .  ized in the sense that jvi =.M It has been

This is approximated as follows: assumed that there are m measurement points on
.')=S f)(f )-. = mthe structure where output may be observed. ,.

"Q(fi = stfi) ((fi) -, i = 1 ... m The weighted average confidence that no under-
(13) lying spectral density at any modal frequency .

surpasses a corresponding test spectral density
This is an average factor of overtest at mode i at a point i on the structure is
in a mean-square sense. A root-mean-square 0
(rms) factor of overtest is obtained from

QCwa(i) = viC S(f)5St(fj) il ...m. -

j=1 (19)
:";'5- 6z
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The weighted average factor of conservatism of
the test at point i on the structure is S (f) L u.S (f) i = 1, ...m

m - 1(25)

Qwa(i) = vi.Q(f.) i = 1, .... m
-" (20) But the spectral density of each modal responseji is that of an SDF system, .f modes are widely

This is an approximate mean-square test factor separated, and the approximate mean-square re-

of conservatism where those moades contributing sponse in each mode is easily computed.
2  (The

mean structural response is assumed zero.) The
most heavily to the response at point i are
given the greatest weight. An rms factor of mean-square response of the structure at point-,

conservatism is 1/2 j is the integral of the spectral density at
.a(iy point j over all frequencies and, in modal terms -.

,*' can be written approximately -..

Once a test input spectral density has
been specified, a test can be run, and even 22 r. fl4S(f4 ) j = 1 ... m
though any measure of the expected factor of Yj u. . 2 (26)
conservatism should be greater than unity, a y2
particular test response can always turn out to
be unconservative with respect to the field where '9 is the acceleration response at point %

. input, in one sense or another, because of the ji mk1 2  is a
fact that both inputs are random. We are well j on the structure, andA = Uk isa

- prepared to assess the probability that a par- quantity obtained in the modal analysis of a
ticular test is unconservative, in a mean b e d r e c i s
square sense, since we know the sampling distri- base excited structure which indicates howbuio fr parntspcra dnstyad urhe, strongly mode i is excited by the base input. .

butsince itfis apparent spectral densityoandfurther Using this formula, the apparent, or estimated,
s-nc it i s a t the veto of mean-square response at point j on the structure
structural responses at the m points on therespec-
structure by lyl and let 171 be the m component e c a be wien
vector of modal responses. The modal matrix
relates these two vectors as follows 2 E0

0.2 2. nf. 1 1 f.
h (21) f a (27)

The jth element of jyj can be expressed
and

u j = 
1, ... m (22) 2 it 1 (28),- j i 77i t U2 ji 2 i  - (28) .,'.,•,

Based on this expression the autocorrelation where the subscript f refers to "field" and t %

function of the response y. is found to be refers to "test," and T is the duration of the
field or test input. (These are assumed equal

r ) -(t in this analysis.) Since S(f.) and 9 (fi) are

normally distributed random variables,
u R (t) j .. m 22
jijk 77 or . and a are normally distributeu "

i k 27 23 P

random variables. An undertest occurs at point
where R--1, (7r) is the crosscorrelation between j on the structure, in one sense, if the field-

ik mean-square structural response G2 is
the modal responses ?17(t) and 17k (t +T). When Yj,f

A greater thaj the test-mean-square structural ,_ :,
the structural response modes are widely sepa-grae thttets-mnsqre tucrl

A rated, the modal responses have little cross- response, . Since these are normal random

correlation and we can write approximately L -
variables a linear combination of them is a •Ry (71)-- T 2 ii" 2 -2 '

Ru ( j = I .. m normal random variable. Let A. = .2'f.
1 (24) 3 j,tf. .

The random variable A. has mean/A. and variance
where R 7. (T) is the autocorrelation of the 2 The chance of an undertest is

1 GA Ta
I modal response, 17i(t). Fourier transforming

ths expression yields an approximate relation P (A. <0) =(,.I2) -l..m 29

between the spectral densities of the modal re- 
1A m,19)

sponses and the structural response, y3 . 3 *-% ,

%°.
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where *()is the cumulative probability dis- Next let us analyze the variftion of R
tribution function of a standardized normal with respect to damping in the kt mode, k
random variable and Note that the component terms of vary as"'-2 /A.fil-i_
PA- Flu S - (S(fi)-g(fi)), J=1 .... m "2 -3r as . " " "

j 21 m -i and the terms ofco vary We can

write

and 4 2 "0
7r 1 242

2 ]1 1 (S2(f +(s,,f ))) (30) a1/t
O'uA ifi t i Ri/

4 [ /2..

Lhjl~j] (33)

inomlydsrbtdwt where all terms in PA. amd a which do not
* "(Recall that S(f.) is normally distributed with -

mean S(f.) and variance c2 S 2(f and 9 (f.) depend on the damping terms are accounted for
1at i in the positive constants a. and b.. To deter-

is normally distributed with mean S (f.) and i th
v 2 t i. mine the variation of R with respect to the k
variance 6 St(fi), where =7 T4fiT) .) mode damping term, we differentiate R with

These equations are approximate since it has respect to tk"
been assumed that S(f.) can be represented by
(f£i) in the frequency band (fi(l - .S, i, 2 ai/ti.

-a bf.(l + .5t.-)). we assume that S (f ) will . R -ak/ k k

always be chosen greater than 9f), i.e., /JA. 8 k rL 311/2 + 74 3/2 -k
* is greater than zero. j hb/¢j Ck b./

J (34)
We can draw several conclusions regarding

the chance of an undertest from Equations 29
and 30. When PA./GA. is large, the chance of The change in R is positive when tk is increased

an undertest is small, and as / decreases, if the following inequality is satisfied

J J2
"X

the chance of an undertest increases. There- 2 ak tk I i 1 (35)
fore, those variations in i, fi, and T which 3 bk < b
tend to cause the ratio PA/oA to increase will j

to increase. Let the ratio p la  be denoted This was obtained by setting the right side of

A j A Equation 34 greater than zero. This can be re-
written

R. We can examine the variation of R with -" "

respect to its individual parameters, T, m _ a
and~ i a m .~andw f., by taking the partial derivative of R 2 k/Ck < i (36)

with respect to these parameters. When this b 3 -l
derivative is positive, R increases with respect m . /
to the parameter, thus increasing the probabil- 3
ity of conservatism of a test. Theel's are ,

always taken as constants. For the purpose of Ignoring the two-thirds factor on the left side,

analyzing the variation of R with respect to T, we see that the numerator of the left side is

note thatj2A does not vary with T, and A th thtUA.- the k h term of UA.,I and the denominator is the ,

varies as T 1 /2 . Therefore, we can write kth term of a2  T "fkth1/  (1)A. The numerator of the right

R = CT1 / 2 , (31) J*
side is the average or mean of the individual

where C is taken to be a positive constant. component terms which constitute4AI and the

The derivative of R with respect to T is %
denominator is the mean of the terms .hich con-

SR 1 cr- (32) stitute a 2 In practice, only direct

computations with the terms ai, bi, i' i = I.
This is positive for all positive T, indicating 1"1

thiit the probability of test conservatism, in a m, will tell us whether Inequality 36 holds

*'2-" mean-square sense, increases with increasing T. and 'R/84 k > 0. When it does not, then
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R ArDak < 0. in fact, we could construct an -1 ._..

example in which the inequality does not hold a.fk k (40)
at m-I modes. However, because of the two- 2 >

• thirds factor, the inequality will tend to hold k k m 1 m b.f.
- most of the time if the factors are not chosen j 3 3

to specifically prevent this. This assumes
that the terms and / are approxiately When this inequality holds, OR.f > 0. When

it does not, OR/Ofk < 0. Disregarding the
as likely to be above their means as below.
When the distributions of the components ai, factor of two on the left side, the numerator

3 th
and b./- tighten about their means, the of the left side is the k component of/PA

Inequality 36 will tend to hold more often be- and the denominator is the k c n
cause any given term in the sum, for example, 2 The numerator of the right side is the*.

a / ,will tend to be close to the mean, A.-',~

1 a average of all the components of PA., and the
m - ai/ i" A strong positive correlation denominator is the average of all tiecomponents O

3 2
*. between the factors a /i and b P". will also of 7A. Only specific values of a,, b. and f.

tend to make Inequality 36 hold more often can be used to determine whether or not the
* because a positive correlation will tend to inequality holds. And, as before, an example

iiiinish the random variation of the left side can be constructed in which Inequality 40 does
of Inequality 36. It is clear that when there not hold at all modes but one. However, be-
is only one mode, the Inequality 36 is always cause of the factor of two, the inequality
correct because of the two-thirds factor. The should tend to hold most of the time if the
result of this part of the analysis shows that factors are not chosen to specifically prevent
R, and the probability of test conservatism, this. When the factors a.f. and b.f. are

tend to increase with increases in modal 1 33
* -. damping. In other words, the probability of closely concentrated about their means and when

mean-square test conservatism tends to increase they are positively correlated with one another,

with modal damping. the Inequality 40 will tend to hold a greater,-

percentage of the time. When there is only one

The analysis of the variation of R with mode, the inequality is always true. This

respect to fk closely follows that given above, part of the analysis shows that R and the
I probability of test conservatism usually tend to

t 1 i increase with modal frequency when S..(fi) and
are approximately constants in the neighborhood 1.

approxmaTely w(f.) are constant near f.. This assumption of
of f.. Then we can write I -

constancy is usually quite accurate in the case

aif St (f) since it is often specified to be a

R = i (37) constant, or at most, varies gradually (compared

112 to s(fi)) in the neighborhood of f.. However,[z bjfj]1 2' 1 , 1,.

i f] Js(f.) may vary rapidly in the neighborhood of ,, ,

f.. In particular, since the structure or
where the a. and b. account for all the factors 1' '
in Equation 30 besides the modal frequencies. component which we are testing has a mode at fi'-

Thg change in R with respect to a change in the motion of the structure or component in the field
kt modal frequency is determined by taking the may influence the shape of the input or attach-

Vpartial derivative of R with respect to k" ment point spectral density. We would usually

expect to find a trough in s(f.) when this
occurs. Therefore, let us con~ider the case f

swhere (f) = 0 # 0. Now we express

OR ak b k R Ras
OF K bf 3/2 (38)

[b: a fa -s

eik [ jbfj £ aif i  (C1 - s(fi) )•
"-- " i .Cl ( i (4 1)

R = 1/2

This is greater than Zero when 2
b~.( 2 + 1f

% k 1 3 9 '1kin:, tie partial derivativeof R with respect
b bk  b f' to tk 11 1tllts ill•

Thi inequality can be rewritten to'il'

14 ,5 .0"
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lifted into earth orbit on an Atlas "F" booster

ak (cl-A(fk) rocket. The system will be subjected to shock,
OR= __________________quasi-static acceleration and random vibration.
Of 1/2 We assume, conservatively, that the random vi-

k r bfj(C 2  (fj) bration will have a duration of three minutes. '.

The random vibration is induced by acoustic "-',
noise, and the noise spectrum has been measured

b £ aifi (C1  -(fi on previous flights. The input noise spectrum
" _2 2is smooth. To determine random vibration(c 2  k qualification levels, a mass mockup of the GPS

2 j(f .c2  ( f.) was subjected to the acoustic noise in a labora-
Li (42) tory test, and attachment point accelerations > -

were measured on components. Attachment point
where advantage has been taken of the fact that spectral densities were estimated, and these
;(f = 0. But this expression is the same as were enveloped and specified as random vibration

Equation 38 if we identify ak in Equation 38 qualification levels. One particular component,
the CPS Y Sensor, will be analyzed in this

with ak C1 - (f from above, and bk in example. The attachment point acceleration

Equation 38 with bk(C2  ;2 (f)) from above, spectral density of the GPS Y Sensor is shown in 52"
k'2 k Figure S. It reflects mean-square contributions

Therefore, the conclusions drawn above apply to the input motion over a broad band of fre-
also to the case where S (f.) is a constant and quencies. This spectral density was estimated

t i-s'(f) 0, s"(f.) p 0. That is, R and the at frequency intervals of 6.4 Hz with a BT con-(i stant of 180. Therefore, the measurement
probability of a conservative test increase as duration was approximately 28 seconds. The
the modal frequencies of the structure we are -1/2
testing increase, normalized root-mean-square error is (180) =

.0745. The rapid variation in the spectral

It should be emphasized here that Equation density estimate and changes in the estimate by
factors greater than two, in light of the smooth- %,''

29 provides only an approximation of the prob- np
ability of an undertest since the estimated• ^clusion that most of the peaks reflect
spectral density s(f.) is used in place of the ciusion t mos of the pveals releunelin ildsetaldnit ~.) hn vibration modes of the overall GPS system ratherO underlying field spectral density S(fi) When

1_ than random error. The heavy black line shown
'(f) < Sjfi), then Sr.(f.) - s(f.) , S (f.) - in Figure 5 is the envelope of the attachment

i- 1+ < S2 (fi point spectral density which was initially sug-
5' Sfiand '(f) + *2(t i t i gested as a test input qualification level

As seen from Equation 30, this condi- spectral density. The conservatism of this test
'.-). level with respect to the estimated spectral %

*. tion makes our estimate of P A./CA. greater density level is estimated below.

than it should be. This is what we would expect,
since when we estimate a value of s(f.) in the 41.

field which is "lower than average," and then
specify a test spectral density at that frequen-
cy, the test appears to be more conservative
than it real ly is. We cannot avoid this since
the only information availablc is the estimated P 1 /
spectral density values. A corresponding set of
comments apply when (f.) > S(f.). One factor
which tends to make Equation 29 a good approxi- )
fiation is that roughly halt the spectral density c
estimates will be low and half will be high, on
the average-, since the probability distribution
of apparent spectral density is normal. In fact, 4 .01"'

the number of estimates lower than average is U4)
random and is governed by a binomial probability
d s distribution. Roughly speaking, the effects on
. and o of those estimates, 9(fi), which are

hish will tend to cancel the effects of those
estimates, s(f.), which arc low; this can be .001,
seen from Lqua1 ion 30. 20 100 1000 2000 - "

freauencv, Hz

W- Figure 5. Field, 'rest, and Alternate
NU-IR Iti., I\,II'tE rest Spectral Densities.

."J . ~~Frequency Bands of First Five___.-.--

The Global l'ositiunin, System (;I'S) will be Modes are Shown
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A sketch of the Y sensor is shown at the the formula following Equation 12 and are given
bottom of Table I. It consists of a sunshade in Table II. Finally, the confidences that the % .1 4r

which is attached to a lens housing via a underlying spectral density values at the modes ,

flexible fiberglass sunshade spacer. The lens are listed in Table II. The product of the
housing is attached to the electronics package modal confidences was taken, and it is approxi-
at two points with stiff elements. An experi- mately
mental modal analysis was performed on the Y C = 1 - 2.29 is 10 15  -*.-
sensor. Table I summarizes the results of the s
modal analysis. Modal frequencies, dampings, O
and shapes are included. The effective band- Its geometric mean is -.
widths of the first five modes are shown as -15
shaded bars in Figure S. Cg C /5  I - .46 x 10 .

TABLE I "

Global Positioning System Y Sensor Modal Characteristics O

Mode Number Frequency (Hz) Damping Factor (%-

1 37.8 4.67

2 505.0 1.81

3 1040.5 3.24

4 1247.7 3.55

5 1534.2 7.39

6 2195.2 4.76

Mode Shapes (Not Normalized)

Mode Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 7.88 1.49 2.98 9.72 0.22 0.19 .

0H 2 0.51 1.79 6.69 6.58 0.36 0.30 -a ...-.-
1.41 9.62 11.06 5.74 1.14 4.22

1 4 5.13 17.15 1.16 2.01 0.31 0.85

'-, 5 19.11 8.01 0.55 1.30 0.09 0.48 .

6 19.06 21.60 5.88 2.64 0.15 0.63

Accelerometer Locations on GPS Y Sensor

• " 1 2 3 4 5 6".'"-.,

" IH

The measures of test conservation defined The arithmetic average confidence for all modes

in Equations 12 through 20 were computed for is
the system under consideration for the test Ca = 1 - .46 x 10
specified in Figure 5. Table II lists modal ' .
frequency bands, the average estimated spectral The average factor of conservatism for all modes r
density levels, and the test spectral density is ...
levels at each mode. The normalized root-mean- . .
square errors, f , arc computed using the for- Qa= 3.45
mula following Equation 12 at each modal N,
frequency, and these are listed in Table 11. A measure of rms factor of conservatism is the %

Next, the approximate c )xperted factors of square root of this
conservatism, q(fi), are computed at each node 1/2 %

from Equation 13, and the rms values are also Qa 1.86
computed. These are listcJ in Table It. "Ihe = 1.86
values of N at each mode are calculated from
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0 Table II lists the normalized participation fac- These results show that, according to this cri-
tors at three points on the structure. Specific tefnon, the structure is most greatly overtested

. structure locations are shown in the figure at at point 2 on the structure; the reason for this
the bottom of Table I. The weighted average is that the response at point 2 is dominated by
modal confidences at structural locations 2, 5, the modes at whose frequency the test conserva-
and 6 were computed using Equation 19 and are tism is greatest. All our measures of

confidence that the underlying spectral density . -'

C - 0 -15 is lower than the test spectral density are
wa(2) - .07 x 1 practically unity. This implies that expected

is factors of conservatism on the order of 3.0,
C f 1 - 1.51 x 1015 which are associated with normalized rms errors
wa(5) on the order of .02, result in practical cer-
C-.1 .x10_ 5  tainty of conservative tests.

-"C a I)  - .88 x 1-I

wa(6) In order to see how test conservatism varies
numerically with test level, consider the

The weighted average factors of conservatism of specified test spectral density given by the
the test at the same three points on the struc- dashed line in Figure 5. The measures of con-
ture were also computed and are given below. servatism of this test were computed and are %

summarized in Table III and below. In Table III
-a(2) = 4.24 the average estimated spectral density levels

are repeated, and the test spectral density
= 2.90levels at the modal frequencies are given. The

"wa(S) i  normalized rms errors are repeated, and the
average factors of conservatism and ris factors '

-=a(6)  3.21 of conservatism are given. The modal values of
Ni were computed and are listed in Table III.

TABLE II

Mode Number 1 2 3 4 5

(Mode number six deleted since input not characterized at that frequency)

Modal frequency
bands (Hz) 5.55 28.65 105.84 139.22 357.29

Average Estimated 2
Spectral Density (g /Hz) .013 .065 .040 .050 .080 kw, I%

Test Spect0al
Density (g /Hz) .035 .200 .200 .200 .200

Normalized rms
error f= (ff iT)_ .080 .035 .018 .016 .010

*," Average factor of
conservatism Q(f.) 2.69 3.08 5.00 4.00 2.50

1/2

u Q1 2 (f) 11.64 1.74 2.24 2.0 1.58

N= - 21.1 59.4 222.2 187.5 150.0 0.,.-..
-t f )i

.' .$1. N. -2.29 x l 1  1083

- ( 1 - 3.27 x 108 1 1 1

u .032 .112 .420 .413 .023

usj .658 .276 .019 .045 .003

6j .386 .438 .119 .054 .003

*Numbers closer than 1 - 1 x 10-9  to unity are given as 1.
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- From these, the modal confidence levels were The test conservatism criterion of Equation
found. The product of modal confidences is 29 was not applied in this problem since the .. .- ,

approximately mode shapes provided by the modal test are not . -.
-~-1 normal. modes. Moreover, tihe test considered here .:

C = I - 4.05 x O
1
0 has a duration 6.4 times as long as the measure-

ment duration. Therefore, rms variability in
The geometric and arithmetic means are approxi- running the test is (u.4j -

1/2 =0.40 times the.'

mately equal and are measurement rms variability.

Cg Ca = - .81 x 10
-5  

Test inputs for the y sensor in other

* ' The average factor of conservatism for all modes directions are available, but they are not as
is severe as that shown in Figure 4; therefore, they

were omitted from this analysis. The realism of %
Qa= 1.67 using a base input to qualify a component which
a =is part of a structure which is acoostically

excited was not examined. To the extont that
The rms of the average factor of conservatism the componunt motion is forced by base input, '0

the test is realistic. Input which the component ." -

1 1.29 receives other than through the base will tend to , .

a augment or diminish the base excited response. "
The response of flexible structural components

-2
[ ' '  

Using the normalized participation factors of will tend to have lower high frequency response 2
Table 11, we find the weighted average confi- components when excited by base input.
dences at structural locations 2, 5, and 6. c we e b

5  
The results of this numerical example show O

C wa(2) that the GPS y sensor is conservatively tested
when it is subjected to a random vibration test

C I - 2.68 x 10 -  
with spectral density given by the solid line

wa(S) envelope of Figure S.

1 - 1.57 x 10 . .

The weighted average factors of conservatism CONCLUSION AND SUMNARY
are formed as before. .In this study we show that the probability .

Qwa(2) 1.76 distributions of three common spectral density -
estimators are usually normal. We used this
fact to simplify calculations on several estJ

Qwa(5) 1mators of the conservatism of random vibration

tests.

wa(6) 1.54 We measured random vibration test conserva-
tism in several ways for lightly damped

Again, the high measures of confidence and structural systems 1oth confidence that field
weighted average factor of conservatism show spectral density levels are lower than test

that structure point 2 is most greatly over- spectral density levels and expected factor of . '
tested, though the factor is not as great as conservatism were estimated at the individual _.%
before. The facts that the weighted average structural modes. We averaged these modal con-
confidence levels are so near unity and the fidences and factors of conservatism and also- pe "-
dashed line spectral density in Figure 5 is computed weighted averages to reflect varying
such a "close" envelope of the field data imply degrees of modal participation at various
that it would be very difficult to reasonably structural locations. Through a typical numeri-
specify a test which does not result in very aexmlwefudttthnoaizdrs. '
nearly unit confidence in test conservatism, error of a spectral density estimate should

The reason for this is that in specifying a usually be quite small over the frequency band-

test the analyst must allow for slight shifts width of a structural mode. therefore, any

in modal frequency, nonlinear variation of measure of confidence in a particular test

damping with response level, and the presence should usually be quite near unity for any
of very lightly daped narrow bandwidth modes; specified test spectral -'ensity wich is an
and, therefore, he cannot reasonably specify a cnvelope of the estimateu field spectral density,
test which is a smoothed average of the field even when tie envelope is a close one. For a
spectral density. given structure and test, those influences

anic tend to cause f= (7r '.t ) to be large

tend to d imish our confidence in the conserva- .
tism of a test; i.e., lightly damped, low .
frequ1ency modes, and short diuration tests tend
to be associated with dimished confidence in
test conservatism.

.
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TABLE I I.I

Mode Number 1 2 3 4 5

.Xverage Estimated 2'. "
Spectral Density (g /Hz) .013 .065 .040 .OSO .i NU

4.,_'" Test Spectral
iuensity (g2 /Hz) .019 .100 .060 .105 .140

Normalized rms
error = fiT) -1 /2  .080 .035 .018 .016 .O0 . -

Average factor of .- 4.',,
conservatism, Q(f.) 1.46 .154 1.50 2.1 1.75

1/'

1.2, 1.24 1.22 1.45 1.32

-4 -I' stcfi )  1.
N = _--- - 5.75 15.43 27.78 68.75 75.000

-. , ~ ~sf.) J-..->

N 1- 4.07 x 10-  1- 6.29 x 10 -2 4  1 1

We also approximated the probability of REFERENCES
'a: test failure based on a criterion of mean

square structural response as a function of 1. J. S. Bendat and S. G. Piersol, Random Data:
structural modal parameters, apparent field Analysis and Measurement Procedure, Wiley
spectral density and specified test spectral Interscience, New York.
density. Though no numerical example was .
worked, we expect that for typical tests the 2. D. E. Newland, An Introduction to Random
probabilities of test failure estimated using Vibration and Spectral Analysis, Langman,

Equations 29 and 30 should be very small, London and New York, 1975.
particularly for systems containing several
high frequency modes. The probability of
failure of a test at a single mode can be
higher, particularly when a lightly damped, low

-a; frequency mode tested over a short time dura-
tion is considered. This agrees with the
previous results. .. -

timThe various measures of test conserva-
tism given in this study require different %
amounts of structural information. When modal
frequencies and bandwidths are known, we can
use Equations 12 through 17 to specify test a[.
spectral density levels such that the test
confidence and mean-square factor of overtest
are acceptable. If, in addition, we know the...
structural mode shapes, Equations 18 through
20, can be used to find our weighted average
confidence in a test and weighted average fac-
tor of conservatism of a test at a point on
the structure. Finally, if all modal informa-
tion is known, then the probability of test
conservatism in a mean-square structural
response sense can be computed. . 'a.'a

-. ,, 'p.

a.*
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INCANDESCENT LAMP LIFE
UNDER RANDOM VIBRATION

Clark J. Beck, Jr.

Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Washington

Several sets of incandescent lamps were subjected to random
vibration in order to generate a curve of lamp life versus
vibration level. The vibration levels were varied from
0.02 G /Hz to 1.6 G2/Hz. Each set of lamps was vibrated until .*~.

all lamps failed or for a maximum time of 2-1/2 hours. The
tests were conducted with lamps energized and not energized.
The test results show that average operational life of a lamp
under random vibration differs significantly from lamp rated
life.

INTRODUCTION

usdSubminiature incandescent lamps are Information relative to subminiature .
usdextensively in aircraft avionics, lamp characteristics, vibration design%

The lamps illuminate function switches guides and test methods are presented
and provide digital readouts for the to provide the reader with background to
crew. High reliability and long life better understand the test results.
are important lamp characteristics Conclusions relative to lamp life under \
since lamp failures impair the crews random vibration and the design of
ability to operate and receive informa- avionics to enhance lamp life are pre-
tion from the avionics. Vibration is sented.
known to shorten lamp life. Therefore, ~...
the vibration environment is an impor-
tant consideration when designing LAMP DESCRIPTION
avionics which contain incandescent

%lamps. However, quantitative data on The lamp assemblies used during the
lamp life under vibration is limited, vibration tests are described in
What data exists is usually based on Figure 1. Note that the lamp assembly
sinusoidal vibration. Lamp life under contains two single filament bulbs.
random vibration is needed for design The lamp assemblies had been qualified
evaluation since random vibration is to the MIL-STD-202 vibration and shock
characteristic of jet aircraft. This tests described in Table 1.
paper presents an evaluation of lamp
life under random vibration.

The paper was written as the result AVOISPNLTT
of lamp failures observed during random The avionics panel shown in
vibration testing on an avionics con- Figure 2 was subjected to the vibration
trol panel designed for use on the B-1 test described in Table 2. The square
aircraft. Extensive testing was accom- pushbuttons on the panel face contain
plished following the failures to 29 of the twin filament lamps described
define the failure mode, develop a in Figure 1. The lamps illuminate the
design modification and determine lamp pushbutton legends. The lamps were

* life as a function of random vibration illuminated during the vibration test.0
level. A description of the test The test progressed through the Y axis
procedures and test results are sine test, and Y axis sine test without
discussed in the following paragraphs. any lamp failures. During the Y axis
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0.094" DIA

%
FILAMENTS

0.62"

INDIVIDUAL LAMP LAMP ASSEMBLY

MS90452-7133 *VOLTS 5.0 _70 *

VOLTS 5.0 AMPS 0.16
AMPS 0.075 MSCP 0.18
MSCP* 0.09 02"AVERAGE LIFE 16,000 HRS
MINIMUM LIFE 4000 HRS DI06A BURN -IN 24 HRS
BURN-IN 16 HRS -

*MILITARY STANDARD, INCANDESCENT LAMP. Th BULB
MEAN SPHERICAL CANDLEPOWER

Fig. 1 -Lamp Description .

ZSIZE: 4 IN. HIGH -

23 IN. WIDE
10 IN. DEEP

WEIGHT: 20LBS

Z%~,-S

1 0-
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" TABLE 1 TABLE 2
Lamp Qualification Tests Avionics Panel Test

"*". MIL- STD- 202 VIBRATION VIBRATION'"" 6~ TO 10 HZ @0.2 IN DOUBLE AMPLITUDE " ' '

10 TO 55 HZ 0 0.06 IN DOUBLE AMPLITUDE 10 TO 100 HZ 0 +- 1 G

SINE SWEEP 0 5 OCTAVES/MINUTE SINE SWEEP 0 1 OCTAVE/MINUTE

3 AXES 3 AXES
2 HOURS/AXIS 90 MINUTES/AXIS

MIL - STD - 202 SHOCK RANDOM VIBRATION

100 0 TERMINAL PEAK SAWTOOTH 20 TO 300 HZ 0 + 3 OB/OCTAVE

6 MILLISECONDS 300 TO 1000 HZ 0 0.02 G2 /HZ

1000 TO 2000 HZ 0 -6 DB/OCTAVE
3 AXES

3 AXES, . ,. S~ ~ S H OC K S/ AX IS " ' '" "6,SHOCKS/AXIS 30 MINUTES/AXIS

random vibration test 6 of the 29 lamp test results are tabulated in Table 3.
assemblies failed*, 2 additional fila- Resonant frequencies with hot filaments
ments failed and temporary loss of were difficult to detect because of
illumination was observed at 4 loca- small response amplitudes.
tions. Figure 3 indicates the loca-
tions of the failures and anomalies and Random vibration tests were con-
the time at which they occurred. The ducted on ten lamp assemblies to deter-

- failed lamps were replaced and testing mine the damage potential associated '
" was completed in the Z axis without any with random vibration level and fila-

lamp failures. As a result of the lamp ment condition (hot and cold). Vibra-
failures a series of tests were con- tion was applied in two axes a maximum
ducted to investigate the cause of the levels of 0.02 g

2/Hz and 0.2 gm/Hz.

failure and to establish a design The random vibration spectra shape is
modification to preclude the failures. described in Table 2. Testing was

'in- conducted for 30 minutes in each axis.
For the first hour of testing the lamps

PRELIMINARY LAMP TESTS were on (hot filaments). The last hour
of testing was conducted with cold fila-

Following the avionics panel test, ments (lamps off). The test results
sine and random vibration tests were are shown in Table 4.
conducted to determine the resonant
frequencies of the lamp filaments and The lamp test results indicate that
to obtain an evaluation of lamp life filament resonances occur over a broad
under random vibration. The sine tests frequency range (300 to 1600 Hz) and
were run on 3 lamp assemblies to deter- that lamp failures can be expected at
mine the filament resonant frequencies. vibration levels somwhere between
Resonant frequencies were noted visu- 0.02 ge/Hz and 0.2 g /Hz. These find-
ally during a sinusoidal sweep from ings prompted the establishment of
5 to 2000 Hz. The applied vibration additional testing on the avionics
input varied from 2g to lOg as required panel to determine panel resonant fre-
to observe resonant response. Vibra- quencies and panel vibration levels. -
tion was applied along 3 axes. Tests
were conducted with cold lamp fila- An interesting phenomena observed
ments and with hot filaments. The during testing was that of reheal. A

. lamp would increase in brightness, go
out and then come back on. This phe-

. *Lamp assembly failure or filament nomena is the result of adjacent coils
failure is defined as inability of of the filament shorting, breaking and
the lamp or filament to illuminate, then "rehooking" or "rehealing" during

73 j-s
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TABLE 3 •
Filament Resonances

MS 90452-7133 LAMP

[ RESPONSE/INPUT > 25 (COLD)
RESPONSE/INPUT - 5 (HOT)

MEAN RESONANT FREQUENCY- 980HZ (COLD)

RESONANT FREQUENCY - Hz
LAMP ASSY FILAMENTII X AXIS Y AXIS Z AXIS -O

1 1 910, 1605 545, 910, 1600 300. 900, 1600

""-- 2 950.1605 540.950.1600 315.910,1600 -

2 1 , 640, 1040 650. 1075 640, 1075 ,- . - ,.

2 '0 860 860,1450 .-.

1 745,1325 745
3

2 640,1200 640 -

1-"-1800"1 I "- - .:
2 875,1535

1 - 6602_% 2 x 840

•' 1 o.680,1200"6

*2 998 540

TABLE 4
Filament Failures - Random Vibration

MS 90452-7133 LAMP

10 LAMP ASSEMBLIES- v
R ow Y.*i (20 FILAMENTS) 

. #4'

TEST SEQUENCE/CONDITIONS FILAMENT

AXIS LEVEL TIME FILAMENT FAILURES
(02/Hz) (MIN)

Y 0.02 30 HOT NONE
Z 30 HOT NONE -

Y 30 COLD NONE

z2 30 COLD NONE

Y 0.2 30 HOT NONE

z "30 HOT 2

Y 30 COLD 8
Z 30 COLD

TOTALS 4 HRS 10 FAILURES

74 0
'.pm -mm,

.

~~2tr'~~7!L'~ 4p*0 6 0 0
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F.3 ,1 0 L, 17 -T, 17

\". 
17"

7.7.

00

L- LAMP ASSY FAILED (2 FILAMENTS) MINUTES AFTER START OF
F- LAMP FAILED (1 FILAMENT)VAXSRNOVIATNF ~~Y AXIS RANDOM VIBRATION ,,,

T TEMPORARY LOSS OF ILLUMINATION

Fig. 3 - Avionics Panel Lamp Failures

vibratory motion. Reference ElI also was used to develop a panel face modifi-
. describes this phenomena occurring on 31 cation. The modification which was

out of 46 test lamps. developed consisted of reducing the ,.
panel thickness, eliminating panel
stiffeners near the switches, modifying

AVIONICS PANEL EXPLORATORY TESTS switch cutouts in the panel and lower-
ing the torque requirements for the

A series of exploratory vibration switch mbunting screws. The modifica-
tests were conducted on the avionics tions resulted in reduced panel resonant
panel to determine panel resonant fre- frequencies and Q values as shown on
quencies and the vibration levels near Figure 6.
the lamp assemblies. The first test
used the avionics panel as a test speci- .
men. The test specimen was instru-
mented as shown in Figure 4. The panel
was subjected to random vibration in 3 Z --
axes at the levels described in Table 2.
The vibration response of the push-
button switches was recorded during the
test and analyzed to produce accelera-
tion power spectral density curves.

, The frequency and magnitude of the three
highest peaks from each curve were noted.
The response magnitude was divided by 3
the magnitude of the vibration input to
the avionics panel at the frequency of
the response peak. The square root of ";2.4"
this ratio provided an estimate of the 9
panel resonance quality factor (Q). A "-

plot of Q versus resonant frequency for TYPICAL SWITCH
the avionics panel is shown in Figure 5. INSTRUMENTATION

(4 ACCELEROMETERS)

Several tests were run using a test
specimen which simulated the panel face
in the vicinity of the 12 pushbuttons
array (see Figure 4). The simulator Fig. 4 - Instrumentation
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20
ORIGINAL PANEL

0.075 IN THICK
RIB STIFFENED

0 STATISTICS
0MEAN 4.0

STD DEV 3.1 -

05 MAX 22.4
0S

o0 0 0 FREQUENCY STATISTICS

U;0MEAN 850 HZ
% 0 : , STD DEV 410HNZ

MAX 1700 HZ

2- 08 MIN 140 HZ

0 0 0

850

100 200 500 1600 2000

PANEL/SWITCH RESONANCES - HZ

Fig. 5 -Avionics Panel Vibration Response .?.

MODIFIED PANEL
0.055 IN THICK
STIFFENERS REMOVED

010.

0 STATISTICS

oMEAN 3.2
F- STD. DEV. 1.8

6 MAX 9.2 :
0 0

- 3.2 -0' FREQUENCY STATISTICS
0 *0@MEAN 540HZ

* 6 ~ *STD. DEV. 290HZ
0 0MAX 1700 NZ

2 41 0MIN 140 HZ

* 00
0 540

*100 200 500 1000 2000

PANEL/SWITCH RESONANCES HZ

Fig. 6 -Modified Panel Vibration Response
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The modified panel dynamics are an of the in-axis response data revealed
improvement over the original panel that this was the case as evidenced by
characteristics for two reasons. First, a comparison of the data in Table 5.
the mean frequency of the modified
panel is less than the original panel
resulting in a larger separation
between panel resonances and lamp fila- TABLE 5
ment resonances (980 Hz). Second, the In-Axis Vibration Response S
mean Q for the modified panel is less
than the Q for the original panel. AXIS QUALITY FACTOR Q
These differences can be seen by com- MEAN + STD.
paring the mean values of Figures 5 and MEAN DEVIATION MAXIMUM
6. Figure 7 contains a comparison of DVAONAXU
measured vibration spectra which also Y 6.0 12.8 22.4 '

illustrates differences in panel
dynamic characteristics. Z 4.6 6.8 7.7

X 3.8 4.9 5.4

PA. ,ORIGINAL PANEL
RESPONSE

;1 Af / ADDITIONAL LAMP TESTS
1 I[ ' MODIFIED PANEL

;I RESPONSE The avionics panel tests demonstra-
ted that lamp filament failures can be
significantly reduced by modifying the

02/"Z dynamic characteristics of the panel.
However, neither the panel tests nor
the preliminary lamp tests provided r

0.1. " sufficient data to determine lamp fila-
ment life as a function of random vibra-

INPUT TO PANEL tion level. Therefore, 50 lamp assem-
ii /INPUT TO PANEL blies were subjected to a range of ran-

dom vibration levels to determine the
life/level relationship.

10 100 1000 2000FREOUENCY-HE The 50 lamps were subjected to the

vibration tests described in Table 6.
The lamp assemblies were tested in S

Fig. 7 - Vibration Comparison groups of 10 thereby exposing 20 fila-
ments to each test level. All lamps .. '
were new at the start of each test
except for test number 6. Each lamp

The effectiveness of the modifica- was assigned a serial number and photo-
tion was demonstrated by subjecting the graphed prior to the test.
modified panel to the randim vibration
test described in Table 2. Twenty-four
lamp assemblies (48 filaments) were TABLE 6
installed in the panel. Only 6 of the Lamp Random Vibration Tests
48 filaments (12.5%) had failed at the %
completion of the 1-1/2 hour test.
There were no lamp assembly failures-..
(both filaments failed). Comparing the / VIBRATION
modified panel filament failures withJ DIRECTION

* the failures noted during the original __'*-'. panel test (13 filament failures out of LAMPASSY TESTLEVEL FILAMENT

- 28 filaments or 46.4%), a 34% decrease S/N IG
2
/HZ) (MIN) CONDITION

" in failures is evident. I o.w 1so c001 .- .S COLD

During the first avionics panel test 2 0011-0020 o.S 1s COLD

all of the lamp filament failures 3 010-.IO L

occurred in the Y axis (see Figure 3). 3 0030 0 160 COL•
These test results indicated that the o31. ooo oos SO COLDI

panel vibration response in the Y direc- -. ___.__ ,__,_
tion was greater than the response in 5 0041. 0060 0. SO HOT. .. ..

the X and Z directions. A comparison . 003.s00o 0.2 401 COD 46 1.

6,,A.
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TABLE 7

Lamp Life Data Sheet

VIBRATION LEVEL - 1.6 G2 /HZ VIBRATION

FILAMENTS . COLD DIRECTION ."A'0

. FILAMENT CONDITION 0 OK X FAILED 0 VERY BRIGHT

LAMP 0 INSPECTION TIME -MINUTES
S/N 1 24 1015203040506070 s o100 110 120 130 140 10

0A450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000 0
B 30 * 0 0 X 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

0002 A 70 e 0 0 X 0 X XX X X X X X X X X X XX X
8 70 66660666 COOS 00 0 0 0 00 X XX

0003 A 25 0 6 0 0 6 0 X XX X X X X X X X X X X
0 5 e e e eco s e e e se X X X

.4A 80 0 A 0 000000 0 X X X X XX X XX X XX X "
4' 841 0 0 0C 0 0 060 ee o o o C X X

0006 AS0 X 0 00 X XX X XX X X X XX X XX X X

0006 A 45 X X XX X XX X XX X XX X XX X X X X X
B 60 X XX X X 0 X XX X XX X XX X XX X X

0007 A 45 0 0 0 X X X X XX X X X X X X X X X X X
B 45 X XX X XX X XX X XX X XX X XX XX ,

0008 A 20 0 6 •0 C 6 6 0 C O 0 X X XX X X X X X
8 75 0 0 0 000 X X X X XX X XX X X X X

000 A 0 * 6 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 9 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Is 0 0 0 • • X X X X X • O

1 ooA s e e O 0 X X X X XX X XX X X X X
8 30 0 0 0 X XX X XX X XX X XX X X X

The ten lamp assemblies were hard that some of the filaments fail and
* mounted to the vibration test fixture subsequently are capable of illumina- ..- "

and the alignment of each filament was tion. This is probably the result of
noted relative to the direction of reheal. -
vibration excitation. No attempt was
made to maintain a specified angle The results of the vibration tests
between the filament and the direction were used to determine the average lamp
of vibration. Vibration excitation was life and the average filament life. --A
applied perpendicular to the long axis Average life as commonly defined in the
of the assembly as shown in Table 6. lamp industry is the time required for
During the test the lamps were checked 50% of the lamps to fail. The average *
periodically for failed filaments, life results are tabulated 4 n Table 8. ."

When the filaments were tested cold the The lamp filament failure time is
test was stopped and the lamps were plotted versus vibration level in -
energized to check for failures. The Figure 9 to indicate the time spread
inspection periods were the following: of the failures. Note that the data
1 minute, 2 minutes, 4 minutes, 8 min- trend shown in Figure 9 is similar to
utes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 20 min- the trend exhibited by a metal fatigue
utes, and 10 minute intervals there- curve (S-N curve).
after until the end of the test. The .,
test was terminated after 150 minutes. Observation of filament resonant
The condition of each filament was response during the preliminary lamp _
recorded after each inspection period, tests indicated that filament response
One of the data recording sheets is amplitude is a function of filament
shown in Table 7. Note in Table 7 orientation relative to vibration
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.4 TABLE 8 shown in Figure 10 indicates that time-9
Average Life to-failure decreases as the angle -

between the filament longitudinal axis
and vibration direction approaches 900. ..

ME 0W- 7133 LAMP
LVL I* I AVERAGE LIFE IINUTE M
-2AIMZ) CImIm" FILAMENT M IEMY APPLICATION OF LAMP LIFE/VIBRATION CURVE

1.0 COLD 8 130 Using the failure trend curve shown

06 COL a in Figure 9 an estimate of the time for
50% filament failure was made for the

0.N.OT n o original avionics panel. The estimate

4162 COLD 10 >1 was made as follows:

1162 HOT . a. >1 1. The Q value of panel response in the

0.m. COLD -160 Y axis was selected as 6.0 (see
_______O___ >1____ _ Table 5). 0

*TIME FOR 110% FAILURE

2. The vibration level on the panel was
determined. *.."

direction. Maximum response appeared Q2 x input vibration
to occur when the direction of vibra- = (6.0)2 x 0.02 g2/Hz
tion was perpendicular to the long axis = 0.72 g2 /Hz
of the filament. The results from the •
50 lamp test are presented in Figurle 10 3. The Figure 9 trend curve was used to
to show the variation of filament time determine that the estimated time
to failure as a function of filament for 50% of the filaments to fall at
orientation. A power curve was fitted 0.72 g2/Hz is about 50 minutes.
to the data to determine the time/
orientation relationship. The curve .

10 -

MS 90452- 7133
LAMP COLD - . -"
FILAMENTS

% * NUMBER OF 0
FILAMENT FAILURES r-

4 2 1\ 4 t11213
XO NUMBER OF GOOD

1 _______---____4xFILAMENTS AT
a 22n2 MAX TEST TIME-.

02/"z 0 AVERAGE LIFE

irIHZ 1 "- DATA TREND

-NO

0.1*

20

MA6 TE5'T TIME

0.01 18
1 10 100 1000

* TIME TO FAILURE -MINUTES

Fig. 9 -Failure Time vs. Vibration Level
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150 N , LAMP LIFE COMPARISONS

- Lamp life ratings as stated in lamp
-472 catalogs are generally determined

"" I mathematically as the point at which
,00 CORRELATION the filament wire weight has been

COEFFICIENT- R2 -0.17 reduced by ten percent, reference E23.
e FAILURE The life rating is confirmed thru

TIME X TMS OS2,7133LAMP laboratory testing. However, lamp life
e 1.62/HZ is substantially shortened when a lamp50 COLDFILAMENTS is subjected to vibration and shock

environments. The effect of sine
IMINUTES, . X N vibration and shock on lamp life is

illustrated by the comparisons shown in
X X Table 9. The lamps used to generate .4-- SW the data in Table 9 were chosen because

"8 4- FILAMENT ORIENTATION (D of their general usage and due to their .

vulnerability to shock and vibration.

Fig. 10 - Filament Orientation "
LAMP DESIGN GUIDES -

During the original panel test 13 out Lamp manufacturers suggest the

- of*28 filaments (46.4%) failed during following guidelines for use of sub- ..
30 minutes of testing in the Y axis. miniature lamps in shock and vibration

environments r2, 4 and 53.

e Use lower voltage (5 to 6 volt) non- .,,
anchored filament lamps rather than r% -.

. high voltage anchored types. %

* TABLE 9 .0
' Vibration and Shock Effects

LIFE TEST CONDITIONS LAMP NO. 327 LAMP NO. 387
_ _.-_ _ _ _ LIFE (HRS) % RATED LIFE (HRS) % RATED

LIFE RATING- LF AIG7,000 100 25,000 100 0
(90% FILAMENT WEIGHT)

INTERMITTENT VIBRATION (1)125 HRS AC AGING 1,250(1) 18 1.350 5
MIL-STD-202 VIBRATION( 2 )

INTERMITTENT VIBRATION (1)
500 HRS DC AGING 1,500(1) 21 3,000 12
MIL-STD-202 VIBRATION

INTERMITTENT SHOCK (1)
. 500 HRS AC AGING 2250(1) 32 3,000 12

MIL-STD-202 SHOCK( 3 )

(1) 50% OF TEST SPECIMENS FAILED / ,
(2) 10 TO 55 HZ @ 0.06 IN DA: 3 AXES, 2 HRS/AXIS
(3) 100 G @ 6 MS, 3 AXES, 6 SHOCKS/AXIS -
(4) DATA FROM CHICAGO MINIATURE LAMP REPORT, REF.[3"
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a Derate lamps to the lowest practical * Significant numbers of lamp failures
filament temperatures. can occur in avionics panels with

input vibration levels as low as
Maintain current through the fila- 0.02 g2/Hz.
ment to keep it from becoming
brittle when the lamp is not provid- a Avionics panels can be designed to
ing illumination, minimize coincidence between lamp

and panel resonances and to increase
e Provide shock and vibration isola- panel damping thereby minimizing O

tion whenever possible. lamp failures.

a The design of avionics panels which
. SUMMARY contain incandescent lamps should

consider the adverse affect of ran-
The lamp life test results dis- dom vibration on lamp life. The

• cussed in this paper apply to sub- vibration effects can be evaluated
miniature tungsten filament lamps using test techniques described in "
designated as Ms90452-7133. The 7133 this paper.
lamp is considered to be a relatively
rugged lamp suitable for use in shock
and vibration environments. Conclusions REFERENCES
resulting from these tests are the
following: 1. Jennings, G. and Schmerda, J;

Vibration and Life Test Report, 3%
* Average lamp filament life (time Rhenium/97% Tungsten Lamps; General

required for 50% of filaments to Motors, Corp.; AC Electronics; .'
fail) is about 30 minutes at random May 1966.
vibration levels in the order of *

1.0 g2/Hz. Average lamp life (2 2. Chicago Miniature Lamp Works
filaments) is greater than 60 min- Catalog CMT-3A, Subminiature Lamps, .. '-
utes. Chicago, Ill.

* Average filament life is similar for 3. Lamp Comparison and Evaluation of 0
. hot or cold filaments. the Industry Standards No. 327 and

No. 387 Subminiature Lamps, Chicago
* The range of filament life is large, Miniature Lamp Works, Chicago, Ill.

i.e., 1 minute to more than 150 min-
utes at random vibration levels in 4. Subminiature Lamps Catalog,
the order of 1.0 g2/Hz. Illuminated Products, Inc., Los-" Angeles, Calif.

e When filament failure time is 
0

plotted versus vibration level the 5. Guennewig, J.T.; "Avionics
resulting curve has the characteris- Application of Incandescent Digital
tics of a metal S-N curve. Readouts"; Electro-Optical Systems

Design; May 1977.
" • MIL-STD-202 shock and sine vibration

are commonly used to qualify lamps
for shock and vibration. Qualifica-
tion of a lamp to the MIL-STD-202
tests indicates that a lamp is suit-
able for use in dynamic environments.
The tests do not reveal information
regarding the lamp life under random
vibration commonly encountered in
service.

s Lamp filament resonant frequencies "
occur over a wide frequency range,
300 to 1600 Hz for #7133 lamps. Q
factors associated with resonance
are in the order of 25 and 5 for
cold and hot filaments, respectively. '.
The wide resonant frequency range
and high Q values make the lamps
vulnerable to damage by structural
resonances. " -
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INSTRUMENTATION . .

ANGULAR VIBRATION ME.SUREtIENT TECHNIQUES 0

P. Wayne Whaley and Michael w. a.
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

The angular and linear vibratory response of aircraft structures affects ."
airborne electra-optical packages. In order to design these systems with
acceptable pointing accuracies and sufficient subsystem mirror alignments,
knowledge of the angular responses of aircraft structures is inportant. . -
Thus, it is necessary to be able to measure angular vibrations of aircraft
structures in order to describe optical package disturbances. Six angu-
lar vibration sensors wre encontered in a literature survey and are
evaluated in light of the above requirements. In addition, experience - ,,
with differential angular vibration measurement using conventional accel-
erometers is presented and evaluated. These results indicate a strong
need to develop a good, reliable, miniature angular vibration sensor forairborne nmasuremnts.

.NTR0=lN be capable of measuring angles in the 10-6 rad
range. The transducer nust be capable of

"el design and operation of airborne measuring broadband signals (0-1000 Hz) and it K
electr-optia systes requres a knowledge must be an inertial sensing device. Six
of the angular vibration response daracteris- devices which can measure angular vibrations -. -
tics of aircraft structures. Previous efforts were encountered during a literature survey.
in analyzing aircraft angular vibration have These are: rate gyroscopes, an angular differ- -
been based on the idea that the angular vibra- entiating acceleroweter, agpetohydrodynamic
tion ay be predicted, or estimated from the angular rate sensor, a rotary variable differ-
known linear vibration enviroment [1]. ential transformer, a seismic angular vibration
Although this concept avoids the requirement transducer, and an angular velocity vibrometer.
for collecting a broad base of aircraft angular Their applications will be discussed in light
vibration data for prediction purposes, data of the above requiremets. A technique for -

. :are still required to provide validation of measuring angular vibration using conventional -
such an analytical prediction scheme. The accelerometers will also be discussed. This
current lack of suitable angular vibration technique provides a reliable and effective way .
tansducers msakes eve this task difficult to to neasure angular vibration until a suitable
attain at present. The purpose of this paper angular sensor can be developed.
is to survey ewisting angular vibration sensors

or Moog= mt tedwdques and discuss their Rate Gyroscopes
'* applicability to airborne angular vibration

measremets fom -100 Hz nd fom ne of the nost conmr angular sensors is1-20 x 10-6 rad. the rate gyroscope. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of

S 0a rate gyroscope and demonstrates the principle 0
- -he prisry design goal in airborne of its operation [2]. The momentum of a wheel %

electro-optical systems is to provide accepta- spinning about the x-axis requires torque in .-..
_ ble pointing accuracies and subsysten mirror order to rotate about the y-axis. The elec-

m to.The u response of the air- trical output of the sensor is proportional to
.tructure =uy impedes these goals. the torque about the z-axis.

The characteristics of an angular sensor shouldtherefore enable the measurement of that re- The transfer function of the rate low-
sponse and also survive the airborne measure- scope indicates that the sensor is useful below
mit arAix ent. The sensor should be small the natural frequency of the system. Most
enouh so that the local response of the struc- cmmercially available rate gyroscopes have
ture is not affected by its presc, and still natural frequencies of 20 Hz to 50 Hz and are
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able to masure angles of about 10-3 rad. IlagnetohydrodynMgIc (IIHD) Anglar Rare Senso.

uarDifferentiating Accelerometer A) he NOD rate sensor operates on the prin-
ciple of a toroid of liquid metal in a magnetic

The operating principle of this ADA is a field rather than depending on the Dmentum of t
small torsional pendulum which transmits In- a spinning wheel [4]. The magnetohydrodynamic
ertial motion to a tachometer. A schematic of principle used here refers to the process of

S"an ADA and its transfer function is shown in voltage induced by an angular acceleration
Fig. 2 [3]. The transfer function indicates about an axis normal to the plane of a toroid
that the ADA must operate above its natural of liquid metal moving in a magnetic field.
frequency where its output is proportional to Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the angular accel- ." "
angular velocity. Thus, most ADA designs at- ermeter component of the HD and the theory of
tempt to force the natural frequency as low as its operation.
possible for maximun bandwidth. Vien the case
of the ADA moves relative to the flywheel, the he basic design of the MiD sensor con-
tachometer will sense the relative motion be- sists of a ring of liquid metal sandwiched be-
tween flywheel and case and provide an output tween a magnet and case. The liquid metal is - -
electrical signal proportional to that velo- in contact with a spool of conducting material
city. which surrounds a toroidal tape wound core.

Vhen an angular rate is applied to the input
As shown by the transfer function in axis, the motion produces an oscillation of the .

. Fig. 2, compared to a rate gyroscope, the ADA Tmwgnetic field with respect to the liquid metal.
* is a high frequency device. A typical comer- This relative motion generates a voltage be-

cially available ADA has a bandwidth of 2-20 tween the liquid metal and conductive spool. A
kHz, but requires an elevated operating ten- cutaway drawing of a typical MD sensor is
perature of 48.8*C(120°F) to maintain the shoan in Fig. 4.
damping fluid at its prescribed viscosity.
his requires a heat sink in the AD design The frequency range of this MD is ap-

which makes most AlAs quite bulky. The size proximately 0-100 Hz, and recent laboratory and .
of the ADA causes the structural response char- flight tests indicate that it is capable of "-'- .
acteristics to be affected by its mass. 7here- measuring angular vibration as low as 10-5 rad.
fore, data collected with ADAs should be used However, the MW failed during the flight tests
with caution and they should be attached to and should be evaluated further before being
major structural members. used on additional flight tests [5.
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Fig. 4 -Schematic of the magnetohydrodynamic angular rate sensor.
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Fig. 5 -Schematic and theory of operation of the rotary variable
'4 differential transfomer

* RotRD= Variable Differential Transformer netic material inside a symmetrically wund \ 4
coil as shamn in Fig. 5(6J . The rotor shape
produces a highly lineiar output within a

The operating principle of the variable specified range of rotation. The linear range
differential transformer is the electrically of the RVDT is +.696 rad and it can operate in *

* sensed position of an iron core relative to a a continuously Foating mode. There are no
se felectrical windings. The shape of the known commercially available RV!7T senisors that

irncore in its relation to this set of elec- can measure microradian angular displacements
trical windings dictates whether linear or over the desired frequency range. .~ .~

angular masrments are to be made. The WM~
is basically a cardioid shaped rotor of mag
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_- Seismic Gas Rotor Angular Vibration Transducer to the angular axis. Supporting piezoelectric
crystals at the ends of the vibrating bars

The seismic gas transducer uses a heli- sense the coriolis accelerations. For constant
" cal column of gas as a seismic rotary mass rectilinear periodic motions the output is pro-

[7]. Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the seismic portional only to angular Motion.
gas transducer which consists of a helical

. " tube of gas connected at the ends to a chamber Fig. 8 is a drawing based on the Soviet
and separated by a thin membrane. %hen the patent statemet. Although no performance
tube is displaced, the gas presses against a specifications were found for this device, re-

, thin mmbrane which is located between two peated use of the word resonance in the patent
capacative plates. This displacement causes a indicates that it operates only within a speci- .
differential capacative charge which is con- fied frequency range. In addition, the forces

'2" -verted to a vltage. required to drive the half-,wve bars limit the , ..
upper frequency.

Fig. 7 shows a cross-section of a typi-
cal seismic gas transducer. This device oper- None of the devices reviewed here satisfy .
ates at +.174 rad and from 2-20 Hz. The na- all the remirements for an acceptable angular . .
tural fr quency of this device depends on the sensor. The device which comes closest is the *-
mass of the gas column, stiffness of the mer- ADA, and it is anticipated that continued use
brane, and column resonances in the gas. This of the ADA will be required, especially if the /

"-' device could utilize liquid to increase its AM can be miniaturized. In order to measure
frequency range, but would then be very tent- aircraft angular vibrations until such devices
perature sensitive. This transducer fails to become available, a tecmique using convention-
satisfy the 10-6 rad sensitivity requirement. al accelerometers has been developed. Experi-

ence gained by applying this technique to col-
Angular Velocity Vibrometer lect flight data will be reported and discus-

sions concerning assessments of reliability of
An angular velocity vibrameter is based the angular vibration data will be given.

on the coriolis effect of combined transla-
tional and rotational masses [8]. The corio-
lis effect is generated by rectilinear motion
of two half-wae bars which is perpendicularI

.... .

Z
.4..

PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS " m."(2wx)

x
"" = SINw , . ,

- - VIBRATOR
.(IAGNETOSTR I CT I Oi
OSCILLATOR)

y HALF-WAVE BAR WITH 9UARTER-WAVE

SECTIONS ON THE ENDS

Fig. 8 - Schematic of an angular velocity vibroneter based on
coriolis accelerations.
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USE OF NVF.rIONAL ACCEI1.ETERS floor of the accelerometers. The frequency
where that happens depends on Ax and 6. For

Bac ound measurement of large 0 the frequency where Ay.
disappears into accelerometer noise will be

Angular vibration may be measured using low. The Important idea which Fq. (3) indicates, -
lirear acceleroneters by placing them sane however, is that the larger the Ax, the lower
distance apart, subtracting the outputs and the frequency where AY disappears into the in-
dividing the difference by the separation dis- strument noise. Therefore Ax should be chosen
L-ice between the two accelerometers as shown as large as possible, subject to flexural error

* in Fig. 9. The separation distance is a pri- constraints in order to give good low frequency
mary consideration when using this technique measurements.
and it inherently has an upper limit and a
lower limit. The theory suggests that the Conversely, the separation distance -L
accelerometers should be placed as close to- should be chosen as small as possible in order

. gether as possible to approach the true angu- to have acceptable flexural error at higher
lax response of the structure. Hiowever, when frequencies. This idea can best be visualized
the accelerometers are too close to each other by considering an analogy from acoustics. For •
the difference signal will become contaminated acoustical systems, luped parameter models
with noise at low frequencies {9]. Therefore, give acceptable results whenever the system ,
the lower limit on separation distance between physical dimensions are less than 1/4 of the "
the accelerrieters depends primarily on their wavelength at the upper frequency end. Con-
noise floor. verting this analogy to the problem at hand,

one might say that whenever the separation dis-
Since the angle approximated by the ac- tance is less than 1/4 of the wavelength of the

ctlerometer diffferencing technique is propor- traveling wave of the structure, the differen- "
tional to the inverse of the separation dis- tial angle is a close approximation to the true -
tance, the greater the separation distance, angle.

.-. the better the low frequency sensitivity.
However, the upper limit for separation dis- To stnmarize, madeasng t of angular
tance is affected by the flexural error between vibration can be made using conventional -
the accelerciwters. This flexural error is de- celerometers by carefully choosing separation .. --- '' -
pendent upon the upper frequency desired and is distance. The lower limit for separation dis-
defined in terms of the vibratory wavelength of tance is chosen based on acceptable low fre-
the structure [9]. By considering, the speed of quency signal-to-noise ratio and the upper
a bending traveling wave it is possible to de- limit is chosen based on acceptable high fre-
fine a wavelength, which is a function of fre- quency flexural -rror.
.uency and structural properties. In thisi.r~er it is possible to establish an upper Experience With Differential Angular Vibration

l itxit of separation distance consistent with Measurements
the desired upper frequency range to be maa-
sured. Angular vibration was measured on two

different types of aircraft, a fighter and a %
The low frequency measurement capa- helicopter, using differential accelerometers.

bilities of differential accelerometers have Evaluation of those results are difficult be-
been studied in detail ad are based on the cause there are no accurate angular sensors
fiellJawing equation [9]. with which to compare. Evaluation of differen-

tial angular measurements can proceed, however.
3 _. (I) by comparing the measurements one gets with dif-Ax ferent separation distances.

,*.' -3 =desired angular vibration mag itude Angular vibration was measured on a

d ra"nfighter, using two separation distances as
shown in Fig. 10. Preliminarv calculations on

'x separation distance the structural components of transducer loca-
tions according to Ref. (9] showed that fre-

For accelerometers, Fq. (1) may be rewritten as ured with acceptable ac acy. If thcould be meas-

frequlncy flexural error is l', halving the
°-" .- - , separatiot distance shoul.d chne the upper -
A. frequency resrnse shape very little and the

"-",. .is eqtncy in radians/secd. . . loest frequency which can be successfully meas-
%'. t!I rrlcvnadn/ . ured should be increased only slightly. How-

bv .. . ay, 01i'e Pt ever, the tvx, separaticn distrances were not
,, , , ', !h. aircraft. 1he meas- -

C")e " three colinear accel- 0
. cra,_ter2 :uiJ the tw, differeotia". ngles are~~~~Fra'i Eq.(3) the" dendcrci f 7- ona',x

and - r' he At a or the outMe tt accele 'neters in one case, *.

-anry be sn tdd one G. the outer -ccercrcters with the '
as ,kcr:. :cs, , l the, -to.f'
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and is usually quite time congurl,. There is
still a vry distinct need for acceptable angu-
lar vibration sensors.

,. = . p4

1.20

ax -10. 16 c CO E FUN1C(IS AM. DIFFERENTIAL ANCILAR
VlBRATIaN WEAStL4lS

1.0

A15.22. In using differential accelerometers to
measure angular vibration, there mst be a con- -

0.8 tinuing search for methods which can be used to
* evaluate the results. It has been suggested

that the coherence function could be used for

this purpose. The idea is that when there isfleur between two accelerometers used in

measuring angular vibration, such flexure can be S
determined from the coherence. If that is true .

'"0.4 then one can always tell over which frequency
range differential angular vibration data is
acceptable without having to corpute the upper ,. ,.

0.2 separation distance limit from structural
10 propeies. *~d' %

Fig. 12 - Cd ence functions between two The coherence function may be used to: •
accelerometers attached to an experi- (1) detect linear relationships between ex-
mental bean for tw different separa- citations at two different locations, (2) de- ,. .
tion distances. tect structural transmission paths, and (3)

predict errors in frequency response function
estimates (10]. In addition, when the coher-
ence is computed between two accelerometers it -

center ace lermeter in the other case. can be used to determine global and local modes.
Fig. 10 shows good agreement between the two Codwmer was calculated for two accelerometers
signals at frequencies greater than 100 Hz. attached to a simply supported beam excited with

A. Below 40 Rz the signal is essentially instru - broad band random noise at mid span.
mt noise. S

The coherence function for two random , -V "
- Angular vibration was also measured on a processes x and y is defined as (11].

helicopter using differential accelerometers 6

with results for two separation distances giv IS_ (o)J 2

in Fig. 11. Preliminary calculations on the - S.(-S-(,, (4)
local structure around the transducer location YXY ' A ,

" indicated that vibrations at frequencies from
S0.7 Hz to 200 Hz could be accurately measured. t is e twee ad

However, the two angular signals In Fig. 11 is ty (P s s-Pewee tra d s
had the sae problen as thse of Fig. lo-in
that they were not at the same point on the S.(w) is the PSD at x
structure due to the colinear orientation of
three acoeler maters. Cood agreemnt between is the PSD at y
the two spectrum shapes is indicated up to Syy(w) .t .- •

A-250 Hz, but above this frequency the shapes
deviate, indicating flexural error. (See For the simply supported bean, the output PSD is
Fig. 11). These results cmpare well with the *
preliminary calculations which yielded an upper SXY(w) - H(x,w) H (y,w) S.
frequency limit of 200 Hz.

Figs. 9 and 10 show that angular measure- H(x,w) is the beam frequency response O
ments using differential accelerometers can be function at x
successful. The two angular leis for both

cases agree well in spectrum shape and the freS i
quency limits indicated by the preliminary cal- Trefore the coheree is
culations were supported by the data. This T" -h c
apparent success does not imply that there is E(x,w) * y
no longer any need for good, miniature angular y H y y H =xi. (5)
vibration sensors, however. The efforts re-
quired to collect detailed structural inform- [H(x,W) H(x,u) ll(y,w) H(y,'))]
tion used in computing the separation distances
frequently involves getting information from
the Air Logistics Center servicing the aircraft -
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*Eq. (5) reveals that the displacements are 4. Honeywll, WG2500 toh rdp2rc (MD
fully correlated, independent of separation Tu-Axis Rate Sesor, Aechncal eci
distance. :~jq = 7Z

As verification of this, the coherence 5. %ialey, P. W., and P. G. Bolds, "Test ,.,

for an experimental simply supqported beam Report an Vibration Survey of the C(-3E
unider broadband excitation was measured and is Helicopter For the SAR-Retran Guidance Test
showi in Fig. 12. The coherence of Fig. 12 Progran," AFFDL/F3G 77-1, May 1977.
shows deviations from the theoretical value of .-

on only at the resonant frequenies, linde- 6. Van der Linden, J. C., and H. A. Mensink,
pendent of separation distance. In fact, "Linear and Angular Position Masrement

Fig 12revalsno istnctreltioshi be ofAircraft Cmponents," A(IARD-AC-160,
* bieen coherence and separation distance. TeVol 8.

coherence function is identically one, devia-
*-ting at resonance in Fig. 12 perhaps because 7. tMcloald, W. R., and D. W. Cole, "A Seis- ~4

of the finite bandwidth used In comp~uting the niic Angular Vibration Transducer Eaploying '
Fast Fourier Trat-sform. a Gas Rotor," Royal Aircraft Establishment,

3. Dubrovin, G. N., S. P., K asilnikov. "Angu-
O3*XVUSIONS lar Velocity Vibronmtr, FTD-HT-23-2113-71

(June 1972). Edited translation of USSR
Good aircraft angular vibration data are Patent 250475 P1-2, by Rene E. Convelle.

essential to the effective design and opera-
tion of aircraft optical packages, Of the 9. 1lialey, P. W. , and M. W. GOal "Maasuraint .-

six angular vibration sensors encountered of Angular Vibration Using Conventional ..

during literature survey, only the ADIA mets Acceleroeters" Shock & Vibration Bulletin,
the requirements for angular vibration meas- No 47, pt 3, Sept 1977.
urement. The ADA~ still has a serious limita-

*tion, hmiever, in that its size renders its 10. Gray, C. L., and A. C. Piersol, Methods for
use on stiffened panels or other secondary NMlin Measured Data to VibratR an
structure questionable. The fact that the ADA& Acoustic Pro~lems, 4M I -r
is so bulky means that it can only be used with I5
confidence on major structural components.

Diferetia acelecneersf ~U.~ Bendat, J. S., and A. G. Piersol, Random

wa isffcientl cl ee r up or hevality AayiadMasrmn Proc2ai,

angular vibrations were used on two aircraft. NewJ York L197I.
The analysis consisted of measuring angular .,I
vibrations using tw different separation dis-
tances and comiparing the results. Agreeent

of iffrenialangular vibration measurement.
The oherncefunict ion was eautda

poetilchc for differential angular vi-
brto Ittasurement.Thristlladtnc

nedframiniature, sniie rabn n
gulr vbraionsensor.

1. I, J.andP. W. bae,"rdcino
the Anuar Vibration of Aircraft Struc-
tures," Journal of Soutnd and Vibration,
Vol 49, no4 p4-7 ,b _ r.

2. Canfield, E. B., Electrcxiwchanical Control
sytm and Devics C ofrO t'IiT 9657qT.

3. Sher L. nuar Effects on a Telecope -.-- -
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Discuss ion

Voice: You seem to have the biggest difference
between 9. and Oa. What is the significance
of that?

Mr. Obal: We measured the angular motion on a
cargo deck and we have to assume the moment

of inertia for a cargo deck on an aircraft. S
That is the hardest thing in this technique;
you have to figure an average cross-sectional
moment of inertia bending to get the travel-
Ing wave of the structure and I would primarily
consider this difference to be the fact that
we are measuring two different points on the
structure.

Mr. Silver(Westinghouse): We are curious as
to your experience with the use of coherence
on the acceleration measurements. it looks '
like it would be a pretty powerful device
to eliminate noise floor content.

Mr. Obal: That is a very good question. We
are aTso looking at the angular coherence be- S
tween two different points on a structure.
That has really lead us to a dead end street.

We talked to Julius Bendat about that since
he is big on partial coherence theory; but

%. given a frequency response function of
structure, computing the coherence by dividing
the cross PSD by the auto PSD squared hasn't
shown us much. We have looked at separation
distances on a simply supported beam between

"' four inches and forty two inches and the co-

herence plots came out to be the same. The
,V theory and the experimental data don't seem

to show that that is a good approach, but we

are doing it and we will continue to do it

until we find a better way. We don't say this
is the best technique; but since we don't
have a small angular sensor we will have to
use something else until industry develops one
because we need an angular vibration data base.

We need this data base to solve these problems
and to check out our analytical prediction
capabilities. We are considering finite
elements for the low frequencies and statistiail
energy analysis for the high frequencies. I
guess this is almost a plea to industry to give
us a good angular broadband sensor capable
of measuring down to less than 20 micoradians.

Voice: Why does the sensor have to have the . "
*capability of measuring such small angles?

Mr. Obal: That is because of the accuracies

that they would like in their electro-optical. ~systems. .-'

h%%
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HIGH FREQUENCY GROUND VIBRATION MEASUREMENT

H. Nolle

Monash University4"
Clayton, Victoria, Australia

Recently interest has focused on ground transmitted vibration and noise from
sources related to human activity such as mining and tunnelling work, as well
as traffic and industrial plant operations. The disturbance thus generated \P.

* ~~contains low and high frequency Fourier components, and accurate measurement .J*'.
of the vibration requires recording of the signal free from harmonic
distortion in the frequency range of interest.

.54 This paper reviews the basic requirements for vibration transducer-to-ground
coupling to ensure linear measuring 8s8stem response. Results are presented
of field tests of a range of different designs for ground attachments, and
recommuendations are made for procedures of ground attachment installation in
different type soils and rock formations.

4"The techniques described are demonstrated with reference to some of the
results of vibration surveys of three different railway track installations.

INTRODUCTION suffered less from limitations in transducer
design than from unexpected - and often unknown - -

dThe earliest application of ground transducer to ground coupling effects. Current
vibration measurement appears to have occurred vibration transducer technology has virtually
in the investigation of seismological and eliminated the problems associated with poor
geophysical phenomena. These phenomena frequency response. sensitivity and linearity.0
manifest themselves as low frequency On the other hand, the lack of definition of the-
displacements, mainly below 10 Hz, which can be impedance of the ground mass immediately
recorded on instruments resting on a smooth surrounding the transducer in a field
surface that is connected to the ground mass, installation may render the measuring oye tem
More recently, growing interest has focused on frequency response characteristics unknown,
ground transmitted vibration and noise from which in turn has an equally debilitating effect

sources related to human activity such as on the measured data and any results of ea
*mining, quarrying and tunnelling work, as well subsequent data analysis.

as traffic and industrial plant operations.e
Measurements of such sources are made with the This paper reviews the basic requirements
objective of establishing local vibration for ground coupling to ensure linear measuring %,
levels and ground transmission characteristics. system response. Results are presented of .

The latter type disturbances usually - but not field tests of a range of designs for ground
always - are of a transient or impactive (shock attachments, and recommendations are made for

wave) character and contain low and high procedures of ground attachment installation in
frequency Fourier components*. Accurate different type soils and rock formations.

frefo amncdsoto ntefrequency *.

rag fitrs. In this regard high THE COUPLING PROBLEM
freqenc grundvibration measurements have

The evolution of ground surface vibration.

*The dividing line between "low" and "high" measuring instruments dates back to the

frqenyisqit rbtarbufor beginning of the 19th century C1). The

maybe ut t aout30 Hz earliest technologically significant devicespracica resons ma beput t aoutwere of the pendulum type, which recorded
or the lower limit of the audio-frequency rltv oeetbtentegon n
range. seismic mass of the instrument. These were
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k x,y and assume unknown finite values. 

The need to reduce signal harmonic 
distortion resulting from inadequate gronnd 
coupling has been recognized previously. 
Warburton [4] reported an apparent transducer 
sensitivity to variations in mass m • 
Johnson [2] and Awojobi and Sobayo [3] suggest 
the method of "density matching" in which the 
average density of m is matched to that of the 
soil, and the transducer and protective casiug 
is buried below ground level: the latter method 
has also been used by Knmperman [6], Balachandra 
and ~lal than [7] and probably others. Ho .... ·ever, 
there is no documented evidence of the benefits 
de riven by this technique. Moreover, the 'model 
of !"ig. 1 (b) sugges+.:s, for be::;t frequency 
response, the following base design criteria: 

(i) 

( iil 

(iii) 

least values for m and J 

centre of gravity of at A and 

a base-soil interface geometry and method 
of installation that giv~ the highest 
k and kg , x,y -

of · ... •hich (i) ann (iii) are in conflict with the 
density matching idea. 

A factor that has not been taken into 
account in the model, but one that exerts a 
marked influence on the base frequency response, 
is the damping of the system. In a re~l 
installation the total damping is the resultant 
of material damping, frictional effects -
largely at the interface - and geometrical 
da~p1ng. The latte~ constitutes a frequency 
dependent pnergy loss due to mcmentL~ transfer 
in the form of elastic waves radiatea from the 
base into the ground mass. It has been shown 
theoretically [5] that for an infinite half
space this damping varies with the mode of 
oscillation and the mass ratio of the system. 
The mass ratio is a non-dimensional parameter, 
defined as m/o.t 3 , where c iz the density of 
the ground and l is a characteristic dimension 
of the base. Quite qenerc1lly, the smaller this 
ratio, the greater the dampinq ef.fect; thus for 
lightly constructed bases the theory predicts a 
higher dampin9 ratio which m'ly approach, and in 
some cases exceed, criticat damping. This has 
in fact: Lrc'1 confirmed in s<..mP of the tests 
reported below. 

RASE DESIGN AND PROCEDURES FOR INSTALLATION 

7.'1~ major difficulty of determining 
. :m.::ytical natural frequ,~ncies of the base 
installation is the un~ertainty of the values 
~ and k. Ground installations are 

x,y ~...: 

<1ff~ctud by scil inhomogeneitirs, layering and 
nnnlinc.·:trit_y effect;; for which th*-.! upper ground 
surf..:1ce l.J.jers ar(": r.otorlcu5. F!:'equ~ntly 

access is p0ssible only to arens where the 
ground has been prrviously disturbed or filled. 
In s·Jch cases and in c~ses where base 
instal:ation causes fracture or crumbling of 
the :ilcdium no meaninqful values Ciln be assignfJd 
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to the ela!ltic pararncterR and the system dynamic 
behaviour can be predicted by cmpiric:sl methods 
only. To this end a series of base designs was 
tested for their ability to give undistorted 
signal transmission to as high an exciting 
frequency as possible, Relevant design data 
are shown in.Fig. 2. The bases are all of 
steel, mo~olithic or welded; bolted or screwed 
joints not being recommended. De11igns No.1 to 
7 shown are bases of the "spike" type, having 
different effective densities, lengths and cross 
sections. Designs 8 and 9 are welded steel 
constructions having several prongs joined to a 
rigid base plate, whereas No.lO is a capped 
steel tube construction bonded to the ground 
mass by non-shrink grout. This latter 
principle has been applied successfully in mine 
blast vibration measurements [OJ • In those 
tests a ~" Plexiglas cylinder was epoxied into 
the rock mass, forming the accelerometer base. 
Investigation of the base response showed that 
resonance was encountered, though at a quite 
high frequency (possibly at 10 kHz) • This 
could possibly have been avoided had the plastic 
material been replaced by a steel base. While 
minimum mass is one of the design criteria, the 
bases have to possess the rigidity and the 
structural integrity to resist, without 
distortion, the rigours of being driven into the 
ground. In this regard particular caution 
should be exercised to protect and preserve the 
trueness of the mounting surface for the 
transducer. 

The suitability of the different design 
bases has been assessed in conjunction with the 
t~·pe of ground surface layer in which the base 
is installed. This may be categorized in the 
following five classes:-

(a) 

(b) 

sand, silt, cohesionless soil; 

fine sand/clay mixtures, cohesive soils, 
loamy sand, stiff clay; 

(c) soft weathered rock, mudstone, soft 
sandstone; 

(d) fine particle soils with dispersions of 
rocks and coarse gravel or aggregates 
(fills or natural mixes); 

(e) hard roc.:k. 

Testing experience with the various designs 
of Fig. 2 has shown that each class represents 
its own installation problems which have to be 
dealt with in different ways. Accordingly, a 
summary of the findings and recommendations 
relating to installation procedure are given in 
Table l . 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE TESTS 

Dynam i.<: tests were porfonncd undE'r field 
conditions to measure the natural frequencies of 
the base in the lower of the rocking modes and 
in the vertical mode. The base was excited 
using an electrodynamic exciter coupled to a 
point 10 mm above the top surface of the base. 
The total mass of the trctnsducer, adapters and 
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TABLE 1
Recommended Procedures for Transducer Base Installation

*Ground Class Likely Problems Recommended Method for Installation '

(a) Method of soil excavation and burial Use lightweight, maximum taper peg, No. 6
of transducer box unreliable, base. If cohesion insufficient (e.g. as

Impact of hammer-driven peg shatters in dry sand) , use No. 8 base. Where no
bond. Cohesion of soil foothold can be established, cast slab of

*insufficient to support "spike" type sand and epoxy mixture on formed depression
base, in ground surface; glue on 6 mmn steel

base. **

(b) Hard (dry, cracked) clay subject to In soft (wet) clay use parallel or slightly
fracture and loss of bond; peg tapered peg of 230 mmn maximum length. In
"bounce" damages bond, hard clay use tapered peg of length not

greater than depth of penetration. if I

formation too hard to penetrate, use method
(c).

(c) Too hard for driving peg; damage to Use masonry drill, brush clean walls of
peg; fissuring of rock; peg hole and vacuum clean, grout steel peg with
"bounce" damages bond. Too soft non-shrink grout (design No. 10).
for expanding bolt anchorage.

(d) As for (a). impact of point of peg If rocks cannot be avoided, carefully
on rock/gravel shatters bond, excavate between rocks and use method (c) ,
Damage to peg. without drilling. Alternatively, use " '

last of methods (a).

(e) Formation too hard for penetration Use masonry drill and fit base plate with
other than by rock drilling, expanding bolt anchor, or use method (c).

if rock face is dir., and smooth, use epoxy

____ __ ___ ___ ___ glued 6 mm steel base.

force link was approximately 0.35 kg. Vertical
or rocking mode excitation was applied in slow
sine-sweep tests using a constant force
amplitude. The line of action of the force was
directed through point A' (Fig. 1) , either7"
vertically or horizontally.

For a second order linear system the 6
acceleration response curve follows, starting at CEN
the low frequency end, an asymptote sloping at
40 dB/decade, then rises steeply to reach Qtpclrkigm e
resonance (if damping ratio is low) , and (B
thereafter falls to approach a second asymptote
which is a constant level line. An idealized
response curve of this kind is shown in Fig. 3.

The lower curve in the Figure shows the 3d
corresponding response of a highly damped high damlping
system. (typical vertical mode)

L
For comparison, a selection of response

curves from the field tests is given in Fig. 4. timTit for "ysem
From the shape of some of these it is apparent linear respose
that in some tests dampino ratios of the order 0

of 1 , or greater, were obtained. When the

damping is high, deviation from the 40 dB/decade 0
line is seer. to be negative, i.e.
transmissibility never rises above I but 0.1 1 10

* simply diminishes with increasing applied RTO FORCING FREQ.
frequncy.NATL. UNDAMPED FREQ.

The frequencies at which deviation from
true linear response first re~aches t 3 d8 are Fig. 3 -Response of linear 2nd order

system to harmonic force
given in Fig. 2, the t signs indicating whether ectto
the response rises above or falls below that
expected.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS its limits in that too much taper and/or tuoo
forceful driving will cause loss of bond or

For almost all of the base-ground fracture of the ground, particularly around the
combinations tested the system transmissibility upper part of the peg. The effect of this is
was found to be most sensitive to frequency shown ir. the data for the 150 mm peg in a dry, %.*
under horizontal forcing. The first rocking hard sand and loam mix. Tho fully driven p'eg
mode natural frequency could, in most cases, be in slightly cracked sand gives linear response
identified from the peak in the response curve, to 400 Hz. With slightly damaged and badly
This was not the case with vertical mode damaged bond the corresponding frequency fer
oscillation which appeared to be heavily damped, this peg reduces to 170 Hz and 110 Hz,

* there being no clearly defined maximum, respectively (see also Fig. 4). In general, ..

*Similarly, the combination of the effect of the effect on the limiting frequency of loss of -

damping and the apparently high value of the bond around the upper part of the peg is similar
*second rocking mode frequency precluded to that of the cant ilevered part of an
*identification of the latter. incompletely driven peg.

The frequencies given in Fig. 2 show the The purrose of the taper i,3, of course, to
limits of linearity, within ± 3 dB, of the generate a higher contact pressure at the peq-

%system response. These frequencies provide a soil interface, hence increase the values of the
fair basis for comparative assessment of the parameters kx and k E. By comparison, the
various designs; but the final choice of basexy
design for a critical application would need to roe fth efciv dniyof hebs
be made taking into account ground conditions (defined by parameter m ) appeared to ho a

and the desired degree of damping (i.e. whether relatively minor one, tu the extent that it
error+ ye became obscured by the random, unavoidable0errof measurement is preferred to be
or -ve he gnerl trnd bsered romvariations in bond effectiveness in the series

the ests in all soils was that damping in the of field installations tested.% A%

vertical mode is significantly greater than in
the ockig mde. n te fomercdsetheThese findings are in general agreement

deit frogmlear rnteposer wase layhey with the conclusions of Balachandra et al. 171,
devdrain from theirr expermenta aad analytical

whereas in the rocking mode the damping varied danfo hi xeietladaayia

depending on the base design and condition of work on ground motion measurement in vertical
intlain Thstemliprne ein oreholes. Though different to this wurk - in0

(Nos. 8 and 9) have a characteristically highrepc ofmd of xitinof heste .

damping whereas the shorter pegs and pegs (detunation above ground surface, hence Z
rising above ground surface have the lowest impulsive) and positioning of the accelerometer

systm dmpin. Te hih dmpin ofthe(subterranean) - Balachandra's experiments

vertical mode is believed to be due to slip at reeldtaoditraebn ewe h
the peg-soil interface. on theoretical borehole grout and the free-field medium is the P

groudsther isals suportve videce hat primary requirement for ensuring the fidelity

the vertical mode oscillation is subject toofaclrtnmes eet. M evriws
observed that mismatch in the impedances of the

greaestgeomtrial dmpig [5 ~~99~borehole grout and the free-field material
Of particular importance to good frequency could be tolerated if a non-slip< interface can

response were found to be two parameters. One bemitndbtwnth .
is the taper of the peg; the tapers used in%
the test series are zero for design No. 7, 1:22 APIAINT RFI-NUE IRTO
in the case of the 300 mm circular cross- ESRMN
section pegs (Nos. 4 and 6) , and 1:10 for the MAUEETt~
150 mm circular cross-section pegs (Nos. 3 and

5) A The techniques described in this parer are .

For ~ .,. an ~ ritte silsnow demonstrated with reference to some of the
the taper used should be a maximum that still

results of vibration surveys of three different
1 1permits driving the peg without bounce or deep railway track installations. The main source P.
6-cracking of the soil. in heavy wet, shrinking o rudvbainfo rni ri

(drying) clay increasing the taper does not
Sseem to have the same beneficial effect, operations is the rolling impact at the wheel-

rail interface. In the frequency spectrum so

The other parameter is the depth of the generated identification of the various
drivn pe. Te catilver ffet ofthefrequency components is based en accurate data

of vibration at the rail, the supporting track
unsupored assaboe grundlevl o anand the subgrade in the vicinity of the track

incompletely driven peg is most detrimental to
good frequency response. This is visible from ceteln. Fo thsaptuemy ebit

n p of the vibration near field, and the -

sandy loam. It follows that the length of the efctvnsofhear us tutrl

I-*peg should be made no greater than the depth to components of a track system may be assessed
which te peg an be rivenfor their ability to limit vibration at the.-,*

source and to control transmission of vibration

However, the principle of using maximumto hesrunig. Hwvtehght
demands in fidelity of signal reproduction

* c~~aper and maximum depth drive was found to have ars ingod-reniestis. Tu
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* ~.9
snd radiated from free surfaces excited by -, - a•#

* round-transmitted vibration may have a sIC.. -
-. significant spectrum extending to 800 Hz and - . '

-* The major features of the three different _____

*de ijri concepts for the tracks are depicted in a
[in. C. Design (a) is a conventional ballasted _-__

track on subgrade, with spiked rails on timber ... ....... :'
sleepersz (b) incorporates resiliently s l--- y ':.

supported concrete sleepers set in a continuous .. _ __ __ ...
reinforced concrete slab cast on subgrade. The --- .....--- - - ------ •. I-

ris are secured to the sleepers by a resilient tLt *. '
dret fixation fastener system. The design __ ____r- ___

c)is based on the ' floating slab' concept and
eatures heavy concrete slabs on natural rubber-
islators. The rails are elastically mounted -- -..,) .
othe slabs by means of direct fixation :

fasteners. __ _ $ T___" -

performance of these systems necessitates ______________________________
accurate measurements of vibration of the ground .4- - -_j

mass surrounding the track. Following an e~i-w
assessment of the ground conditions and the

reqireent inresectoffrequency response of ---.. ;:

the mesrn ytm einNo. 10, Fig. 2, was il %
chosen for all ground vibration measurements. ... ( -..... . . ,,

":. Additional acceleraneters were installed on the -. %, .
- rail support system to monitor track component Fi.5 - Acceleration pulse from train ' , -

vbainlvl.pass measured on resiliently 0
supported track. Tests 15 and ,.:.As the train passes a point on or near the 27 refer to the same train j'-.

- track a vibration pulse is generated at thattrvlignthsaedeco.,'?;
poI int. The instantaneous strength of the pulse tr v lin.nte-ae dre to .%.%.

" varies with the approach and departure of each %. ;
-" car bogie. Such a pulse, measured at the rail • .'"
" head, sleeper, concrete slab and the ground at -- .

some distance from the track centre is shown in -1.
Fig. 5. These records refer to design (b),

-.- Figj. 6, but substantially similar pulse profiles CELERAI"_ON= -
* are obtained from the other two track designs. mlf RMS ,,4 ;+F> - .. .'" "

The vibration levels are total signal * . j--%
strength (814S), shown on a dD scale,/." V' "a% '°
unreferenced. The 14 bogies of the seven cars,€- - ?-  %-- di.
of the train may be seen to generate 14 major / , . . .J

- peaks of differig intensity which is \
characteristic of the particular bogie of the
train. Reproducibility of the results is ' ..

* demonstrated in graph (C) where the records for I. ..-
tests 15 and 27 refer to different runs of the\ " °' *) _/ +

* same train in the same direction. The quality ',. i /-.-\. 4 , \
* of reproducibility further suggests the-"...- %

a technique for monitoring some aspects of bogie ?-7 -
performance and soundness of mechanical .""/'."'
conditi on of the wheels. / floating lab . .'

The spectral content of the ground "- "" '

vibrtio atpoins Sm fan te rspetiv
track centre lines is shown in Fig. 6. These I*
spectra confirm the existence of significant I
ground vibration components up to at least the 10. '__"_•____ "_"___.. .. ....

.? 500 lHz octave band, and have been used in a 1,..,. .,
-" vibration performance evaluation of the three Fig. 6 - I/3-octave spectrum of ground _
-. track designs. acceleration in the range 8 Hlz %,,

": ~to 800 Hz centre frequencies. %%.
".' .~easurements refer to a position v.--
• "".- ~~~5 m from the track centre line. . ....'--

I%" .. , %.

". " ." e .. "...' . . .,' ." " . . " , "". . .- ' ' " """"""% " ,- - "J "4
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* Discussion

. Mr. Ramboz (National Bureau of Standards): The Mr. Nolle: Again, I would say that in theory
material from which these were made appear to you could use this. The problem is that we

" be a cast iron or steel, is that correct? know very little if anything about the proper-

ties of the ground, especially the thin layer
Mr. Nolle: All installations were made of surrounding the spike, and I feel from exper-
steel. We used welded machined installations. ience that it is very hard to establish this %

, We do not recommend bolted or screwed joints. data. The only thing you can do is to instru-

, They always lead to problems. ment the system and test it because there is

no way to get the mechanical impedance data
Mr. Ramboz: Are there any advantages to using and use it to calculate the system response.

a lighter material such as the harder aluminum
alloys or perhaps berylium? Mr. Ramboz: Either for optimization of your

pads or for computing transmissibility across
Mr. Nolle: I suppose you can go to extremes, the soil through your interface? . .

but I don't think it is necessary. We found
in tests with the solid and hollow spikes of Mr. Nolle: Well the optimum conditions that
circular cross section that there wasn't very I have stated in my sunmary are that you should

" much difference between the two. Yes, you are minimize the mass and the moment of inertia and
quite right, in theory we should make the mass you should lower the center of gravity to the

* as small as possible. But once you have de- point "A", which was the elastic center of
singed what might be termed a light weight support so that you in effect remove the rock- -

construction you should concentrate on ing or the rotational motion from the system. *-.- *,*
installation and this is where the problem But you can appreciate the problem, you can't %% %
lies. go below ground level, it is very difficult to

go below ground level so you always have an
Mr. Ramboz: Has any thought been given to the extended structure which is usually canti- .

possible use of impedance techniques to try levered.
to optimize these?
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THE RECIPROCITY CAILIBRATION OF VIBRATION STANDARDS

OVER AN EXTENDED FREQUENCY RANGE

R. .. Bouche

Bouche Laboratories
Sun Valley, California

Reciprocity calibrations are performed at various frequencies
up to 10,000 11z using an air-bearing shaker with a built-in
primary standard accelerometer. The shaker is used for sensi- .

tivity and frequency response calibrations on other acceler- :ometers and velocity pickups in the range of 10 Hz to 10,P000 Hz
and up to 50,000 H1z for resonance frequency calibrations.

....- . -

I NTAODUCT ION
frequencies to 10,000 Hz. This is an

Early reciprocity calibrationsaboueclrtinmhd. Is
were performed on individual velocity taeblt oteNtoa ueuo

Standards~% isow acopihe-hog

pickups by Trent (1) and London (2).
This was followed by the Levy and measurements of mass, frequency, trans- $
Bouche (3) paper on the reciprocity fer admittance and voltage ratio. The

° :" R~~~ ~~eciprocity calibrations aepromdtvriufeqeimis sh

calibration of a velocity pickup builtr eiprocit abilmin
into a shaker. This paper included the need to perform comparison calibrations..

deveopmnt f th reiprcitytheryto demonstrate the accuracy and trace-
Later Bouche (4) developed a weightedablt ofpiryvrtonsndd.
least squares theory for processing the
data to improve the calibration accu- The comparison calibration method p
racy. (8) is used extensively to calibrate

t accelerometers, velocity pickups
Bouche and Ensor (5, 6) converted i other vibration instruments In

* the theory of the reciprocity calibra- .- yday use in various testing and
tion from velocity pickups to acceler- H.-.±hration laboratories. The reci-

* ometers attachd to an c lectrodynamic pocity calibrations are intended
shaker. This theory was a simplifica- mostly for the primary vibration stan- .'

tion of the previously published dard prior to using it for performing
papers (3, 4), because these reciprocity the comparison calibrations. The reci-
calibrations were limited to the single procity calibration on the primary
frequency of 100 Hz. v'ibrat ion ,tandard should be performed

% oabout once each year. This practice
' c Most reciprocity calibrations have enables each calibration laboratory to

ripocit chalbrTisae incieed te ne opromcmaio airtose,.,

been performed onman accelerometer maintain a history on its standard to0attached externally to the armature of demonstrate that no significant changes .
a shaker. Improved accuracy of the occur in the acceleration sensitivity.

by using an accelerometer built perma- PRIMARY STANDARD AND SHAKER
p nently into the shaker. This improve- .

ment actually comes from the design of The primary vibration standard -. ,
the primary accelerometer standard consists of a piezoelectric acceler-
built into the shaker to achieve very ometer built into a beryllium alloy

high resonance frequencies both in the shaker armature. .v4

standard accelerometer and also in the
armature of the shaker. The character- The resonance frequency of the

istics of this high frequency shaker beryllium alloy armature including the
are described in reference (7). The driver coil is approximately 50,000 Hz...
purpose of this paper Is to describe Experience in using this shaker mindi-
the reciprocity calibration at cates the presence of another resonance
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frequency at approximately 80,000 Hz. j the 90* vector,
- It is expected that this is the reso-
- nance frequency of the accelerometer f frequency at which the transfer
- built into the armature The shaker admittance and voltage ratio
| armature is guided in an air-bearing are measured, Hz.

based upon a shaker designed with a
ceramic armature, Dimoff (9). The mass W = mass of test accelerometer sub-
of the armature is supported by three sequently attached to the pri-
rubber O-rings. The purpose of the air- mary vibration standard shaker

- bearing is to virtually eliminate trans- during comparison calibrations,
verse motion and acceleration waveform lbm(kg).

*-. distortion when using the shaker at
frequencies from 10 Hz to 10,000 Hz. At most of the calibration fre-
The absence of acceleration waveform ,,uencies the phase angle for the trans- .',%

distortion is also due to the high reso- fer admittance ratio is 0' and, for the
nance frequencies of the beryllium alloy voltage ratio it is 90'. A phase meter
armature. Another characteristic of is used to measure the angles and veri-
this armature is that it provides a fy these values. Variation from these
shaker capability for measuring the values occurs at the higher calibration
resonance frequencies of test acceler- freqiuencies above 5,000 Hz and also be- d.

ometers up to 50,000 Hz (10). These low 50 Hz due to the effects of the ..
performance characteristics and design resonances. Particularly at frequen-
features of the shaker provide a pri- cfes near and above 5,000 Hz it is
mary vibration standard which makes it necessary to separate the transfer ad-
practical to perform accurate recipro- mittance ratio into its real and
city calibrations at virtually any fre- imaginary parts. Both the intercept
quency of interest to 10,000 Hz. and slope of the real and imaginary

parts of J are determined from the fol-
RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION L.-QzTATIONS lowing equations based upon the weigh-

ted least squares procedure developed
The sensitivity of a velocity in reference (4). At lower frequencies

standard is derived in reference (3). it is only necessary to determine the
Simply by making use of the relation- real part of J since the imaginary part -
ships for sinusoidal velocity and of J and slope Q have negligibly small -
acceleration and the acceleration of values. ..
gravity results in the following equa-
tion for the sensitivity of an acceler- Jr= 0.0420408 n2Ynr
ometer standard. - 0.1138536y-n2WnYnr (2)

Sa 2 6 [35[\ [i+W \ i (1) Ji = -0.0420408 -n2Yni

+ 0.1138536Z n2WnYni (3) %

where Qr -0.1138536, -n2Ynr

Sa = sensitivity of the primary + 0.3286387Zn2WnYnr (4)
accelerometer standard, mV/g 01.

J = transfer admittance intercept = 0.1138536 n2Yni
(the intercept of the plot of - 0.3286387Z n2;Vnyni (5)
mass/transfer admittance ratio, ~
lbf/mho (N/mho) wher, transfer where S -
admittance ratio is the driver n integers from 1 to 10 comes-
coil current/primary acceler- ponding to the number of masses
ometer voltage output, and mass used during the transfer admit-

" f:>. to ten 20 to 200 gram tance measurements
values used for the reciprocity
calibration. 

1'n mass values expressed in English
slpeofth po.o te as/units, lbm corresponding to

.-slope of the plot of the mass/ mass values ranging from 20 to
transfer admittance ratio, mho. 200 grams

" , - voltage ratio, voltage output Ynr- real part of the mass divided by
of a.celrometur standard divid- the difference of the transfer
ed by the vcltage output of the admittance measured with the

, shaker ciLi when the shakcr ib mass attached minus the transfer
d(riv'n by a second beryllium admittance measured with the mass
alloy shaKcr armature anQ the not attached to the shaker
uirst driver coil is open cb- Yn1  imaginary part of the mass dlvi-""cuito* ded byt*dfeec o h ". '
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.r.

0 transfer admittance measured
with the mass attached minus
the transfer admittance measur-
ed with the mass not attached
to the shaker.

The equations described above use
English units of pounds for mass be-
cause these are based upon previously
published papers (3, 4) using English

" units. However the final reciprocity
calibration results are given in units .-
of grams for the mass of test acceler-
ometers attached to the shaker when
performing comparison calibrations.

RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION PROCEDURL

The reciprocity calibration pro- [ .00 " '.
cedure consists of making the transfer .
admittance and voltage ratio measure- A -] " 1
ments using the instruments illustrated NT2---

in Fig. 1(a) and (b). These instruments
include an a.udio oscillator, power am- -1 .N W M

plifier, air-bearing primary vibration i ..... r M--"

standard - shaker, voltage ratio trans-
former, phase meter, vacuum tube volt- ,- I -_O.""
meter, frequency meter and oscilloscope. -SIT -

• .. During the transfer admittance ratio L_ I .'_
measurements a precision 1-ohm resistor
is put in series with the driver coil of LA-AO " T.0- 

1
O....

the shaker. Prior to performing the L__-

reciprocity calibration, the ten masses
in equal increments from 20 to 200 grams -a)
are sealed on a scale balance. The (a)

:. calibration is performed with the charge

amplifier used as a system with the
primary standard accelerometer. The . .
frequency meter is used to measure and
maintain the frequency at the desired D.. , _ 1¢f" •
values when making both the transfer -L riE N c L

admittance and voltage ratio measure-
- ments. AI - .ING

NO. 2 ..

Consider the calibration at . ,
1,000 Hz for example. It is p rformedby i:--

connecting the ratio transformer across 0S

the output of the accelerometer ampli- V.
fier and adjusting the transformer until r RATIO

its output exactly equals the output o09-r. 1 ,U "T1"

across the 1-ohm precision resistor as ......2-

indicated by a reading on the vacuum i. ... oo

tube voltmeter. This measurement is re- "t"L""O. 4]SI n R (-6 O 4 .1t

peated with each of the 10 masses .
attached to the armature of the shaker
and also with no mass attached. These I [ .

transfer admittance measurements are re- -

peated at each of 10 different calibra- '
,'. tion frequencies from ibout 30 Hz to

10,000 Hz.
(b)

%W The calibration setup is changed
to measure the voltage ratio. Care is Fig. 1 (a) Photograph and block dia-
taken to make use of the frequency gram used for making the trans-
mater to measure the voltage ratio at fer admittance measurements,
the same frequency at which the trans- (b) block diagram used for
fer admittance measurements are made, making the voltage ratio ineas-

- A special fixture is used to align the urements.
. armature of two air-bearing shakers.
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The stator of one of the shakers is set 0
aside so that the two armatures, rigid- .
ly connectd together, are gruided by
the air-bearing stator of the other
shaker. The driver coil of the shaker
on which the transfer admittance Mias-
urements are made is nowi virtuaily open .
circuit. Both the outputs of this|- * * *
driver coil and the output of the ratio
transformer connected to the acceler-
ometer amplifier are sequentially con- I
nected to the vacuum tub( voltmeter *5, *''%.

until both of the outputs are Qnual.
The output of the ratio tiansformer is
made equal to the output of the driver "
coil by making adjustments to the dial
settings on the transformer.

At 1,000 Hz and mo3t other calibra- . . . .

tion frequencies it is necessary only
to determine the real part of the trans-
fer admittance intercept as dc,_scribed
by equation (2). It is necessary to
determine the difference betwoe-n the Fig. 2 Results of ratio of weight to
transfer admittance measured ,,ith each transfer admittance difference . _T
mass and with no mass attacheU to the at 1,000 Hz.
armature and to multiply the in,'rse of
this differvrce by the mass used, by

* the square of the mass used and by the
square of the integ-.r as indicat.d by

* the terms in equation (2). At hiher
fre(iuencies .vuch as 5,000 itz, 8,09 i"
and 10,000 lIz it is necessary to sVp:Lr- 1.0 e
ate the transfer admittance measure-
ments into the real and imaginary parts
and perform the computations as indica- 0.,
ted in equations (2, K3 ,.4 .u., (3).

U- cIPAocIrY CALIBA\TION itLTTL. * >-- . 0

In addition to purfor.ning the eon- .
putations in accordance '.ith these
equations it is u.,cful to plot the re- .-
suits at some, of the fr(.,uunci,:s as .
indicated in Figs. 2 and 3. t o.t

Fig. 2 shows that the mass/transfer
admittance ratio is virtually constant . I

* for all masses usud ,h;rn pirforming the .,
calibrations at most frez-ucncies in-
cluding 1,000 Hz. At the higher fre- -.

* quencies such as 10,000 Hz Fig. 3,-"
*" there is a slope for the plot of --

mass/transfer adnittance ratio foe beth , - - r

the real and imaginary parts of these - .... 4..

measurements. Both th. real and imagin- 7. *

ary parts of the mass,/transfer admit-
tance difference are used to deternine t.t"
the real and imaginary parts of the.!
intercept J and slope '. as indicated by
equations (2), (3), (,4) and (5). "h. .
real and imaginary pat ts of d and ar'
combined and then us.d in equation (1). 

A

The voltage ratio measurements are fig. 3 (a) Real and (b) imaginary
giv.n in Fig. 4. It is important that parts of ratio of weight to
the phase angle be (lose to 90" transfer admittance difference
throughout the calibration froouncy at 10,000 Rz.
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acy Th ra°

se nsit vibration standard determined Fi., , ~by the reciprocity method at .-- "

adec frequencies to l1,000 Hz.

,-.NT as er en f r:ac:oc av.icr as:i
rattached. This variation of sensitivity 0

F . 4 is one of the important results of the

results of voltagrecirocityea ciratin ter emc-

niques for determining the change in
sensitivity as a function of test

range 0,0 perform inth reasonable accuracy. Theoug,
* 85 £0 £. O, sensitivities indicated in Fig. 5 show,..'-

.. a decrease of somewhat less than 1 '''."'
"o ns~a~v. percent for each octave increase in .

A hefrequency. This decrease in sensitivity

Fig. 4 agnitude and phase angle is characteristic of acclerometers made,-.  results of voltage ratio with lead ?irconate titanate ceramics. ,.-

90" measurements. Other ceramic materials, also used in' -: the air-bearing vibration standard "-

.. ., ~shakers, have a smaller change in "" %

;"'range to 10,000 Hz. Using a shaker sensitivity with frequency. Although --..
""designed so this phase angle is close to the frequency characteristics is improv- .900 makes it possible to maintain small edwt hs•termtras h

calibration errors. This is accomplish- sensitivity has a much smaller value.

ed by using the calibration shaker Good calibration results are obtained

having a resonanc.2 frequency near when using different piezoelectric '

50,000 Hz. materials to build the accelerometer
into the armature of the primary vibra-

PRIMARY STANDARD SSNSITIVITY 
tion standard shaker.

The use of the reciprocity cali-
The sensitivity of the primary bration method is limited at frequen-

vibration accelerometer standard is cies below 30 Hz depending upon the
plotted in Fig. 5. Each sensitivity stiffness of the suspension used to

%,' plotted is obtained by performing the support the dead weight of the shaker
reciprocity calibration. There are armature. Accordingly, it Is desirable
different values for the sensitivity at to use the absolute optical method (8)
frequencies of 5,000 Hz and above at these low frequencies. However, if
depending upon the m a s. of the test It proves desirable to perform recipro-

Saccelerometers to be attached subse- city calibrations at these very low
cuently when performing comparison frequencies it would merely be necessary
calibrations. These different sensi- to install rubber 0-rings having a
tivities vary by only about 1 to 4 per- smaller stiffness.
cent depending upon frequency and mass
of the test accelerometer. It is ex-
pected that the decrease In sensitivity RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION ACCURACY

with mass of the test accelerometer is
• the result of relative motion between The analysis of calibration

the accelerometer built into the arma- errors in the Table is similar to that .. V1

ture and the motion of the mounting given previously (5, 6). The root sum
surface to which test accelerometers are of the squares of the individual
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Tble - eciptocity calibraton Itwowe Is Detemnin the calibrations to 10,000 Hz. These
snsitivity at primy Vibation steRdW" with calibrations should be performed prior

s lr.10arlas shaker to using the vibration standard-shaker
"""___ ______to perform comparison calibrations on

'*rv ato,. r at various test accelerometers, velocity
10 as - 2,00ofi 410 M pickups and other vibration measuring .''-

instruments. In addition to performing
percent pernt these comparison calibrations, the

"aso o.os o.oa standard shaker is used to determine 0
. -oo Admttan.c resonance frequencies up to 50,000 Hz

Intercept 0.2 1.0 on test accelerometers.

." Voltae Ratio 0.2 1.0 EFE ENCES

D istortion 0.1 0.3 1. H. M.Trent,"The Absolute Calibra-

freq-o,y o.0s o.os tion of Electromechanical Pickups,"

Accelereetr ffects, J. Appl. Mech., 15:49-52 (1948).

?raaa. re "Oolt-lolt, 2. A. London, "The Absolute Calibra-
Sstrain. o.oratb. etc. 0.2 0.2 tion of Vibration Pickups," NBS

i a Tech. News Bull. 32:8-10 (1948).

Gii. stbity. 3. S. Levy, and R. R. Bouche,"Calibra-''
Source Cpeolt .c.. etc. 0.3 0.2 tion of Vibration Pickups by the

antimate4 grror' 0.5 1.s Reciprocity Method," J. Res. NBS,
57 (4):227-243 (1956).

the squre root of te ga of the t 4. . R. Bouche,"Development of Stan- t *-_e
Dotoram" e dardt for the Measurement of Vibra- ,

the 1edt~idz.al errme, tory Motion," Univ. of Maryland '- . ,

!_,asurement errors is 0.5 percent at Ph.D. Thesis (Dec. 12, 1958).
calibration fre*:uencies in the range 5. R. R. Bouche, and L. C. Ensor, .

from 100 Hz to 2,000 Hz. The uncertain- "Use of Reciprocity Calibrated
ty increases at other frequencies with Accelerometer Standards for Per-
a RSS errcr of 1.5 percent. These forming Routine Laboratory Compari-
small reciprocity calibration errors son Calibrations," Shock and
are due primarily to the performance Vibration Bull. 34(4):21-29(1965).
characteristics of the primary vibra-
tion standard shaker. The high reso- 6. R. R. Bouche, and L. C. Ensor, .
nance frequencies of the shaker account "Accelerometer Calibration with
for the accuracy during the transfer Reciprocity Vibration Standards,"
admittance and voltage ratio measure- Measurements and Data (4)4:84-89
ments at high frequencies. Other (July/Aug 1970).

. factors contributing to the accuracy 7. R. R. Douche, "High Fre"uency
include the absence of transverse mo- Shaker for Accurate Accelerometer..

- . tion and waveform distortion. It is Calibrations," Journal of Environ-
necessary to have these shaker perform- mental Sciences, 13 (3): 10-15,
ance charactoristics in order to (July/Aug 1970).
achieve reciprocity calibration errors (Jl/ug17)
comparable to the errors in the primary 8. Anon, "American Standard Methods
standard accelerometer and charge for the Calibration of Shock and
amplifier. Vibration Pickups," American

National Standards Institute,
S UMMARY S2.2-1959:39(1959).

The work on performing reciprocity 9. T. Dimoff, "Electrodynamic Vibra-
calibrations on primary vibration stan- tion Standard with a Ceramic Moving
dards cover alincst an uninterrupted Element, "Journal of Pcouitical

O period of twenty-five years. During Society ri America, 40(3):671-676
that time the improvements made were (19ou).
primarily in changing from a velocity
pickup standard tcr a j :i-.,ctric 10. R. R. Bouche, "A Practical Applica- -,
accelerometer standard and, most im- tion of Accelerometer Calibrations"
portantly, by improving the performance The Shock and Vibration Bulletin
characteristics of the calibration 41(3):1-9(1970).
shakers. These improvements have ex- _ _
tended the frequency range for perform-
ing reciprocity calibrations with

- reasonably small errors. '. air-, aring
primary standard-shaker is suitable for
performing accurate reciprocity
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Discussion9

Mr. Ramboz (National Bureau of Standards):
Reciprocity remains one of two conmmon ways of
calibrating pickups particularly at the higher
frequencies. The other method is an optical
method using an optical interferometer. Those
are the basically two accepted ways of doing
this work so I think it is important that this0
work is carried on and extended to higher
frequencies. I would like to criticize one
statement that was made, it says other

* published papers describe the reciprocity
calibration of piezoelectric standards only at
100 hz. Ray, I assume you are talking about
other papers that you have published. The
literature is full of National Bureau of
Standards papers and of course your work on
reciprocity at many other frequencies. I would
like to emphasize that calibration at the
higher frequencies by reciprocity is extremely

* difficult and great care has to be taken;
those of you who have delved into reciprocity

* know it is full of gremlins and many pitfalls.
We have developed other reciprocity methods
besides this and as a result of that it has
become necessary to distinguish one method

* from another. In honor of the developers of
this particular method that Ray has discussed,
we call it the Bouche-Lettie method and this
has been identified in the literature. Other
methods are the par balanced and the three mass
mithods. There are two more being discussed. .
I think the area of reciprocity is indeed alive*.,'.
and is moving very slowly forward.

W, %
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A NON-CONTACTING BETA BACKSCATTER -'.

GAGE FOR EXPLOSIVE QUANTITY MEASUREMENT

S~P. B. Higgins, F. H. Mathews, R. A. Benahm -.-.

Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico

A non-contacting method of measuring the quantity of light-
initiable explosive previously applied to a surface is des-
cribed. Design parameters, calibration procedures and field
results are given for a beta backscatter gage which measures
the areal density of a layer of the primary explosive, sil-
ver acetylide-silver nitrate (SASN), on a carbon or aluminum
sub-surface. The "radiation patterns" produced by the gage
using three different beta source geometries were determined
and their relative merits are discussed.

INTRODUCTION deals directly with the physical param-
eters involved--mass and area--and has

Impulse loading delivered to a provided a means of predicting impulse
structure as a result of radiation-in- generally within + 10% in the case of a O
duced blowoff can be simulated by spray single coupon measurement.

*. painting areas of interest on the struc-
ture's surface with a light-initiable The following considerations have "4
explosive, then detonating th jxplosive made the development of a supplementary Z.

with a flash of intense lightd 1 }. Since method of measuring areal density worth-
impulse is a function of areal density while:
of the explosive .oating(2, a desired
impulse profile can be produced by vary- 1. The coupon weighing approach is S
ing the amount of explosive applied to a limited sampling technique. The prog-

* different portions of the structure. ress of a spray operation that may in-
Because this application employs silver elude several hundred passes of the

, acetylide-silver nitrate (SASN), a sen- spray head must be Judged by weighing
sitive primary explosive, all operations coupons from a limited number of prede-

* involving significant quantities of ex- termined locations which cannot be al-
plosive are performed by remote control. tered after the spray operation begins.

For several years we have measured 2. A good deal of operator skill
areal density of the deposited SASN with is presently required to grasp a short
the aid of small Kovar coupons of known coupon stem of 20 gage wire eight feet
weight. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the away with heavy-duty manipulators, pull
coupons are mounted on thin magnets the explosive-laden coupon cleanly from
which in turn are glued to the test sur- its magnetic holder, move the coupon
face prior to application of the explo- several feet through a maze of rubber
sive. At any time during or after the hoses loaded with circulating explosive
spray operation, the areal density of to the weighing platform, release it for

. the explosive deposited on a coupon may weighing, pick it up again and return it
be measured by temporarily removing the to the exact spot on the structure from
coupon from its magnetic holder and which it came. All of this must be done
weighing- it. This is done with master- without disturbing the fragile coating
slave manipulators using a remote read- on the sprayed surface while viewing the -
out balance located in the spray booth, proceedings through a hazy, foot-thick
After subtracting the weight of the protective window. When multiplied by
coupon, the net weight of explosive is as many as 30 coupons and several mea-
divided by the known area of the coupon surements, this technique adds signifi- %
face to determine the areal density of cantly to operator stress and the possi- "
the applied explosive. This measurement bility of a mishap.
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TYPICAL
COUPON
IN PLACE
ON STRUCTURE

fIMOUNTING DETAIL

HOLDING MAGNET GLUED TO
SKIN OF STRUCTURE

EXPLOSIVE-COATED COUPON

WIRE HANDLING STEM - --.

EXPLOSIVE-COATED SURFACE

I FIG. 1 TYPICAL COUPON APPLICATION 2-.1-f . I

3. Another limitation of the cou- BETA BACKSCATTER GAGE
0 port sampling method is the edge effectexhibited by the explosive on the per- Several non-contacting methods of

iphery of the circular coupon. The mag- measuring areal density of the SASN were
net which holds each coupon in place considered as a means of overcoming the
also elevates it above the adjacent sur- limitations of the coupon weighing meth-
face, leading to a non-uniform coating od; the beta backscatter technique out-
of explosive at the discontinuity, as lined in Fig. 3 was chosen. -.

shown in Fig. 2. A rather elaborate op-
tical measurement is required to correct Beta particles from the radioactive .
for this effect when the areal density source radiate in all directions but are
of the explosive exceeds 50 mg/cm 2 . blocked from entering the detector
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EDGES OF SASN NOT
PER PEND ICULAR TO

PLANE OF COUPON

COUPON

FIG. 2 EDGE EFFECT OF EXPLOSIVE .

SPRAYED ON COUPON.

10

BET SOURCE Y COUTE I
A.

GM DETCTO

* COAT ING '

SUBSTRATE __________________

*FIG. 3 PRINCIPLE OF BETA BACKSCATTER MEASUREMENT
(9O0 SOURCE).
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directly by the indicated shield. Rad- walls approximately 1.26 mm thick. The I
iation reaching the coated surface will walls of the cup collimate the beta ra-
either pass through, be absorbed, or be diation to about a 900 solid angle.
backscattered. Backscatter measurements This arrangement provides adequate at- . -

of the coating depend upon the coating tenuation of direct radiation from source --
being thin enough to pass a fraction of to detector when the cup is normal to
the beta particles and the substrate the surface under measurement, as in the
being of at least "critical" thickness, 900 source indicated in Fig. 3. Such is
which prevents any significant amount not the case for the 450 offset source
of beta transmission. Under these con- shown in Fig. 6 and an extended "scoop"
ditions the particles backscattered to of lead foil was added to reduce the
the detector will contain contributions background count resulting from direct .-- %

from both the substrate and the coating. leakage into the detector.
If the coating and the substrate compo-
sitions do not change and the geometry The GM tube, an Eberline Model HP- V
of the measurement remains fixed, then 210, receives particles backscattered
a change in the areal density of the from the sprayed surface being irradiated .
coating will affect the amount of back- by the beta source. Each particle which
scatter received by the detector and penetrates the thin "window" of the GM
provide a measurement of areal density, tube ionizes the gas in the tube and
These were sufficient conditions for causes current from the high voltage sup-
our purpose, since impulse is predicted ply to flow. The resulting voltage spike
in terms of areal density; however, the causes the counter to register one count.
more common use of the backscatter tech-
nique to measure thickness requires The eddy current c-iI is the heart
that the coating have a constant, or at of the horizontal positir. control sys-
least known, volumetric density. tem designed to hold the LI tube at a

fixed distance from the sprayed surface
A further requirement for success- being measured. Electrically, the coil .

ful backscatter measurements is that is one arm of a rectifying resistance
there be a significant difference in bridge powered by an RF source of approx-
the atomic numbers of the substrate and imately 6.5 mHz. The bridge is initially
coating materials. A difference of at balanced with the outer edge of the beta
least 15% is considered minimal and the source about 6.3 mm from tre sprayed sur-"" '
attainable accuracy of the measurement face. Any movement of the surface which
increases as the difference becomes changes this so-called "lift-off" dis-
greater(3). The relationship of atomic tance will unbalance the bridge by chang-
numbers of the materials used and the ing the effective impedance of the eddy

* relative counts expected is shown in current loop induced in the substrate
Fig. 4. (which must be conductive). The unbal-

ance signal is amplified and drives the
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Sensor Head motor in the appropriate di-

rection to correct the original change
The equipment layout used to spray in lift-off distance. Response time of-......

and measure the quantity of sprayed ex- the position servo is not critical be- • 4.
plosive applied to a typical structure cause of the relatively long time re- ..
is shown in Fig. 5. The equipment is quired to complete a backscatter mea-
located in a spray booth isolated from surement after the servo settles.
the operating position by a laminated
window of Lexan and Lucite. In addition to amplifying the bipo- ,

lar signal from the position-sensing
The beta backscatter system (BBS) bridge, the electronics associated with

is diagrammed in Fig. 6. For clarity, the horizontal positioning system con-
S the manually controlled vertical posi- verts the control signal into a 3-phase

tioning equipment is not illustrated, drive current for the horizontal posi-
tioning pulse motor. A pulse motor was S

The Sensor Head is a motor-driven selected for Sensor Head positioning in
assembly consistin5 of a Strontium- anticipation of possible future computer .7.
Yttrium (Sr90 + Y9 ) beta source, a control of the BBS.

"pancake" Geiger-Mueller (GM) detector, , --
p ,, and an eddy-current sensing coil togeth- BETA SOURCE DESIGN . *\ -

-: er with its associated electronics.
Cables conduct control and data signals The radiation from a decaying is -
between the Sensor Head, Fig. 7, in the tope follows the Poisson statistics( 5'. 0
spray booth and the equipment rack in Consequently, the standard deviation,
the control room. SD, of the number of counts N logged on

the counter in a fixed interval of time
The beta source is contained in the closely approximates the square root

bottom of a 3.7 mm deep lead cup having of N v.-
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FI G.4 SATURATION BACKSCATTER AS A FUNCTION
OF ATOM IC NUMBER~4  ~*:.~

SD N 1l/2 (1) a factor of 0.53 for the SASN coat-
ing(6 ).

ve. and the true count will lie within N+2SD
apprximtely95%of te tme.From the bottom row of the tabular

data it is seen that an acceptable errorBased on this statistical relation- of about + 1.0 mg/cm2 for the 2SD pointsship, the probable error in areal den- at 30 mg/cm2 requires a total detector
sity measurements due to the random beta count of about 25,000 counts. %

*radiation from a Sr9 0 + Y0source was
calculated for a family of nominal coat- The GM detector selected for our
ing/substrate values and tabulated in application has a specified "dead time",
Table 1. A backscatter return factor of TD,of5mirscns olwng uh
0.1 was used for the carbon substrate, ionization of' the tube by a beta
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HEAD

/ ELEC.
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o II

DRIVE CABLE 0

0 .

DRIVE
CABLE

0-GUIDE

ROD

STRUCTURE
SPRAY

GUN DRIVE
DR IVE MOTOR MASK MOTOR" ~HOLDER : ,

FIG. 5 SPRAY GUN & SENSOR HEAD SETUP

particle. During dead time, another to the detector output, ID, by the prod-
particle entering the detector tube will uct of six multipliers, A1 through A6,
not be detected. A calculated correc- which represent absorption, reflection
tion is made for this effect but, be- and divergence factors experienced by
cause the adjustment is based on a nomi- beta particles traveling from source to
nal recovery time subject to error, it detector:
is desirable to limit the dead time to A"

. no more than 10% of the total count in- Is I A x A 6 (3)
', terval, T. Solving All multipliers exceed one except the

0.1T a T0N one which represents "reflection" from

the bottom of the source holding cup.
and T - 50ms/count X 25,000 counts/0.1 The factor representing geometrical di-

vergence is an order of magnitude great- %
ST= 12.5 s er than any other factor and dominates 'r -

the equation. A detailed solution of
The permissible count rate of the detec- i e yondithe A ceea ofethisupaper,
tor, ID , becomes Eq. 3 is beyond the scope of this paper, I

but the solution for the specified value -
I = NI 0.1T of ID is -"12.5" (2)

= 25,000/ 12.5 (2) I = 85curie .

0 = 2000 counts/s
..* With an idea of the source require-

The required activity of the source, Is, ments, Sr 9 0 + Y9 0 was selected for three
to produce this count rate may be related reasons:
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01. The penetration range of the To provide long-term calibration of
beta particles from this isotope the system, another set of standards
covered our anticipated usage. consisting of silver foils of different

thicknesses thinly cemented to a 6.5 mm .

2. The long half-life (28 years) carbon substrate was built. When mea-
of this source made the need for sured with the BBS under the same condi-
replacement unlikely. tions as the SASN samples, the silver

soure ws avil- foil standards provide a set of correla-
3. The selected sucwaavi- tion points which are expected to reveal
able in-house in a wide range of any deterioration of gage performance
specific activities, over its useful life.

% h cta orc a abiae a eoe culcairtoIo h
one of Sandia's radiation laboratories, gage with the standards, the optimum
Using the expected gage/source geometry, liftoff distance was established. For
source activity was adjusted to provide this purpose, the SASN standards were
the approximate count rate desired, mounted in front of the beta source on a

micrometer drive which permitted accu-
CALIBRATION rate variation of the liftoff distance.

With the servo inoperative, the back-
Calibration of the system began scatter count for each of the SASN stan-

with the preparation of two sets of dards was recorded over a range of lift-
standards". One set was produced by off distances. The data is plotted in
spraying 50 mm diameter patches of SASN Fig. 8.
on carbon substrate of greater than
critical thickness (6.5 mm). The areal The peak of any one curve rep-e-
density of the deposited explosive was sents the optimum operating lift-off for

* .determined by carefully weighing coupons a particular areal density because the
of known area sprayed at the same time, measurement accuracy is maximum at that
Because of their fragile and hazardous point and also because the counting er-
nature, these standards could not be ror due to any small liftoff error will
used directly for long-term calibration be least in the vicinity of the peak. A
of the BBS. liftoff of 6.3 mm was selected for the

6. *-Z

GENERATOR g POS. SENSING COIL
(EDDY CURRENT)0

DIRECTION PHASED iECTOIS.

jHORIZ. DRIVE
IMOTOR

LI STRUCTURE
HV COUNTER 450 OFFSET SOURCE

SUPPLY SENOR(

HEAD GM DETECTOR

0

CONTROL ROOM SPRAY ROOM

FIG. 6 SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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0
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SOURCE
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(B I DRECTI ONAL) GM DETECTOR

: '-- F R A M E,-- ~D R IVE" "".
,,-.-: SCREW, "::

VERTICAL
POSITIONING
SHAFT

FIG. 7 SENSOR HEAD

NOMINAL 2 x STANDARD DEVIATION

SUBSTRATE
(CARBON) COATING (SASN) ,.'-

COUNTS COUNTS AREAL COUNTS AREAL
DENSITY DENSITY

2 2
MG/CM2 MG/CMI

1000 23240 30.0 + 9T +2.5
A-.' -2.8 .

2000 4680 + 137 +1.8
-2.0

4000 9360 +- 9 +1.2

-1.14
8000 18720 30.0 + 274 + .8

-1.0

TABLE I: PREDICTED PERFORMANCE OF Sr9 0 +y
AS A BETA BACKSCATTER SOURCE
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OPERATING OFFSET

14 K . '4

13 K
Q 39.6 mgfcm-'

12 K jj
030.5 mglcm2

z 1 iK -
21d.4 mqicm

10 K -

9 K - 02~qc

012.6 mglcm2

SUBSTRATE0

5 K

.25 cm .5 cm I.75 cm 1.0 CM
OFFSET

FIG. 8 VARIATION OF MAXIMUM BACKSCATTER WITH OFFSET AS
A FUNCTION OF AREAL DENSITY (900 SOURCE).

90 source as a compromise distance The corrected counts shown in Fig. 9 dif-
whioh se't the operating point at peak fer from the raw detector counts because
c;-tns or near peak on the low slope of adjustments for decay of the 59 0 +

Iof th oonsv-itf u ver Y90 source, deal4 time of the detector,,

IZthe range (if areal density covered by and background count. The latter is re-

tiie sprayed standards, corded when no significant backscatter
r. ~ target is in front of the source.

Detector counts versus computed
areal density of both SASNI and silver APPLICATION

foil standards are shown in Fig. 9. The0
excellent fit of straight lines through Initially, the BBS was used to suip-

both sets of data plotted on semilog pa- plement coupon measurements during de-
* ~per indicates the exponontial relation velopment tests of a cr-rbor.-carbon re- ..

*.of areal density to number of counts, entry vehicle (RV). The RV was 1,6 m

% * *
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- long and 0.46 m in diameter at the base The 17 coupons at 100 intervals
and approximately conical in shape. A near the base were weighed periodically
total of 30 coupons were mounted on the during the spray operation to assure
surface of the vehicle in a modified the formation of the desired cosine im-
Cross of Lorraine configuration shown in pulse distribution over one-half the
Fig. 10. surface of the RV. Upon completion of

the spraying, BBS measurements were made
Th in the "viewing areas" and the two sets 0

of The center of a "viewing area" for
theof data--explosive weight on the couponsand BBS count measurements--were enteredthrough a coupon at a distance of 50 mm into our computer for reduction to areal
below the coupon. This procedure as-
sured the same areal density of explo- density. Both data sets are plotted in
sive on the viewing area and on the Fig. 11.
coupon, since the spray process was per- A maximum difference of about 5% of
formed vertically and weight measure- full scale is seen near position zero, S
ments of the vertical group of coupons
verified that no significant variation with a considerably better average error
of areal density existed along the a te oiin.-..'
length of the RV. This test utilized Analysis of the rigid body data re-

the 90' beta source, which mounts just sulting from detonation of the explosive
about the entrance "window" in the cen- deposited on the RV led to an investiga-
ter of the GM detector. tion of the response of the 900 beta

O_a

60
SASN

50 FOIL . .

" E 40 0

~30

20

100

L 9. '.,.,:

8

in 6

4 I I I I ,

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 Is
CORRECTED COUNTS x 10000 .-r,

FIG. 9 BETA BACKSCATTER SYSTEM COUNTS
CORRESPONDING TO WEI GHED SAMPLES
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" FIG. 10 COUPON AND VIEWING AREA LOCATIONS %

• _'ON REENTRY VEHICLE.

source to abrupt variations in areal additional collimation of the source and
density, a phenomena which occasionally an offset distance of 3.2 mm, the some- 5
occurs due to small misalignment of what "sharper" response shown in Fig. i
sprayer components. The experiment is was recorded, at a considerable price in

- diagrammed in Fig. 12. number of counts. For accuracies con-
sistent with the uncollimated source, it

".. A narrow 5.0 mm strip of silver will be necessary to double either the
foil 0.025 mm thick and 0.1 m long was measurement time or the source activity.
glued to a 0.15 m by 0.2 m carbon flat,
13 mm thick. The beta source was cen- CONCLUSION
tered over the foil and swept 20 mm .4.
either side of the foil in a direction A self-positioning, non-contacting , .

normal to the length of the foil. gage for remotely measuring the quantity
of SASN explosive on a conductive carbon

To eliminate the "cinder cone" re- surface has been proven feasible. Based
sponse of the 900 mounting plotted in on calibration against weighed coupons

Fig. 12, the source was moved to the from a flat sprayed sample, the accuracy
!O side of the detector and tilted 450, as of backscatter measurements on a surface 0
- . shown in Fig. 13. In order to reduce having a 20 cm radius of curvature con-

the resulting large increase in back- pared favorably to weighed coupon data .
ground count, a lead shield in the form when using a beta source centered over -
of a scoop was added in front of the the detector and normal to the surface owl.
source on the detector side. The indi- (900 source). Using a modified (450)
cated response shows the double peak source, the ability of the gage to de- .'%r-.
structure to be absent. tect a common spray process anomaly--

strip discontinuities in the explosive
A "final" modification consisted of coating--was established experimentally.

adding a 4.3 mm diameter lead aperture .

in front of the 450 source. With this
, . ., , .. - 9
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS FOR THE

IMMEDIATE FUTURE

Josef F. Schneider
S.'Civil Engineering Research Division

S.. Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Kirtland AFB, NM

This paper addresses the acquisition problems with transient data
in an extremely hostile environment. Digital techniques have recently
become attractive due to rapid progress in semiconductor technology.
However, FM systems cannot be ruled out. The most important feature of
digital systems is the reduction of data uncertainties by an order of
magnitude. Two digital systems are considered. One is the analog
multiplex system that transmits data in real time. Analog-type record-
ing is necessary. The other is a system that multiplexes on the digital
side. Each channel has an A to D converter and memory, while transmission
takes place after the test. The data is stored digitally and plotted for P.
quick-look analysis without the need for precomputer data reduction.
The presently used time-of-arrival data acquisition system is slow, * -

ambiguous, and needs analog recording. A digital system will improve
timing resolution by at least one order of magnitude and print the.
results on site. Application guides and formulae are given for all
systems, and a comparison is presented which lists respective system
merit parameters for - a.illar data handling requirements. Recomm~enda-
tions favor the digital system but still leave room for improved FM

systems.

1. INTRODUCTIONS

When choosing a data acquisition system in requirement for the development of new systems
the not too distant past, the probability was is not new, only the technology to implement
very high that. an FM multiplex would be the solutions is new. Therefore, the venerated -

selected. Today, with the advent of the micro- FM system has not become obsolete by the new
computer and the progress in A to D converter technology of large-scale integration; on the
technology, the designer has a choice between contrary, it can be revived with this new tech-
an analog and a digital system. The criteria nology by new component design and packaging.
for the selection of a particular system have
to be developed from the test instrumentation The following list shows basic require-

requirements. Although no simple rule can be ments for improving quality and cost-effective- ......
5' provided for a selection, it is nevertheless ness of present data acquisition:7,

possible to develop selection guidelines for
general classes of acquisition systems. a. Reduction in cable performance require-.
Although they are not restricted to special ments

* requirements, the systems discussed have
evolved from the instrumentation of tests with b. Reduction in number of cables
several hundred sensors in an extremely hostile ..

environment of short duration. c. Reduction in noise and interference . .-

susceptibility . .*% *

2. DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
d. Reduction in transmission bandwidth '-

e. Increase in channel bandwidth0

state-of-the-art technology and constitute the f. Increase in dynamic range of the
arenl ochoose from for future instrumenta- channel
tooflarge-scale, short-duration tests. The
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g. Simplification of operation and main- Signal conditioners are not included in ;
tenance this discussion because they are mostly trans-

ducer-oriented or even an integral part of the , .%..

h. Standardization of sensor voltage out- transducer system.
put

2.2 FM Systems .

The item under h is not a system feature but
an interface requirement. The intention is to 2.2.1 Present Systems
standardize all transducer outputs between 0 and
IOV for unipolar transducers and between -5 and An example of an FM system, as presently
+5V for bipolar units. This can be accomplished used, is shown in Fig. 2. The low-level trans-
by placing signal conditioners, including band- ducer output is transmitted through individual
limiting filters, close to the transducer, pre- lines (several per transducer) to the van where -.

ferably downhole. the signal is conditioned, frequency-modulated, .. -.- ,
mixed with the other channels of the same system

Therefore, with the interface between the and recorded. A total system bandwidth of
transducer and the acquisition system standar- approximately 1 MHz is available in the record- .
ized, no special allowance has to be made for ing system, which allows 10 to 20 channels with
different sensors except, of course, for the a bandwidth in the range of several kHz, depend- -.

consideration of channel bandwidth which deter- ing on selection of system parameters. -

mines largely what type of system will be used.
2.2.2 Forward Systems -.

It is obvious that no one system exists
that could satisfy all the requirements for Improvement of the present systems is
improving the present systems. Therefore, one possible by putting the signal conditioner close -

has to select for optimal performance. Cost- to the transducer, which assures a high-level
effectiveness should equally play a major role signal on the connecting cable; and putting the
in the selection of a system. VCO's plux mixer in a forward location (e.g.,

splice bunker), which reduces the number of
A data acquisition system, for the purpose transmission cables to one wideband line and a

of this discussion, is defined as beginning at telephone line for control (e.g., system cali-
the transducer (signal conditioner) interface bration). This system is shown in Fig. 3.
and containing the forward equipment, the cable, Whether the signal conditioner is in the trans- -

. the receiver and/or controller (computer) and ducer or in the splice bunker depends on the
the recording device in the van, including transducer requirement and the state-of-tech-
optional quick-look equipment (see Fig. I). nology. Filters (F) have been added to the
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signal conditioner in order to limit the signal that of an analog signal. Therefore, the
bandwidth to the bandwidth of the FM channel proper place of the digitization is in a forward .. -

; and thereby to avoid interchannel crosstalk in location in order to make use of this advantage.
the telemetry link (in the past, these filters Two different versions of a PCM system are con- -.-.
would have been far too costly and bulky). sidered. Their outward difference is in the .

There is, however, one stringent requirement location of the multiplexer. Their application -. ...-

for this system; that is, the frequency stabil- difference is in cost and signal bandwidth. For
ity of the VCO. It might not be possible, with both versions a word (sample) length of 8 bits
the explosives in place, to go out to the for- is considered adequate for two reasons: (1)
ward location and adjust the VCO a few hours the microprocessors that most likely will be
before the test. Therefore, a higher stability used to control the operation have a standar-

is necessary for this forward VCO than for con- ized 8-bit word size, and (2) transducers
ventional VCO's. usually are not better than 1% (if they are that

good) and therefore a .2% digitization error
2.2.3 Accuracy does not materially add to the uncertainty of

the data (the geometric total would be 1.02%).
The data accuracy (amplitude uncertainty),

given a perfect signal at the input to the Transducers with a higher dynamic range
system, is about 2, of full scale overall (i.e., than 40 db would require more bits per word and
including recording and reproducing on different a more complicated computer system (8-bit double
machines) for a modulation index of 4 to 5, and precision, or 12- or 16-bit word size). .

deteriorates to approximately 5'f for a modula- - .

tion index of 2. Data reduction selects and 2.3.2 Analog Multiplex PCt4
demodulates channels from the composite FM
signal and digitizes the data for subsequent This system is depicted in Fig. 4. The .
computer use and quick-look display, multiplex function is performed in the analog

domain, ahead of the digitization. A high band-
2.3 PCM Systems width cable is necessary for transmission of the

digitized (PCM) signal to the recording van. A

2.3.1 General Features wide bandwidth instrumentation recorder is nec-
essary to record the PCM signal for further use.

In a PCM system, the data are trans-
ferred from the analog to the digital domain The bandwidth available for one channel
by the analog-to-digital conversion as a func- decreases as the number of channels to be accom-
tion of the acquisition system. This has the modated in a given system increases because of "
advantage of increasing the noise immunity of the fixed sample rate and, therefore, fixed
the resulting (PCM) signal almost 30 times over bandwidth of the multiplexed output. ,
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Taking a 1 M~z cable bandwidth, 8-bit data memory. Therefore, each channel can have the . -
words (plus some transmission format overhead), same high bandwidth regardless of the number . 1
the maximum sampling frequency can almost be of channels in the system. Using the sample
200,000 samples per second. About 40 channels rate of 200,000 for comparison, its bandwidth

, can be accommodated in a system, with a channel can be up to 50,000 Hz. The important feature,
bandwidth of 1000 Hz. Only a handful of chan- however, Is that data transmission can take
nels would be available for high frequency data place after the event at a rate dictated by the
(e.g., 10 kHz bandwidth for blast pressure mea- quality of the cable. The control line can be
surements). On the other hand, this system of equal low quality. This system, however, 
provides continuous acquisition over a long works only when data with a definite trigger
period of time (as does an FM system). The (e.g., fiducial at time zero) and rather short
control line can be a low bandwidth cable. duration have to be acquired.

Signal amplitude uncertainty is typi- Amplitude uncertainty is even closer to
cally a few tenths of a percent. The ±1/2 LSB t.2% because the only analog component left in .
(least significant bit) error of the digitiza- the acquisition system is the sample and hold . .
tion for an 8-bit system is ±.2%, and the ana- circuit, ahead of the analog-to-digital conver-
log components of the system (the multiplexer, ter. The data window (duration of data to be
and the sample and hold circuit) typically have acquired) is the number of samples the memory
a .1% error. Data reduction has to select and can hold divided by the sampling rate. Data ..-

" demodulate channels from the composite PCM reduction is not required for obtaining scaled
signal for further computer use and also for and calibrated plots because they can be made
the production of quick-look records. at the test site directly.

2.3.3 Digital Multiplex PCM 2.4 Time-of-Arrival Systems . •

As can be seen from Fig. 5, each chan- 2.4.1 Event Data
nel now has its own A/D converter and adjacent .. p.* .0
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.

The systems described so far handle con- Data reduction consists of sampling these
tinuous or transient analog functions of time, signals with 500,000 samples per second; i.e.,
as opposed to discrete functions of time. These with a 2 microsecond resolution, and reading the
are events whose arrival at certain stations is time difference between some point on the event .-
to be measured. Because of timing resolution pulse and the fiducial at T = 0. Timing accuracy',- ,
requirements in the order of tenths of micro- is several microseconds at best. .
seconds, long lines have to be avoided, analog %
magnetic tape recording is highly suspect, and 2.4.3 A Digital System 0
the transmission cable has to have a high band- st c bai fh ie s mt
width. Many of the shortcomings of the present

-" system can be avoided if the time measurement is. ,
2.4.2 An Analog System performed at a forward location, as shown in

Fig. 7. Each channel has its own event counter
The existing method uses magnetic tape that is started at the origin of test time (time

for recording. Each measurement produces a zero) and stopped when the event arrives at the
pulse at the time of occurrence of an event sensor. The accumulated time is read out after -
whose amplitude identifies the measurement loca- the test over the cable and printed. Data trans-
tion. The pulses from eight measurements are mission time depends on cable quality rather
multiplexed into one signal which is trans- than any other requirements. A control cable is -.
mitted to the instrumentation van and recorded not necessary when transceivers are used at the .,-..
there, either direct or FM, one 8-station cable ends, as indicated in Fig. 7. Data -"-
signal per track. Transmission bandwidth is 1 reduction is not normally necessary because the
MHz (see Fig. 6) because recorders are usually printer output is the desired result. Timing
run with 60 ips tape speed. resolutions of .1 microseconds can easily be
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provided with a 100 millisecond total time cap- 3.2 FM Systems
ability. Longer total times can be achieved
at the expense of reduced resolution (e.g., For the FM systems, the minimum recording "1 sec total with 1 microsecond resolution) or bandwidths for a given number of channels iswith the addition of more hardware. approximately:

3. SYSTEM PARAMETERS Recording B.W. = No. of Ch's x Ch B.W. x

3.1 Basis for Comparison Dev. Rat. x 4 x 1.1

e;r teeptvssmcnbcmChannel B.W. is the signal bandwidth; Dev. Rat. -
,'"Before the respective systems can be com- dvainrto=dvainfo etrfe

pared to each other, the relationship between = deviation ratio = deviation from center fre-nmeofcaes chne bnwdh anquency over signal bandwidth; the factor 4econumber of channels, channel bandwidth, ach includes ± deviation and a guardband of a devia." ,' recording (or transmission) bsndwidth of each-

system has to be defined. Then, a basis for tion width on each side; and the factor 1.1
comparison can be found. A conventional FM stands for a l0% overhead (e.g., in FM a refer- 0
system for high bandwidth data usually covers ence frequency is usually required to be added
about 1 MHz in the frequency spectrum. This to the composite signal [1]). A second require-
figure will be used as the recording bandwidth, ment is laid on the number of channels figure
and therefore is also the transmission band- as follows:
width that the cable has to be able to handle. Di o-xC e qn
An extrapolation to the often 2 MHz recording Deviation .01 x Center Frequency

O bandwidth for PCM systems can easily be made. In the now usual case of constant bandwidth FM
F -bsi systems, given a I MHz (arbitrary) recordingcse
standard for PCM systems, and 8 channels are
presumed as the minimum number in any system. bandwidth, the number of channels for 10 KHz
The latter figure again derives from convenient data could maximal be: -.

parameters of the FM system.

. •.
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we use 8 channels and a recording bandwidth of

I MHz. Using 8 bits a channel bandwidth of 7 ".
This(theoretial) maximum assumes the 1% devia- kHz results for the same recording bandwidth. -*.
tion limit (calculated at I MHz) and a devia- Frequently though, 10 bits are used; a guard
tion ratio of 2 (the minimum ratio advisable factor of at least 5 is assumed; and a record- '
for multiplexed FM systems). Data uncertain- ing BW. of 2 MHz (maximum) can be used on normal,
ties in such a system are about 5%, especially nonmodified instrumentation recorders. The r
in the higher frequency subcarriers. A good resulting in n tatio n e he
system should not deviate less than 4% and use resulting channel B.W. would then be 9 kHz for
a deviation ratio of 3 to 4 in order to an 8-channel complement.
approach data uncertainties of 2%. This would Data uncertainty is a combination of the
result in (again for 10 kHz data): analog multiplex errors plus the digitization

1000 1.O1000 IO error. The former can be estimated to max .2%,
No. of Ch's = I-O-x 4 x 4 ll 9 5 and an 8-bit conversion results in ±.2% = ±1/2

LSB (least significant bit) error. This com-
bines to less than .3% overall. Putting the 7,

This seems low. Therefore, compromises are multiplexer on the digital side for this real
being struck; e.g., the guardband factor is time PCM system would not change these relation
reduced to 3.5, and a deviation ratio of 3 is ships and therefore would be nonsense because
used. A 10 kHz data bandwidth will then result
in 3% deviation at the top of the spectrum. now a separate A/D converter will be necessaryfor every channel.

No. of Ch's 1000 1000 8 3.3.2 Digital Multiplex10 x 3 x 3.5 x1.1 15.5

Ts ar i ci eh ao 1kWhen, however, in addition to the A/DThis is a realistic figure which allows kHz converter, a separate memory is attached to eachdata B.W. and should result in approximately channel and when the multiplexer is now moved to
%data uncertainties overall the digital side, an entirely new situation . _%.

The data uncertainties can only be arises [3]. Transmission bandwidth is of no
concern any more. Memory size determines howgiven approximately because they depend on the much data can be taken at any one time. There-

deviation ratio which, in turn, depends on the fore, no real time transmission requirement
data amplitude and frequency. Included in it exists. Transmission can take place any time
is the degradation of the FM signal that is after acquisition at any rate, but only data of
experienced in tape recording. (Measured limited duration can be acquired. The formula
uncertainties for existing FM systems are hard for channel B.W. is very simply:
to come by and therefore unfortunately not
available for this comparison.) Ch B.W. = Memory Recording Rate /. 4

3.3 PCM Systems The factor 4 is the guard against aliasing.

3.3.1 Analog Multiplex Recording rate is measured in samples per second
(= sample rate). The data duration computes as:

The recording (transmission) bandwidth Data Time = Memory Size "/. Sample Rate
for serial PCM systems with analog multiplex .. ,.-,• computes approximately as follows: -
cp s p i e a o wThe number of channels in the system is deter-

mined by system design. Theoretically, there isRecording B.W. -No. of Ch's x Ch B.W. x no limit, but number and location of transducers
No. of Bits x 4 x 1/2 x will provide a limit and so will addressability;

e.g., an 8-bit address can only reach 256 chan-
1.1 nels. Practical systems might have 30 to 60

The number of bits determines the resolution channels. "
of the data signal and is normally B or 10. Data uncertainty results mainly from the
The factor 4 guards against allasing errors acanalog-to-digital conversion. The analog input
(this assumes prefiltering because the effec- can be held to .1%. The conversion contributes
tiveness of antial±asing results from the com- +1/2 the least significant bit (LSB) which isbination of this factor with the filter roll- approxinately .21 for an 8-bit converter. This
off characteristic (see also Ref. [2]; e.g., results in an uncertainty better than .25- over-
for a 1% system, a 6-pole filter would keep the all.
foldover error of a full-scale component within
the uncertainty range, using a factor of 5). 3.4 Time-of-Arrival Systews
The factor 1/2 results from the recording mode
(NRZ); for other modes, like Biphase, this
factor would be 1; and the factor 1.1 again
allows for transmission format overhead in the The measurement is not expressed in the
serial PCM signal which consists mostly of amplitude of the signal (except for station
synchronization bits and parity bits.
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identification) but in the occurrence of the channels are lost due to cable breaks in the
signal. This produces a pulse with an ampli- present configuration. Comparison of pertinent
tude from zero volt to a predetermined level, parameters is consolidated in Table 1. Signal-
Accurate absolute measurements are difficult to-noise figure requirements are substantially
because the pulses suffer various delays in the different. Although these figures seem some-
recording and/or telemetry channels before they what arbitrary, they are in the ball park and
can be detected. In addition, random jitter is easy to remember. One very important column
contributed by the tape motion in the instru- in terms of cost is the requirement for pre-
mentation recorder. Basic timing resolution computer data reduction; i.e., playback from
is determined by data reduction capabilities analog tape, demodulation, analog-to-digital

*which presently amount to 2 microseconds (for conversion. and system calibration.
* this system). All in all, absolute timing
*uncertainty better than several microseconds 4.2 FM Versus PCM (Digital Multiplex)
* should be difficult to achieve.

Again, the cable is a major factor in the -

The FM requirements are: The channel comparison. Even though the forward FM system
bandwidth should be as high as possible. Trans- needs only one cable for transmission, it can .--

mission bandwidth is limited by the recorder handle only about a handful of channels and *J
capability which is 500 kHz bandwidth in FM needs a wide bandwidth cable. Further, it is a ..

mode. Direct recording (2 MHz max) is also real time system that is lost when the cable
*being used. The amplitude detection (station breaks.

identification) is difficult and at times
* impossible. Because the pulses from some trans- The PCM system of the digital multiplex --

ducers are very narrow, the 2 microsecond configuration can handle any number of channels,
sampling resolution is often not enough to can use a low-grade cable (telephone quality),
reliably determine the amplitude of the pulse. and is not out of coimmission when the cable

breaks because the cable can be repaired before
Stations can be triggered by all sorts the transmission takes place. Another advantage

of transients before the test and are then is the wide bandwidth that every channel can
*used up when the test comes along. The system have regardless of the number of channels (the%

cannot flag this condition. FM spectrum range is limited, and the bandwidth
per channel is inversely proportional to the

3.4z2 Digital System number of channels in the system). Further,
the permanent data record is in digital form,

The transmission bandwidth is not of whereas the FM data are recorded on an analog
concern because it can be as low as the avail- instrumentation recorder. Pre-computer data
able cable dictates. This system has the same reduction is not needed because digitization
properties as the digital multiplex PCM system; and system calibration are done in the field,

*i.e., short-duration measurements and forward t~ereby saving funds and time, especially when
resident memory for each channel. Resolution one considers that quick-look plots, scaled and
is typically .1 microsecond and accuracy should calibrated, are available at the test site in a
be several tenths of a microsecond. Total mea- few hours after the test. Besides all these
surement capacity is 100 milliseconds, derived points, the system accuracy is by an order of
from specific test requirements. magnitude higher than that of an FM system.

Transmission line S/N requirements are very low
Although the digital system is equally due to the nature of the digital signal.

susceptible to noise interference on the mea-
surement lines, it allows last-minute (count- 4.3 FM Versus PCM (Analog Multiplex)
down generated) reset of all channels. If a
transient should still trigger a station before System accuracy has the PCM advantage of
the arrival of the event, this measurement is low interference susceptibility, but every-
flagged and the specific error is printed in thing else is like FM: A wide bandwidth cable
line with the (false) results. is necessary and the channel bandwidth is

inversely proportional to the number of channels*
4. COMPARISON in the system; also, costly and time-consuming
* pre-computer data reduction is necessary.

4.1 Present FM Versus Forward FM
4.4 PCM (Analog Multiplex) Versus PCM

There is no question, considering cable (Digital Multiplex)
* cost, that the forward FM system is superior.

The price to pay for the cable cost saved, Main differences are the need for pre-
however, is the need for higher stability of computer data reduction and a wideband cable

*the forward VCO because it will not be as easy for the analog multiplex system, and its number
* as with the present FM system to re-adjust the of channels times data bandwidth limitation.

VCO's shortly before a test. Drift performance With the digital multiplex system, data cover- ..-

*of the forward VCO's has not been obtained as age is limited to the size of the channel mem-
yet. Another obvious consideration is that if ory.
the cable breaks, all channels of the forward '

system are lost; whereas, only specific
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TABLE 1

Comparison of System Parameters

Trans-. Pre- Result Per -

System mission Comp. Avail- Channel
No. of Data Cable No. of Uncer- S/N Data able Cost
Ch's B.W. B.W. Cables Recording tainty Require. Reduc. in ($)

. )res FM 8 10 kHz 10 kHz 8 Analog > 2% 40 db Yes > 2 days 1000

.ew FM 8 lj kHz 1 MHz 1 Analog > 2% 20 db Yes > 2 days 600
CM Analog
Multiplex 8 7 kHz 1 MHz 1 Analog < .3% 10 db Yes > 2 days 600 -

PCM Digital Not
Multiplex Any 20 kHz 100 Hz 1 Digital < .2% 10 db Needed 5 hrs 1000

Pres TOAS 8 500 kHz 500 kHz 1 Analog -3 lisec 20 db Yes > 2 days 500

New TOAS Any 10 MHz 100 Hz 1 Printer -.3 u'sec 10 db Not I hr 350
Needed

4.5 Analog and Digital TOA System Keep in mind that the reliability require- -..
ments on forward-placed or even transducer-

The digital system eliminates the need for integrated components are higher than for those
the wideband cable of the present system due to with easy access for replacement.
the forward location of the acquisition opera-
tion and the memory-storage feature which is 4.7 Operability . .
similar to the PCM system with digital multi-
plexing. Timing accuracy is improved by more The operation of a digital system is easier,
than one order of magnitude. Also, station simpler, and less cumbersome than that of an
identification is completely assured because analog system. Analog systems need more setup,
the channel number is automatically printed more rechecks, and usually cannot afford ela-
with the results. Again, the digital system borate system exercises shurtly before a test,
does not need pre-computer data reduction. Its whereas such operations can easily be automated
S/N transmission requirements are typically PCM, in digital systems.
while the analog system which has to distinguish
between two times four amplitudes in one multi- A digital system is set up once, and a
plexed signal is more critical by at least a complete system checkout can be performed any --

factor of 3. time without any more effort than initiating the
procedure.

4.6 Reliability A complete checkout of an analog system

Without going into MTBF calculations, it involves the tape recorder and, therefore, 47',
is safe to say that analog circuits are gen- pre-computer data reduction to obtain the
erally more susceptible to deterioration than result, of a "dry run."
digital circuits due to drift that makes a
beol-lihl ete"hn hi naotedrin theoecution ofy htest progbram.n .-'..
system marginal long before fatal damage occurs. Other procedures, like system calibration,
In terms of fatal damage, digital circuits may can also be automatically performed in digital"'"be only slightly better than their analog systems during, the execution of the test program. ,.."'."
counterparts. 5. PLACEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 0

The need for analog instrumentation tape U s t c y ho i
recorders in some systems decreases their Unless system accuracy is the overriding
reliability, while digital transmission over factor, there is a place for FM systems in the
inexpensive lines should increase the reli- future. Based on cost-effectiveness, a for-
ability of these systems. ward FM system has merits in a location where

only a few channels are clustered. When many
However, digital systems are generally more channels are clustered, but such that no

more sophisticated than analog systems which unreasonably long transducer cables result, a
tends to tilt the balance back in favor of PCM system is superior. However, for low data
the latter. Therefore, overall, it is diffi- bandwidth, an FM system might still be more cost-
cult to find order of magnitude differences in effective than a PCM system with digital multi-
relidbility of the two types of systems. plex; but now competition comes from the PCM
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system with analog multiplex which provides The analog time-of-arrival system does
higher system accuracy than FM and is similarly not meet today's requirements and should be

./cost-effective. replaced by the digital system as soon as pos-
sible because of the increased system accuracy -

Similar considerations would seem to deter- and the immediate availability of the results,
2'mine the use of the present or new time-of without engaging precomputer data reduction.
*arrival systems. However, the present system Detailed information on FM and PCM telemetry per-

is so cumbersome to operate, so prone to system formance can be found in References[] , 2, and
failures because of design shortcomings, and so 4].

* time and cost consuming in pre-computer data
reduction that it cannot be considered adequate 9. TECHNOLOGY TREND

* any more.
The technology of large-scale integration

* 6. SYSTEM COST of digital, as well as analog circuits and . ,

functions, leads to the prospect that all
Excluding sensors and such labor-intensive signal conditioning, filtering, analog-to-

costs as laying of cables, but including the digital conversion, FM modulation, and line
* cable themselves, the system cost is given on matching will eventually be integral with the '

a per-channel basis for 1500 meters (5000 ft) transducer or as close to it as the environ- -

* of cable as a very rough estimate, just to pro- ment allows. The first steps in this direction
vide an idea of the relative proportions. Keep have been taken. Further steps depend on the
in mind that the analog instrumentation recorder availability of components, but low power con-

* adds about $200-300 per channel to the cost sumption and reliability requirements will play
which is included. The cost of pre-computer a major role in how soon fully integrated trans- _

data reduction however is not included, neither ducers will be operable under field conditions.
is the cost of waiting for the results of pre-
computer operation (quick-look plots and digital REFERENCES
tape). The times given in this column seem
optimistic by the loudness of the complaints 1. Myron H. Nichols and Lawrence L. Rauch,
about this operation. Radio Telemetry, John Wiley & Sons, New

York, 1957.
7. COST-EFFECTIVENESS0

2. Julius S. Bendat and Allan G. Piersol,
-JIn choosing a system for a particular Measurement and Analysis of Random Data,

-'application, the cost per channel should not be John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1966, pp.
-'the sole criterion. A system to be cost- 278-282.

effective should be chosen:
3. Josef F. Schneider and Allen L. Larson,

a. First, to meet and not overly exceed "A PCM System for Forward Transient Data
the performance specifications, and then Acquisition," Proceedings of the 23rd

International Instrumentation Symposium,
b. Has to have as low a cost figure as 1977, pp. 525-530.

posibe.4. "Telemetry Standards," IRIG Document 106,
-In evaluating the first requirement, one has Inter-Range Instrumentation Group, Range

also to investigate the value of certain per- Commander's Council, White Sands Missile *

formance features to the job at hand; e.g., Range, NM.
what value does increased system automation have -

for an installation that has only a handful of
channels. Without going into operations
research and linear programming methods, it.
seems obvious that a system that best meets
the requirements at the lowest price is a cost- a'
effective system.

* 8. RECOMMENDATIONS0

The present FM systems that use partially
obsolescent equipment should gradually be phased
out and replaced with forward FM systems (for
which the feasibility of forward placement has
to be established for a particular application)
and/or with PCM systems with digital multiplex,

* and (for certain tests with lower frequency
data) also with analog multiplex PCM systems.

6.
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LOADS AND ENVIRONMENTS

THE VIBRATION RESPONSE OF THE PHOENIX MISSILE IN Tll-

F-14 AIRCRAFT CAPTIVE-FLIG(IT ENVIRONMINT . %

MARSHA E. BURKE
Pacific Missile Test Center 

"

Point Mugu, California
__ _ _ _ _

Vibration loads are an important cause of failures of air-launched missiles in the 1
captive-flight environment. In order to reproduce these loads in testing it is first useful I *' ","
to understand the relationship between the induced vibration and the captive-flight
parameters. s.'

This paper investigates the vibration response characteristics of the PHtOFNIX inlis-
sile on the F-14 aircraft in the captive-flight environment. Variations in vibration re- "
sponse with flight condition, mounting configuration, direction, and location along the
length of the missile are examined. The conclusions drawn in this report add confor-
mation to previous captive-flight vibration studies in establishing general correlations I ; -
between captive-flight parameters and captive-flight vibration. The conclusion, are.
(I) vibration response in externally carried stores is directly proportional to dynamic'-.-
pressure except in the transonic region where an increase in vibration occurs. (2*
vibration response varies with platform configuration with an increa.e *ith additional
externally carried stores in the flow field, (3) vibration response is most severe in the
after section and in the vertical and lateral direction of the externally carried stores.
The results of this paper are being used in the design of a laboratory captive-flight
simulation. This simulation will be used to monitor the captive-flight reliability of
new production and repaired PHOENIX missiles.

.................... %'. -

mS
INTRODUCTION PHOENIX missile is carried on two aft fuselage stations. 4

and 5. two forward fuselage stations. 3 and ii. and two py-
Vibration of a PHOENIX missile was measured during Ion stations, I and 8, as shown in figure 2. During these

the PHOENIX T-201/F-14 Flight Test Program conducted captive-flight programs, vibration was measured with T-201" -
during January 1973 through July 1973 (reference 1), and carried on stations 5, 6, and 8. This report analyzes only
during the PHOENIX/F-14 Captive-Flight Vibration Meas- data recorded at steady state mach-altitude conditions.
urement Program conducted from September 1976 through Transient conditions were neglected because 1with the cx-
July 1977. ception of gunfire), they do not significantly affect vibra-

tion above 100 Hz and this combined with their small
Vibration was measured by means of a T-201 instru- duration makes them an unimportant influence on missile. -

mented missile. The T-201 missile consists of a PHOENIX mean-time-to-failure. Below is a list of the captive-flight
missile structure, with dummy internal units, which is variables studied:
dynamically representative of an actual missile. The war- .
head was replaced by a self-contained instrumentation sys- Aircraft Configuration I (onfiguration 2
tern. This system was used to condition and record the Configurations: consisting of: consisting of:
outputs of the 10 accelerometers studied in this report. 6 PHOENIX
Figure 1 is a sketch of the missile showing the locations 2 SIDEWINDIR 6 PHOFNIX
and orientations of the accelerometers. Accelerometers 2 fuel tanks
were mounted on major bulkheads. At missile positions 2 ,..-
and 4, longitudinal vibration was not recorded. Aircraft station: 5, 6, and .

Mach number: 0.47 to 1.73
An infinite number of flight conditions were available Altitude: 2,000 feet to . S

for analysis. The captive flights included steady state 45,000 feet
mach-altitude conditions with wing sweep varying from 0 P
degree to 68 degrees, accelerations, decelerations, left pedal Psinlget
sideslips, and right pedal sideslips. On the F-14 aircraft thel 1, 2. 3 and 4

Direction: vertical, lateral, longitudinal
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Figure I PHOE-NIX T-201 Environmental Measurements Missile

by configuration, physical location and direction, which .

will be discussed later. The general trend of the "q-nor-
malized'" vibration level versus q plots was a horizontal

band varying in width from approximately 15 to 60 per-
*' -- cent depending on aircraft configuration and accelerometer

~~ location. This agrees with the theory that vibration re-
W%-~ sponse is linearly proportional to q. 'An example is shown

in figure 3. The pylon station at the after portion qf the
Imissile showed an increase in the "q-normalized" vibration
level for qs below 0.70 Mach number. This can be noted 0

in figure 4. A less pronounced increase also was exhibited•:_
b flights on the forward fuselage station in the after por- .
tion of the missile.

*-%
The phenomenon of increased vibration in the tran- .'..V* -,

Figure 2. PHOENIX Missile (aptie-Carry Stations sonic region was investigated by plotting "q-normalized" . ,
on the F-14 Aircraft IAs Seen From Aboe) overall vibration levels versus Mach number. The results

confirmed that there is an increase in the overall vibration
level on all aircraft stations and for almost every measured

RESULTS position. An example is shown in figure 5. Note that the , .-

increased vibration occurs at Mach 0.88 and not at Mach -.
Variations With Flight Conditions 0.9 to 1.0. This is typical and is probably associated with

local transonic flow in the neighborhood of the missile.
The major source of vibration in the captive-flight This suggests that in the transonic region the linear rela-

environment is aerodynamic boundary layer turbulence over tionship between vibration level and q has a higher propor-
the missile exterior surface (reference 2 and 3). Previous tionality constant than in the subsonic and supersonic -,.

I*' studies (reference 3 and 4) indicate that the rms value of regions. Table I shows the average q-normalized" vibra- .
the aerodynamic-noise-induced pressure fields and thus. the tion levels for each station. The subsonic, transonic, and
missile vibration produced by these pressure fields are supersonic regions were defined as Mach numbers from ,, -

, approximately proportional to the flight dynamic pressure 0.0 t 0.84. from 0.85 to 1.0, and from 1.0 to 1.7, re- %
(q) for Mach numbers below 2. Earlier studies (reference spectively. The pylon station showed a decrease in -q-
2), also suggest that increased vibration occurs in the tran- normalized" vibration level for Mach numbers higher than 0

sonic region. In the following section the captive-flight 1.3 by approximately a factor of 2. The forward fuselage
data will be analyzed to determine if the above described slation tended to show an increase in "q-normalized" vibra-
variations occur in the PHOENIX missile's vibration re- tion level for Mach numbers higher than 1.3 by a factor of '.-,
sponse. approximately 1.4. Positions 21, 4Z, and 4Y when flown ,- *

on the after fuselage station exhibited a constant decrease %
In determining if PHOENIX vibration is proportional in 'q. normalized" vibration level from Mach number 0.45"O to q, the overall vibration level, over the frequency range to 0.87 then a leveling off. Figure 6 shows an example of

10 to 2560 hertz, for each flight condition was divided by this phenomenon.
the q for that condition. The *q-nornialized- vibration
levels were then plotted versus q. Data for each of the ten Up to this point, the overall vibration level has been
accelerometers was plotted separately for aircraft stations analyzed for its relationship to q and Mach number with
5, 6. and 8. This was done to separate variations caused 110 mention of how the vibration spectrum varies with q
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Figure 3. PHOENIX T-201 Missile "q -Normalized" Vibration "
11 ~Response Versus Dynamic Pressure (q) on Aircraft Station 6, .. ,.j Missile Position 2 in the Z Direction .
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MA('H NUMBI-R .j".•Figure 4. PHOENIX T-201 Missile "q-Normalized" Vibration
% Response Versus Mach Number on Aircraft Station 8, t,.

Missile Position 4 in the Y Direction

,a , %.% .-% ~and Mach number. Fifteen captive-flight conditions were shown in figures 7 and . The results revealed that the ,% ' -
v,. ~chosen for spectral analysis for each of the three stations 5, vibration spectrum does not vary with dynamic pressure or,, '.,
4. ~6. and 8. Captive-flight conditions varied from Mach num- Mach number. However. there was an exception when the .. ,

,'4,, hers of 0.68 to 1.60 and altitudes from 2,000 to 35,000 missile was carried on the after fuselage station, the front 'L'-
7 feet for this analysis. Power spectral density plots from 10 section of the missile, 4positions I and 2), exhibited an in-

to 2560 hertz were made for each aircraft station and each crease in vibration energy in the 1200 to 2500 hertz range
'.' "accelerometer position. These were normalized witlh q and during transonic flights. Figure 9 is a comparison of a sub-

then plotted together to form an envelope. The envelopes sonic and a transonic power spectral density at missile po-""" varied from t2 to ±5 db in width. Two examples art- sition 2Y on the after fuselage station. '
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Figure 5. PHOENIX T-201 Missile "q-Normalized" Vibration

Response Versus Mach Number on Aircraft Station 8,
Missile Position 2 in the Y Direction.".°.--.

.' . Table 1. PHOENIX T-201 Average "q- Normalized" Vibration Level for F-14 Aircraft Stations 5, 6, and 8 - ".

AicatStation 5 Station 6 Station 8

tPosition Subsonic Transonic Supersonic Subsonic Transonic Supersonic Subsonic Transonic Supersonic - :

•Z 1.07 1.12 1.03 0.58 0.67 0.58 0.63 0.79 0.50

_;-IY 0.93 1.03 0.96 0.85 1.04 1.40 0.71 0.79 0.54 -,".,:.- 02 . 0.65 0.55 0.49 0.52 0.56 0.37

"''2Z 1.86 1.97 1.56 1.19 1.28 1.41 1.29 1.59 1.21

2Y 1.92 2.94 2.60 1.44 1.58 1.79 1.44 1 .83 1.36
3Z 5.60 5.52 5.70 3.18 3.64 3.73 4.04 5.33 3.08

.• 3Y 3.71 3,91 3.71 2.26 2.58 2.30 2.34 2.75 1.94. -..M lX 1.43 1.60 1.52 1.34 2.06 D.e18ct

_4Z 3.65 3.80 3.56 4.09 4.16 3.70 4.42 5.64 2.96
4Y 1.90 1 47 1.78 2.17 2.10 !1.95 2.25 2.66 2.36 -'"..

df.

% %.

.-' ... . . . . .-

%-X.- ,

AicrftSttn taio 6Sttin

Posiion Subsnic Tranoni Suprsoic Sbsoic ransnicSupesonc Susonc Trnsoic-Speroni

1420 .2 103 05 .7 058 06 .9 05

-IYt ":_9 0.9 " .03 0.96• 0.8 1.0 1.40 0.7 0.7 054
IX 0.65 0.55 0.49 0.52 0.56

" 
0

' ' '"  
" 0 " " " .37,. - _ _ •

2Z 1.86 1.97• 1.56 1.19 1-28 1.41 1.29 1.59 1.21

2Y. J 1"J -. 9 2 " - .,- .. r.94 .4.58 -1. .4 1.83- =1.36
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Figure 6. PH-OENIX T-201 Missile "q-Normalized" Vibration
Response Versus Mach Number on Aircraft Station 5,

Missile Position 2 in the Z Direction
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* " Variations With Configuration In analyzing vibration on the after fuselage station, it .-
was noted that data from the first captive-flight program*.-"As stated earlier, the PHOENIX missile is captive tended to have a higher overall vibration level for the same

carried on F-14 aircraft on six different aircraft stations. flight conditions. This suggests that the configuration in .

In addition to these possible configurations there are a the first captive-flight program produced increased vibration -

variety of other externally carried stores that can be carried due to the increased aerodynamic boundary layer turbulence ''- '.

in conjunction with the PHOENIX missile. Figure 10 shows caused by the two 300 gallon (1135.6 liter) tanks. An ex-
the two configurations used in collecting PHOENIX captive- ample of this is shown in figure I1.
carry data. Configuration One was realized by six PHOE-
NIX missiles, two SIDEWINDER missiles and two 300 Ratios of the "q-normalized" vibration level averages
gallon tanks. This configuration was used in the PHOENIX for comparing the overall vibration levels produced on the
T-201/F-14A Flight Test Program. Configuration Two, different stations were calculated for each accelerometer
used in the PHOENIX!F-14 Captive-Flight Vibration Meas- position. These ratios are shown in table 2. Data for - ...
urement Program, was that of six PHOENIX missiles. Vi- positions IX and 3X were not available on the after fuse-
bration data from both programs was used in analyzing the lage station. Data was analyzed separately for subsonic,
after fuselage vibration. Analysis of the forward fuselage transonic, and supersonic regions to minimize variations "
and the pylon stations was accomplished using data only caused by Mach number. The results show that the vibra-
from the first program. Data from the second program for tion on the after station is significantly more severe in most
these stations is not yet available, cases than vibration on the forward fuselage or pylon station.
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Figure I I. PIIOItNIX T-201 Missile "'q-Normalized" Vibration
R,,sptnse Versus Macth Number on Aircraft Station 5,

Missile Position I in the Y Direction -

-) clb" 2 (otnlparison (if the Aver.ged Vibration tests generally specify the application of excita- ,. ,,
,%"-NoiiaIicd" Vibration levels on tion to the missile along these same orthogonal axes: there-

F-14 Aircraft Stations 5. 0. and 8 fore, it is of interest to determine variation in vibration %
______ -"- 1 level with location and direction. Overall vibration levels

Airciaat - c were found to be significantly more severe in the after
Position bSregion of the missile for each aircraft station. This holds 0

5/8 -/--8 5 5/8 68 true in each direction. Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the
.5/8 6 5,8 68 5 68 "q-,ormalized" vibration level averages (taken from table _

I Z 1.69 0.)2 1.42 0.85 2.06 1.16 1
IY 1.31 1.20 1.29 1.36 1.77 2.59 plotted versus position along the missile's length for
I X 1 25 - . 0.98 -- 1.32subsonic flight conditions. This variation with position -,
.1X - • 1.25 - - 0.98 - - 1.32 probably reflects the build up of boundary layer turbulence ,

2z 1.44 0.92 I.25 0.'2 1.28 1.17 along the missile and the greater coupling to this turbulence

2Y 1 1.33 1.00 I .(t 0.86 1.91 1.32 provided by the wings and control surfaces at the rear of 0
the missile. Variation in vibration level versus direction

3 1.39 0.79 1.04 0.68 1.85 1.21 were small in the forward region of the missile. The vibra- ,
3 N 1.5) 0.97 . 1.42 0.94 I.Q1 1.19 tion level was higher in the after part of the missiles and
3X - - 1.07 - - 0.78 - - 1.29 the level varied with direction. The Z axis showed the

4Z 0.83 0.93 0.67 0.74 1.20 1.25 highest level, followed by Y and X. This is shown in fig- -.

4Y 0.84 0.96 0.53 0.76 0.75 0.83 tires 12, 13, and 14.

Vibration occurring on th forward fuselage or pylon sta- DISCUSSION
tion during subsonic and transonic ire indistinguishable in
overall level. In 'upersonic flight there is an increase in Variations With Flight Condition
vibration level on the pylon station relative to forward
fuselage station vibration. The PHOENIX missiles overall vibration response level

suggests that vibration response is linearly proportional to q
Looking at power spectrum density CPSD) variations over the entire mach number - altitude regime. The only

with configuration it was found that the PSD envelopes exception being the transonic region in which the overall
produced by all three stations coincided with the exception vibration level was higher for the same q than for non-tran-
of the after fuselage station forward part of the missile sonic flight. This indicates that a higher proportionality

S- transonic data as noted in the previous section. constant than in the subsonic and supersonic region is
characteristic of the transonic region. While the overall

Variations With Physical Iocation and Direction vibration level was proportional to q, the spectral distribu-
S.. . . .. tion of the vibration response produced in the missile was S

Vibration measurements were made in the forward and found to be independent of q and constant throughout
after region of the missile along each of the orthogonal axes the PHOENIX envelope. This was found to be true for .

(vertical. lateral, and longitudinall as shown in figure 2. each of the measured positions and directions on each of
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Figure 14. PHOENIX T-201 Missile -q-Normalized" Vibration

Response for the Subsonic Captive Flight as Traversed Along

the Length of the Missile in the Z Direction -

the measured aircraft stations. This phenomenon along ence of other externally carried stores increased vibration
with the q proportional to vibration level greatly simplifies response of the adjacent PHOENIX missile. The vibration
the design of captive-flight simulation tests. In testing, response of missiles not adjacent to the additional stores
once a vibrational input that reproduces the missiles captive showed no noticeable increase.
flight response is determined, all that is necessary to simu-
late the entire roach number altitude regime is to vary the Variations With Physical Location and Direction
level of the vibration input such that the overall vibration ." ,'

response increases proportionally to q and the response Concerning the distribution of vibration levels from -.' "
spectrum remains constant, one point to another along the missiles length, it was found

that vibration in the after section was more severe than the &'- -
-

In general, the captive-flight measurements suggested forward section 'y a factor of 2.4. The vibration in the
that vibration response is linearly proportional to q. How- vertical direction is more severe than the lateral or longitu-
ever, at some positions, there was a high degree of scatter; dinal directions with vibration in the lateral more severe
as much as ±60 percent in one case. The cause of this than the longitudinal.
scatter is not known. Perhaps there is another captive- •
flight variable that affected these accelerometers that is not
yet recognized. CONCLUSIONS

Variations With Configuration This report studied the causes of variation in vibration O
response for externally carried stores. With the support of

In determining the dependence of vibration response previous studies (reference(s) 2, 3, and 4) concerning ex- -- ,...,-

on captive carry station, the forward fuselage and the pylon ternally carried stores, the following conclusions may be • <' -...-.
station data were found to be indistinguishable in terms of drawn concerning all externally carried stores:
pover spectral distribution and overall vibration level. Cap-
tive carry on the after fuselage station produced a higher 1. Vibration responses in externally carried stores is .,.
overall vibration level and also displayed a more pronounced directly proportional to dynamic pressure (except as modi-
transonic effect. The transonic effect was in the form of fled by 2 below).
an equal increase in energy over the entire range of fre-
quency plus a pronounced increase in the 1200 to 2560 2. Vibration response in externally carried stores in-
hertz range. The other two stations also exhibited the creases in the transonic region.
equal increase in energy ovetr thi entire range. The pres- 148
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6. The relationship between the induced vibration and 3. Piersol, A. G. "Vibration and Acoustic Test Criteria . - ,

captive-flight parameters is not adequately understood. for Captive Flight of Externally Carried Aircraft -

Stores." Digitek Corporation, Marina Del Ray, Cali- "
With further analysis of this and other captive-flight fornia, R I D-4-FDL-I/B004, AFFDL-TR-71-158, AD -

data, the relationship between induced vibration and the 893-005L, December 1971.
captive-flight parameters will be more fully understood.

* Variations such as (I) the large scatter in vibration level 4. Coe, Charles F. "Surface-Pressure Fluctuations Asso- .. ,

- that occurs at certain positions along the missile in certain ciated With Aerodynamic Noise." NASA Ames Re- "..

" directions, (2) the changes in vibration level at certain mach search Center, Moffett Field, California, NASA SP-

-.. numbers and aircraft station, and (3) the changes in the 207, July 1969. .- i.

- frequency spectrum that occur during transonic flight only
on specific aircraft stations and only in the forward part
of the missile need to be explained. Understanding of =-.-
these relationships will facilitate the improvement of cap-

- tive-flight vibration predictions and simulation of the cap-
tive-flight environment for externally carried stores. The --

* improvement will be accomplished because assumptions
- and compromises for the purpose of simplification will no •"*.

longer have to be blindly made.

Discussion

*Mr. Christo (Naval Underwater Systems Center): been very important concept. There is another
.Why did the vibration level increase due to paper that I co-authored with Angelo Spandrio
the presence of other external stores? where we performed an acoustic test and we

compared our test levels to those in MIL-STD %-4."-
Miss Burke: Because there was more turbulence 810C and we wound up actually reproducing the
when there were other external carried stores captive flight level for the Phoenix missile.
in its vicinity.

Mr. Silver: The stresses in the trans-sonic
. Mr. Silver (Westinghouse): We are concerned region are pretty high compared to the other
. about this: I think we need a lot more stress periods of time. If your high stresses act

distribution type statements. We are con- on a body it may be that you are only really
cerned about the requirement for testing for concerned with testing between the 2 sigma and
long periods of time at insignificant stress the 3 sigma level. It is inevitable that you
levels. You have defined the very probable will have to test at those high stress distri- . ".-
stress for a very large population. How does butions, but do you really have to test all .%' .
your work compare with the requirements of that time below the 2 sigma level? .* ,

- Method 514 in MIL-STD-810C for external store
-" vibration tests? Do you think higher levels Miss Burke: You may have to test at all of the .-.

at the rear of the external store is largely different levels and it depends on the purpose
the function of whether fins are present? of the test. If you are trying to reproduce
MIL-STD-810C calls out factors for a smooth the different types of failures that you get -

body at the rear of the vehicle versus a finned in captive flight then you need to reproduce
vehicle. the whole vibration distribution because at ' .-

high level you will not gettie numbers of
Miss Burke: I would imagine the vibration the same types of failures unless you do. You
response in the rear is caused by the boundary can probably cut out some levels and that de- . -

layer build-up along the length of the missile pends on the type of test. That is a question -

and the fins are another surface on which the we are asking at the Pacific Missile Test
boundary layer acts. Yes I imagine that the Center and we would like to do more work on it. S
fins do have a significant effect. In regard
to your question about MIL-STD-810C, when we Mr. Wayman (McDonnell Douglas): What are the 0 -

have actual captive flight measurement data factors that you put into your data? ,
we do not rely on MIL-STD-810C and that has
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Hiss Burke: This would be a overall increase
0 in the vibration level.

Mr. Wayman: When you talk about testing the
missile are you talking about testing the
complete missile and using this as response

data?

Hiss Burke: There were different transducers

at different points in the missile.

Hr. Wayvan: Which one would you use?

Hiss Burke: We used all of them. We tried
to reproduce the vibration level at each of
these positions in the laboratory.

Hr. Wayman: You didn't find any variation in
your frequency response regardless of the

* flight parameter that you monitored. Did you
actually investigate angle of attack variations
where you got into buffet conditions?

Hiss Burke: Mo, all of the data were steady
state. Some of it was very slow acceleration
or deceleration. . -

Hr. Wayman: I think you will find that there %
is a significant variation in the frequency
spectrum as you pull maneuvers as you get into -

- buffet onset and so forth. You would have to
or you should consider these environments when

you evaluate the missile. .0

%
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SOME DYNAMIC RESPONSE ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

OF VARIOUS TACTICAL WEAPONS

W. W. Parmenter*
Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California

This paper reports on pertinent results of several environmental dynamic
measurement programs for widely diverse types of tactical weapons. In- .'

cluded are spectra for the SLUFAE weapon mounted on a tracked vehicle,
the ASROC missile mounted within launcher cells and magazines of various .-

classes of ships, the FAE-II and GATOR free-fall weapons captive-flown
on A-7 and AV-8 aircraft, the Condor weapon captive-flown on an A-6 air-
craft, and the MAD-FAE weapon dispenser system suspended beneath a CH-53
helicopter. The character of the dynamic environments during weapon
deployment is briefly discussed.

BACKGROUND Many instances can be cited where, in the
past, engineers or specification writers in-

An integral and vital part of verifying volved in a new program have been unaware of
system reliability is to simulate realistically the existence of environmental data pertinent
the significant environments and thus provide to their project or the magnitude thereof. A
better correlation with possible service fail- search for such information should be made in-,,. .-\
ures. The methodology of developing environmen- many cases and there are a number of places to
tal criteria for a weapons program is given in begin. To name just a few there are the Sandia ....

MIL-STD-1670A (Reference 1). (The philosophy Environmental Data Bank (Reference 2), individ- .
and guidelines reflected in Reference 1 are gen- uals at the Shock and Vibration Information ..

eral in nature and therefore the use of "AIR Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, %

LAUNCHED" in that document's title does not O9, and the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake,
necessarily limit its content to that category CA. These data thus located may not apply ex- '7.*
of weaponry.) Reference 1 addresses, in a actly but may often be tailored to fit or in-
logical manner, the development of the environ- formation can be perceived that is applicable
mental design criteria which should then be pre- to the general nature of the environment for
sented in living traceable documents for a the particular program. In the dynamic envi-
weapons program during its anticipated use dur- ronments, problems sometimes do arise as to
ing the factory-to-target sequences. In many the applicability of the data, as mentioned in A.:.
instances when a new weapon program is being the Introduction of Reference 3. Also, in the ._ -
planned, certain environmental areas are ques- light of this discussion, a recent report on
tionable and there have been no prior similar specifications and standards has been published
operational experiences. Even when such areas (Reference 4). The discussion and conclusions
have been previously probed there are no known of Reference 4 should be thoroughly reviewed
qualitative retrievable data in many cases. and understood by those concerned with the

These areas must then be given special atten- weapons acquisition process. The methodology ," .'
tion. If these ambiguities are of enough sig- of Reference I should then be reconsidered,
nificance to impact a program, formal plans for keeping in mind the results of Reference 4.

environmental data acquisition should be sub-
mitted early in the program development time In the following three data presentations,
scale, so that if design changes are required, instrumentation, test acquisition, and methods
the time and cost due to these changes will be of analyses are not stressed. These details .....
diminished. Most of the environmental measure- are fully defined in the respective referenced
ments presented in this paper were taken for the documents. In general, however, the environ-

purpose of providing data where none existed or mental measurements were made with standard
where there were questionable areas, accelerometers whose signals were recorded on S

*American Society for Quality Control Certified Reliability Engineer, P.R. 
" '-.°.'
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magnetic tape, then digital spectral analyses 0 -

were performed. t 4 M'd /

(1) TRACKED VEHICLE CARRIAGE

d

Shock and vibration measurements were made(IKi
with an M-548 6-ton tracked cargo carrier con- z
figured as shown in Figure 1. Loaded with 30
SLUFAE weapons in the launcher pod assembly, 00ol-
limited road tests were perfomed in conjunction
with the U. S. Army Missile Command at Redstone U
Arsenal, AL. The effect of the vehicle speed 000001

with the tread-laying frequency was very evident
in both the time and frequency domains. Typical
acceleration power spectral density (PSD) plots I0to01 (10 1 u00 I(XIt

for the aft end of the SLUFAE weapon in the fHff.t)ENCY. 14,

launcher pod are shown in Figures 2 and 3. FIGURE 2. PSD Plot for 15 MPH, Vertical Axis,
These plots are for an asphalt paved road at 15 Aft PDPot Sor , S erLcherAft Meot Sensor, SLUFAE Launcher"-" .-.
and 20 mph, respectively, and contain the high- Vehicle Test.
est measured discrete vibration levels; the Vehc- ".t

spectra show the data to be complex periodic. 0" .
Compared to a paved road, travel over other road 

FILTER BN 7.3 ",
RMS4 1182

conditions such as imbedded rock and wooden
ramps provided higher overall RMS-g vibration 001 -

levels. This is because the background random
noise level is increased. The background iaxi- 0 .
mum observed noise level was about 0.00l- ./Hz E 0001 I..L.

over the 2-kHz data response. Figure 4 results o
from removing the vibration g-values for the - . -4
discrete vehicular tread-laying frequencies from M , -

the respective acceleration spectra, converting
these to peak values, and replotting as a func- u 000001

tion of the tracked vehicle speed.

Transient responses were measured for a o.ooooo I I
number of vehicle speeds (3, 6, 9, and 12 mph) 1 10 100 1000 .% and varying size bumps (6-, 8-, and 12-inch FREQUENCY. Ht

radius). The maximum observed transient level FIGURE 3. PSD Plot for 30 MPH, Vertical Axis,
at the aft end of the weapon was 18.2 j (0-peak) Aft Motor Sensor, SLUFAE Launcher
for less than 50 milliseconds. Vehicle Test.2.0

A complete documentation of the work suma- LEGEND *

rized above is contained in Reference 5. o MOTOR, AFT END*

1.0
E MOTOR, EN -EN

A BOMB FUZE 4.'

0.4

,r n 0.3

0.2

>% %

Z

> 0.o5 VERTICAL..

il 0.03

0.02

0.01 l I I I I lIII 01 2 3 4 5 10 15 20 30 405060 S0100
J. VEHICLE SPEED. MPH

. FIGURE 1. Launcher Vehicle M-548 with SLUFAE FIGURE 4. Replot of Vibration I Values for ]
Round Launcher Mounted in Aft End Discrete Vehicular Track-Laying .,'.%
Cargo Compartment. Frequencies, Vertical Axis.
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(2) SHIPBOARD CARRIAGE

The shipboard vibration test measurement

subjects were instrumented ASROC missiles lo-
cated in the storage magazines and launcher
cells of five classes of U. S. Navy ships. The
forcing function inputs were measured by accel-
erometers mounted near the structural support
pedestal of the launcher and a chock support in
the magazine situation. The ships included in --.. -.
the survey were:

I. USS Elliot (DD-967), Spruance class,
five-bladed propellers, twin screw, -MOT
controllable pitch

2. USS Hepburn (FF-1055), Knox class, -
five-bladed propeller, single screw,
constant pitch

3. USS Hollister (DD-788), Gearing class FIGURE 5. Typical Shipboard Installation of
(FRAM I), five-bladed propellers, twin the ASROC Launcher.
screw, constant pitch •_"_-__ _ _

0001
-IHH(AI AXI

4. USS Preble (DDG-46), Coontz class, ......... TAVF I'SE
four-bladed propellers, twin screw, - - - ,N,',IWWJA.

constant pitch

5. USS Blandy (DD-943), Sherman class, - .
%" four-bladed propellers, twin screw, Z0

constant pitch.

The data were recorded on straight runs at - 0

various speeds, turns at various rudder angles, .I ..
and crashback maneuvers. The tests were con- '.

ducted during operations under calm sea condi-
tions. Figure 5 shows a typical ASROC launcher 0000001 10,
installation. Figure 6 is a PSD plot typical MU 1$, r"O.''
of the newest class ship. Vibration responses
were very benign in both the launcher and the (a) Deck/Pedestal Base Location of the ASROC
magazine. Maneuver effects produced only negli- Launcher. 0*gible vibration...
gil vFIGURE 6. Typical Acceleration Power Spectral

Figures 7 and 8 show the effect on an older Density Plots on the USS Elliot
, class design (Knox) ship. These spectra show (DD-967): 23 Knots, Starboard Turn.
'. the data to be complex periodic. Figure 9 is

the result of performing narrow-band sweep anal-

ysis on the worst recorded conditions. These 0 1.-
were obtained from test measurements on the USS . . .. "
Hollister (Gearing class). Also plotted in
Figtire 9 is the specified variable frequency
curve from MIL-STD-167-1(SHIPS). Comparison is . ....I:

made to show the wide variation in energy be- " . .

tween the maximum measured vibration during the
five-ship ASROC test program and the shipboard , . "
vibration test standard, Reference 6. -

It wa% cbvious in all tests that the vibra-
tory forcing functions to the stationary wapon .
-,,r, transmitted hrough the ship structure fromrI . '
tit end!Inei, ;!ear~ng, and rotating shafts. Al- *..-""

;, it ws generally apparent that turn maneu- ** "
v.'rs produced the highest vibration levels to
the launcher or magazine area. (b) 'Manazine Location at Rase of Rotary Storage 7--:

Assembly.

FICURE 6. :vptcal Accelnrarton Power Spectral
')ensitv Plots on the VSR Elliot

21 }'n,,ts,. FtarboarI Turn.
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(c) Transverse Accelerometer Located on the - -
;* Forward End of the ASROC Missile.

FIGURE 6. Typical Acceleration Power Spectral *- -
Density Plots on the USE Elliot 0.00 0

(DD-967); 23 Knots, Starboard Turn. FREQUENCY. H0

0 00ou IFEUNYH
fi TER SIw 0,6 , FIGURE 9. Comparison of Maximum Measured .'t %
#IM - 0005 ASROC Acceleration Levels with

MIL-STD-167-1.

a 0000001 (3) AIRCRAFT CARRIAGE

z Captive flight vibration measurements were
0- performed on several aircraft and store config-

urations. The most recent test programs cover0.0000 - the following aircraft and weapons:

1. A-6 jet aircraft with the Condor . .
missile

0 0000001 I 2. A-7 jet aircraft with the FAE-II free-
o10 00 fall weapon

FREQUENCY. Hz

FIGURE 7. Deck/Pedestal Base Location, Vertical 3. AV-8 jet aircraft with the GATOR free-
Axis, ASROC Launcher, USS Hepburn fall weapon
(FF-1055) ; 23 Knots, Port Turn. . "

0.0005 4. CH-53 helicopter with the MAD-FAE wes- "
pon dispenser system suspended beneath. 5'..

00001 - FILTER BW 06 Hs 
' , '

00 LRMS g 0 6035 Vibration data for the Condor missile were.-_.-
" obtained during captive flights on the A-6 air-

craft. The spatial distance between the adja-
cent pylons is apparently great enough so that
adjacent store effects are not observed. Typi-

" 000001-- cal spectra for different free-stream dynamic00 -
pressures (350, 450, 550, and 650 psf) are shown

4 I in Figure 10. These are for the vertical axis
Iaccelerometer in the forward lug. Generally,

* they are seen to be more wide-band random with
some sinusoides superimposed upon the spectra.
Spectra for other missile body stations are "'•- -J

presented in Reference 7. During another sepa-
rate study effort, an interesting series of
tests determined the vibration responses of the1 oo0 too four actuators for the Condor missile aft con-
trol surfaces. Again, these were captive flown

SRUon an A-6 aircraft under varying flight condi-
FIGURE 8. ?fag.azine Location, Transverse Accel- tions and store configurations. What was in-

erometer on the Forward End of the tuitively apparent was measured and observed: ,....

ASROC Missile, USS Hepburn (FF- the inboard actuators closest to the undersur-

d 1055); 23 Knots, Port Turn. face of the aircraft wing had the highest vi-
0' %
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bration responses. A typical maximum PSD from
the summary report of Reference 8 is presented

in Figure 11.

The FAE-II free-fall weapon, shown in Fig-
4 ure 12, was captive flown on the A-7 aircraft. - 4:38 K FAS. 6'.0 Pb I ,. limr

The effect of dynamic pressure with measured
overall RMS-g for the vertical axis 

accelerom-

eter at the forward lug during straight and 321 340 21.

level flight is shown in Figure 13. During
;. rolling maneuvers, the spectra exhibited a 20-!iz I *

resonance (Figure 14). Since this was not a %
it is most likely a wing-pylon-store mode. The z 0 t

remaining higher frequency of the spectrum is o_
typical of broad-band random noise due to turbu- 4 4O
lent boundary layer excitation along the surface 1 0

of the weapon. More test particulars and spec-
tra may be found in Reference 9. U (It TfR HW S W

An unusual store respcnse vibration situa-
tion was reported in Reference 10. The GATOR 000001

weapon, a 500-pound class free-fall device, was
mounted at the inboard pylon of the AV-8 air- FREOIiECY., "O

craft as shown in Figure 15. On the aircraft FIGURE 10. Typical Variation of PSD with ,.

fuselage, at nearly the same plane as the store Dynamic Pressure for the Vertical
and adjacent to the inboard store pylon, is Axis, Forward Lug, of the Condor

- located one of the engine exhaust ducts for the Missile; Pylon of A-6 Aircraft,

thrust vector control of the aircraft. During Straight and Level at 5,500 Ft 4

- , '" high-speed flight, the duct is swept rearward (MSL). '...

and the weapon response was shown to he the re-
sult of turbulent boundary layer flowing over .0
the surface of the weapon. However, during the
relatively slow speed hover flight condition,
the weapon responds to the flow effects and
acoustic field of the exhaust duct when it is
pointed down. The result is that the vectoring 'I.. ,
low-speed flight produces weapon vibration . A M

AtA Et EfLoMF TERresponses of the same magnitude as found dur- SENSITIVE AXIS

ing non-vectored high-speed flight. Acoustic S
levels and PSD plots are presented extensively

.r.:. in Reference 10.

Vibrations were monitored of a large pack- If R,, H

age suspended beneath a helicopter as depicted TI.M, 4 1
%r in Figure 16. The 4,000-pound MAD-FAg weapon

dispenser was hung 20 feet below the CH-53
helicopter. Figures 17 and 18 show the PSD- '
plots during a hover and a 140-knot flight con-
dition, respectively. The vertical axis accel- '

erometer was located near a forward structural o
suspension point. Obviously, the data are con-
plex periodic and at the 140-knot speed little ,
energy was imparted from the forward air flow-
ing over the dispenser. Other accelerometer 0o.XI
data are presented in Reference 11. a

U
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FIGURE 12. Overall View of the 500-Found FAE- FIGURE 14. Maximum PSD Plot Measured for the

TI Weapon Mounted on A-7 Aircraft. Forward Lug, Vertical Axis of the r
FAE-II Weapon. Rolling l-1 maneu-

ver, 562 Knots, 9,540 Ft (MSL).
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FIGURE 13. Measured Overall RS-g vs. Free
Stream Dynaric Pressure at the FICURE 15. GATOR Free-Fall Weapon Mounted at

Forward Lug of the FAE-II Weapon, the inboar4 Pvlon of the AV-8 Air-

Vertical Axis. Straight and Level craft. "Iot Thrtust Vector Nozzle

Flight Conditions. (Arrow).
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SUMMARY ,
.

Typical results for several environmental
measurement programs have been presented. This
is the beginning of developing realistic dynamic

tests for simulating the use environment for an
all-up tactical weapon within the guidelines of "
MIL-STD-1670A. The next step should be the de-

0 0 0 termination of the optimum inputs and fixturing
which will result in the closest reproduction of

the weapon response to its service forcing func-%° SiRANDID SU'EL CAHLF

F r tions. A necessary part of these methods is

the careful documentation of all measurements,
fixturing, and test and analysis procedures.

The tests reported herein are typical of
24 ST~IE [DISPENSFH many such investigations conducted at NWC, China
APPFBJXIMAr LY 4.04O LBS Lake, CA. These test results have been of con-

FIGURE 16. MAD-FAE Weapon Dispenser Suspended siderable value in formulating test parameters
Below the CH-53 Helicopter. for use with several weapon programs at this -- '

facility. It is the view of this author that

• .--------- -- such data as that presented herein may well be

of practical value to other Government and con-
tractor activities. It is the further opinion

.... r- , .... that open presentation of the results of efforts '-

such as those reported herein may help to pre-
,,9. I, I vent many costly duplications of effort.
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9. Vibration Measurements Made on a BLU-95
FAE-II Weapon During CpieFih na

'.1 A-7E Aircraft, by K. T. Katsumoto. Naval
* Weapons Center, China Lake, CA, August

1977. (NWC TM3266.)

10. GATOR/AV-8A Environmental Captive Flight

Vibration Response Tests, by K. T.
Katsumoto and W. W. Parmenter. Naval
Weapons Center, China Lake, CA, February
1977. (NWC TP 5883.)

*11. Results of Captive-Flight Vibration
Measurements of the MAD-VAE Weapon System
Suspended Under the CH-53 Helicopter.
9 April 1974. (Reg. 4533-118-74, .

4533/WWP:ar.)

Discussion

Mr. Luke (Los Alamos Scientific La) Was the
dynamic response of the ASROC measured when the
launcher was in the inclined position or -

rotated during any kind of maneuver or did you -. *

measure the general response of the weapon? ~\ .

* Mr. Parmenter: It was in a stored position all
* the time.

Mfr. Pearron (Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab):
It seems to me from looking at your PSD charts
that the most severe environment was the -. ...

tracked vehicle. '-.

Mr. Parmenter: I wouldn't want to answer that
yes or no. It depends upon the purpose of the
test that you are using to simulate the -
environment. if you are performing a structural

- test the sinusoidal vibration of test will have
more structural effect on your item. If you
are after a subcomponent or a subassembly

perhaps one of the more random type environments
would be more severe so that can be answered
both ways.
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TURBULENT-BOUNDARY-LAYER EXCI TATION AND

RESPONSE THERETO FOR A HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONICAL VEHICLE 0

.".. ~C. M. Ailman ," -°
McDonnell Douglas Astro. Corp. Employee for this work.

Currently an independent researcher in Los Angeles, Calif.

Ground and flight test data from a high-performance ma-
neuverable vehicle called ACE suggest several revisions
to the empiricisms used to develop dynamic environmental
criteria for RV's. Part I of this paper includes 1. a
compiled data bank for describing the fluctuating pres- .-- ,
sures that force the shell of a non-maneuvering RV to

vibrate during reentry, and a discussion on the use of "O
local aerodynamic parameter values for the cone when
predicting these pressures, and 2. a description of the
characteristics of shell-mode vibration peculiar to a
conical structure with a multilayered skin. Part II "-
reports flight data from such a structure when maneuver- -

ing as a result of flow disturbance at the aft end. The
data suggest some angle of attack dependencies not pre-
viously detected, and indicate low frequency response
of the vehicle as a beam. The beam response is analy- .W
tically examined as to its probable cause. -

INTRODUCTION PART I (NON-NL-NEUVER ING)

This first part, of a two-part pa- on the primary shell of ACE vehicles
per examines the prediction techniques which were maneuvering part of the time. 0
for dynamic environments of a non-maneu- These two trends deviate markedly from .

" vering conical shell re-entering the conclusions reached for non-maneuvering
earth's atmosphere. The need for such reentry vehicles in Part 1.
an investigation became obvious when ex-
amining the results from a flight vehicle FORCING FUNCTION
called ACE. ACE was a conical reentry
vehicle with a composite shell that em- This section deals with fluctuating
ployed flaps to produce maneuver, pressures induced by undisturbed aero-
Ground tests and flight data from ACL re- dynamic flow over the surface of a re-
vealed characteristics that differed enty vehicle, and the equivalence of
from those predicted by conventional cy- ground-test acoustic fields (idealized
lindrical-vehicle techniques applied to for the purposes of analysis). The in-
sections of the cone. As a consequence, tent is to provide pressure magnitude
some engineering effort was performed to estimates, and to establish the validity

Sverify and explain these differences. of simulating the flight forcing func-
It is this effort which is detailed in tion with a ground-test pressure field 0
the following pages. In particular, use which will induce comparable respons2. %
of local aerodynamic parameters is dis-

.-4 cussed as a method to normalize boun- Turbulent-Boundary-Laer-lnduced Pres- .-
dary-layer-induced, and base, fluctuating sure Fluctuations
pressure data to permit extrapolation to

- various geometries. Also, differences Figure I is a fairly comprehensive
between pressure/vibration transfer func- compilation of data for Mach numbers
tions for aluminum cylindrical sections greater than 1 (the historically inter- O
and for laminated cones are explained. esting work at subsonic speeds by the
Part 11 of this paper examines two par- experimental pioneers having been omit- ,
ticular data trends fron fluctuating ted for brevity) describing the fluctua- %.,
pressure and vibration sensors located ting pressures beneath a turbulent boun- ,i.6%-
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FIGURE 1 SUXIMARY OF FLUCTUATING PRESSURE DATA

LEGNDFO FIUR 1dary layer. The data suggest that simi-
LEGE10 FO FIGRE Ilar dependencies exist for the nonmaneu-

L- Bechervering, high-velocity cone as for flat
plates and long cylinders if momentum
thickness W~, local Mach number M. and

I Chauxip. et. al. (GE) local dynamic pressure q# are utilized
as the normalizing parameters. The mo-

CIJYU & Ilanly (Freq. Extended) mentum thickness 9 is used in preference
to other boundary layer thickness para-

T o c~ meters for two reas~ons; namely, the col-
Coe ACHYUlapse of normalized data is superior and

it has physical interpretation even when
\ Coe (870) dealing with disturbed flows (e.g. separ-

Have ated flow). Figure 1 includes data from
~Iarvey high velocity cones by normalizing to N

the local parameters. By this means,
these reenry vehicle data are comparable *

Ileller to the other data. If free stream values

Kistlr A Luferhad been used, most of the data points
.1 Kstle & Luferwould have been of f the graph. Use of .

local parameters is physically plausible. :'
For long cylinders or flat plates (the

Maestellosource of much of the data on Figure 1),
*4'the local and freee stream Mach numbers
I Raman are essentially the same. For cones, the

characteristics behind the strong, oblique

4.*Speaker & Ailman bow shock determine the pressures at the
wall (as opposed to the free stream values). .

Wallace Each datum on Figure 1 has been cor-

a B2Fih at 6,Mf. rected for frequency limitations. That
U AB2 flrihtDat (65000 t.)is, for flight measurements or for those *~'

ground tests in which the whole spectrum
to cut-off has not been measured, the data

PVTO-30-02 Flight Data are compared on the basis of the limited
S Line C:" frequency range. For example, the ABC2

Sand RVTO-3B-02 data as well as the Chyu'..
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and Hanly measurements have been raised 
to account for the unmeasured portion of 
the spectrum to cut-off. Cut-off is 
here meant to be that frequency beyond 
which the turbulent-boundary-layer-in
duced pressure spectrum rapidly decrea
ses, Figure 2 indicates such a cut-off 
frequency for wall pressure spectra be
neath turbulent boundary layers with lo
cal Mach numbers greater than 1.0. 

The solid line on Figure 1 is the 
empiricism of Ref. 1 with the coeffici
ents modified to better reflect the data. 
The analytical expression for the solid 
line is: 

0.0063 ., 
1 + 0.04 ~t 

where p is the overall fluctuating pres
sure i~ the same units as q,. There are 
large discrepancies in the 'F:tach range of 
2-7, but the modified Lawson curve seems 
to conservatively represent the majority 
of the data. Most of the measured spec
tra agree with the trend of Figure 2. 
In general then, Figures 1 and 2 depict 
the wall fluctuating-pressure-data trends 
exhibited by the well-behaved, slowl~
growing, attached, turbulent, supersonic/ 
hypersonic boundary layer. 

,.,-:: 
1 n· ~, ,)1 

------r-----
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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Pluctuatin2 Pressure Levels Compared !2 
Acoustic Pields 

Fluctuating Pressure Levels (FPLs) 
at the vehicle surfaces due to th~ flow 
of turbulent boundary layers were dis
cussed above. However, nothing was said 
about the spatial and temporal charac
teristics which influence the transfer 
of energy from the air flow to the struc
ture. Modal analysis of steady-state re
sponse using the concept of "joint ac
ceptance" from Ref. 2, indicates a de
pendence of the response on the matching 
of correlated (in-phase) spatial areas 
of the forcing function with the corres
ponding spatial extent of the in-phase 
modal response. This means that when 
the FFLs of the forcing field are in 
phase over the response in-phase surface 
area and oscillating at the same frequen
cy, they will be optimally efficient in 
driving continued resonance response of 
that mode; in contrast, an out-of-phase 
pressure over part of that same surface 
area will tend to cancel the response 
(and be proportionately less efficient). 
1-lathematically, the joint accel!tance 
function is a measure of this coupling 
efficiency between the forcing pressure 
field and the mode of vibration in ques
tion. A qualitative comparison was made 
to determine the relative efficiency of 
the pressure field under a high-speed 
turbulent boundary layer as compared to 
a ground-test-facility ~~oustic field 
(e.g,, reverberant field or the field in 
a progressive wave tube). 

The analysis-ignored coincidence ef
fects which occur at higher frequencies 
than were of interest here. The intent 
was to determine the best acoustical fa
cility to use for simulating the reentry 
vehicle environment, and thus measure 
valid responses. The analysis ~•sumed 
ideal acoustic fields in each of the 
facilities, and had the restriction no
ted <\bove. Thus, ti1 e most desirable ground 
test approach was identified, but spe
cific pressure levels required to simu
late response from specific FPLs were 
not analytically defined. Experimental 
data were used for this latter task. 

A reverberant acoustic field was 
calculatC?d to be the best match to a re
entry environment for the measurt>d range 
of frequencies, This is not surprising 
since the me:1.thematica.l form for the nar
row-band cross-c0rrelation (Ref. 3) of 
th·~ boundary lay(o~r FPLs (damped cosine) 
is very similar to a reverberant room 
dpscri~tion (sin kx/ kx) and considerably 
different from say a progr8ssive wave 
tube (undamped cosine). Using a compi
lation of experimental data and the a.bove 
analysis, the reverberant field was pre
dict<c~d to produce equal respons!~S to that 
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·:.. ~:1c· tu.rL,I_l~vnt l'uurHid.rv lO:\'v'Pl' F't'Ls over 
~·T-C"ljllF'!lC~J ~."c\!lL)e uf l~)():_JHL)b itz Within 

d !".~' \..:L:. t~,c.::ur;,c;· (\.Jrf~lL\tcr •. \("Curacy being 
,-,c:J;_.,~\'f_'d i.f ::~ dH w~"ls added t.u tl1e rntddle 
~,_ 1"J uc t.:a\_:p i,;uH.l Fi~Ls when estirn'-\t.inq e-

(J:..J;\'~\~(>t~·- S.Pl .. s). TtH-? proy!.-~~ssiVf:! w~vp 
tub~-> w,:,s Cill.<.:uJ.at(•d to L>» lU-15 dl3 less 
r•f,"icl<:·r,t tiMn either of UJP above for 
! !J<.-.1 ·~·.,l.JriC ftl:~::-]Uf!ncy r;u1~~<~, Hence, rnea-
~ tt.r:t'llll'!~-t. •}f -~~nergy tr.-=uisfer fnnc tions i:1 
Z\ _!_-f::vP.:::-LH::r:-;u1t acousti.c fiPLd is UeP:ued 
J"i.~presenta.-t.j'/C of flight dc:\ta. Such 
t r ;u1s [(,r furl<.: tions were de ter:r!inet! for 
t!Ho l"e;·r:!ry •;ehJcle ACE and are discussed 
in(\ ~.::·l.ter SPCtl·n. 

:\n AlA:\ p:"'per (Ref. 4) provides a 
va~•.Ji\l)ie c!,C\~,.\ ,_",,ntribution to the limited 
infonHati.Oil on base pr~ssure fluctuations. 
ln t!w ~aper, the dLl.ta were for a range 
of fre·~-s tr~c<:l.<ll ;'iach numbers from 0.67 to 
::2. fh<> limited data that were presented 
coll;\ps.-d tu ;\ s"ingle curve reasonably 
well when fr~>e stream values of dynamic 
pressure ( <1,,..) <Hld ~lach number {Nco) were 
used. Tll(! expression for this cur,re, 
t,Jiven in the reference, ~s uAt>PL= 
20Lo<J 10 q.., -20 Log

10 
I .. ~,., -11 t93 if q..., 

is in .:>sf., and 0Al3PL =maximum overall 
fluctuating-pressure-level on the base 
in t113. Octave band l:>l'Ls (in dH) were 
as follows: the band whose qeometrical 
rnean frequency (gmf) was 0.16 Uc/!J 
(where u~ is the free stre<.1111 velocity 
iHJcl lJ .is thf' base ctiarr.eter) had a level 
of Oi\tWL - 5.4. l:lelow tt1is band, the 
slG,'P was -1.5 dB/octave while above it, 
the slope was -·1. dB/octave. Unfortu
nat<:>ly, the wt10le computation is based 
on freg stream variables, and is derived 
from 8 llalf-angle C0nes with flat bases. 
•.•ilJen a larql? angle of attack is in effect, 
or the c,;eometry is different from that 
stulltPd, '~2-t,• <ire r1ot extant to guide 
tile user. Th~~ writer, tio•o:r.o:f:)r<>: devel
up<?d similar enuations from the above 
<liHil usin~l t!1e 'local values for the 
lll_•rrni:\li~~in(J ~)C'..ramPtPrs. Since flat sur
LlCPs or" lonq cyJ in<lers have free stream 
<1nd loc.:d paramet~lrs that are essentially 
ti:c sa'""''• these new equ.1.tions rnay also 
[)(' dppl ierJ to them interchangeably. A 
Pklxi"rnu!ll •.1ver<1lJ KPL which depends on the 
!Qc;_\L values of qpanct ~~at the ~nd of a 
cun~ is Z\S fnllows {with a + 4 dB accur
,,cy): U,\IWL = 20 Lo<;;lU g,l' :: BOLoyll) i'l"p 

+ 114. The peak octave band level is 
[ourocl :in tiH~ frequency !land whose gmf = 
0.16 u1/u (where U,t is tile local bound~ry 
lay~r velocity JUSt before the base) w1th 
a similar octave-band-spectrum shape as 
d<•scribPd for the <.'riyina.L free strearn 
e<tua t LOti. T!,is loct\ l parameter equation 
s~HJtlld nnw p~rrnit var.ii.\tions in cone qe
•YiletJ y !.fro'" that on which the data were 
takf'n), i.\nd If!,"\)' penni t an angl ~~ of at tack 

prediction even if there is an asymmet
ric pressure distribution on the base. 
Naturally, data should be acquired to 
substantiate the supposition that the 
equation holds for local base-pressure 
fluctuations in the presence of an attack 
an"gle. 

These new, local-parameter depen
were generated by 1. calculating the lo
cal aero-parameters for the geometries 
and flow conditions given in the refer
ence using an aero-thermo computer pro
gram for cones, and 2. plotting the BPL 
data against these new parameters to de
termine, and assess the accuracy for, 
the c0nstants in the above equation. 

REENTRY-VEHICLE TRANSFER FUNCTION 

This section presents the conical 
transfer function (CTF) for the ACe pri
mary shell. The CTF is developed by ex
amining the structural response of the 
shell when exposed to a reverberant 
acoustic field. The CTF is compared to 
the Franken Transfer Function (FTF) for 

--aluminum cylinders of large- diameter in 
Ref. 5. Differences between the two 
transfer functions are analyzed. 

The complete ACE vehicle, suspended 
by bungee, was exposed to a high-level, 
rev<?rberant, acoustic field. Accelero
meters were mounted inside the specimen 
at various positions of interest as well 
as on the primary shell itself. The lat
ter locations permit development of a 
CTF in a fashion first suggested by Ref. 
5. Since the ACE structure is conical, 
the normalizing diameter was taken to be 
that of the shell at the measurement lo
cation. The primary shell locations had 
various diameters so the ACE data do not 
all fall at the same normalized frequen
cies even though the data analysis was 
periormed using standard frequency bands. 

Considerable attention to detail 
was introduced to maintain test validity. 
For example, 1. extensive calibration 
ensured good data from all instrumenta
tion, 2. acoustic sealing of the speci
men negated response cancellation due 
to back pressures, 3. air conditioning, 
for the internal operational electroni~s, 
was turned off during the actual test, 
and 4. a reverberant field was verified 
over the frequency range of interest. 
i\s a result, the CTF for ACE is consi
dered representative of a boundary-layer
induced CTF, and indicates the shell re
sponsiveness versus frequency. 

Pigure 3 presents the octave band 
data obtained from two stations during 
the ACE test, and compares these data 
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with Franken's TF. The obvious differ- h2/3 L ./3
ences prompted comparison of ACE data ""one xan/e dx1211,K5
with other reentry-type vehicles. Again, • 0
considerable discrepancy exists between 5/2 2/3
these data and FTP mean curve as shown V. -
on Figure 4. The difference between cone 12'.',K.'- L*

1

and cylinder data is seen to have two
distinct characteristics. First, the the comparable cylindricals, is given by O
slope of the data in the low frequencies 2/3
is much steeper than the FTF. Second, a uCY 2 u /3r 11r
CTF mean curve would peak at a lower fre- K 12
quency than the FTF. Since Statistical
Energy Analysis (SEA) validates (gives a where r' and L' are the base radius and

theoretical basis for) the empirically- length respectively. When the shell

derived curve of Franken, it seems only properties are the same and L =L' and -

logical to examine the cone data from r = rI, the ratio of ftco inc is equal O

that point of view. This assumes that to (L2 + r 2)1/2/ Since this ra-
the CTF is dominated by high modal den- tio is much smaller than 1, the slope
sity response of the shell, and that the of the transfer function must be steeper
peak of the response occurs at the ring than that of the cylinder in the region
frequency (fr ). The next two sections immediately below fr to allow the CTF to
of this paper examine these aspects, have lower values than the FTF.

Transfer Function Shape Below Lr Ring Frequency, fr "O

Employing SEA to develop an energy The peak of the high-modal-density
transfer function reveals that the shape shell response occurs at the ring fre-
of the curve is predominantly controlled quency. By definition, fr' the ring
by the modal density of the geometry at frequency, is that frequency whose wave-
frequencies below fr, and the modal den- length just equals the circumf.-rence of
sity of a small flat plate above fr. A the "cylinder". It is calculated by di-
discontinuity in the modal density curves viding the speed of sound in the material -
at fr indicates the inadequacy of the by the circumference. Now all of the
theory in the region of fr itself. EX- curves and data shown on Figures 3 and

, amining the frequency region below fro 4 were a result of measurements taken .
ku.Z.6 provides one analytical expression on aluminum shells. The cone data, how-
for a :ylinder's modal density. The ra- ever, peak at lower frequencies than the
tin of the modal density of a cone to cylinder data. Superficially, this -
that of a "similar" cylinder was calcula- would seem to be a contradiction to SEA
ted using that expression. The cone was when applied to cones. However, when t:,e
modeled as an infinite series of short effects of adhesives and heat shield la-
cylinders or rings with varying radii yers are included, such as in the meth-d
(integration). For each ring, fr is dif- e
ferenit. The normalized ni-odal density for given in Ref. 7v fr is lowered. That is,the complex nature of the shell structure
the cone "ring" iss results in a reduction, on the average,

SdA 2/3 h 2/3 2/3 in the speed of sound in the shell. As
cone K 4*7 . a typical example, the ring frequency of

r +r ACE,ABC, and Mark XII vehicle's primary ..
where a = mean diameter of ring 2 shell is calculated to be 70% or less of

a pure aluminum shell with equivalent '..

Lh dimensions. Also, the 7M% figure does
K = a material constant 4W1 2 (i-)) not account for the diversity of sound

speeds in a complex heat-shield-material .. .....
and dA = 27 x tan 0 (1 * tan2 )1/ 2 dx such as is used on most reentry vehicles.

If this additional complication were also
(somehow) included, it is presuned that
the resultant fr would be even lower.
Hence, a reasonable explanatiton exists %

r for both of the obvious difterences ije-
-~ tween the CTF and FTF curves.

-IN lTR;DCTICT O, PART 11 (0.L\.' :Vh Ii"l."N

L - This seond ,)art of ttie paper vx-
aaiIiS the dynamic data acquired on two

X _____ _ Ci fliemts, and describes indLcated "
treids for such a maneuverable reentry.
vehicle which ditier, in some res,)ects,
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from the conclusions reached in Part I " 4
for a non-maneuvering vehicle.

An attempt is made to explain the

discrepancies between maneuvering and
%- non-maneuvering vehicle results. How-

ever, the third and last ACE flight, on
which instrumentation had been relocated
to specifically address the questions
raised by the data from flights 1 and 2,
did not provide any usable data for re- -.

view. Therefore, even though plausible
and quantitatively encouraging, the ex-
planations contained in this paper must ...'. S-,'-

remain conjecture until more flight data 1',0 -

have been gathered. -4 Pod. St 4

v , ~~Prodicted. St ... 4 3"'% .

6ach flight vehicle was instrumented 17. Pd-i-.d. Sta

with two pairs of dynamic sensors. Each

pair consisted of a probe microphone de- A
signed to measure the local fluctuating i '
pressure and an accelerometer mounted 17" ri
nearby but internally to measure the pri- # -
mary shell vibration. The output of all 7i
four of these sensors were processed on e .- 2-
board to provide filtered, mean-squared -

histories. The pressure data spanned K
" seven octave bands from 89 to 11,300 Hz. ,

The vibration data spanned the frequency
range of 50 to 2830 Hz in twelve bands,
the lower four of which were 100 liz wide I " ,,I 1, L
while the top eight were one-third oc- V. I IA fe ,W 13L2
tave-band widths. Additional information Ti- (..'

as to sensor descriptions, calibrations, FIGURE 5 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND
and corrections applied as well as a des- MS*OR F S FT

MEASURED OVERALL FPL'S FOR FTV-1
cription of the on-board processing sys-
tem are contained in the Appendix.

- FLUCTUATING PRESSURES MEASURED ON ACE

The first ACE flight vehicle (called 0
• "FTV-l) had a sequence of severe maneuvers
-. after which the on-board fluctuating

pressure sensors failed to provide use- 175
ful data. Figure 5 shows the predicted * .
versus measured FPLs during the period
of rapid maneuvers. The levels at station -

43 are over-predicted while those at sta-
*. ton O60 have reasonably close agreement ,.

between theory arid experiment. (Pre-

dicted is based on the modified Lowson
curve given earlier, an assumed octave

band spectrum of *2 dB/octave up to fc, .

arid the values of local aerodynamic para- - ,ro
meters determined from flight data and -

* sophisticated computer programs.) Nei-
ther of these measurement histories can 0
be discussed with confidence since the
rapidity of vehicle maneuvers did not
permit quasi-steady-state conditions to
exist. The second ACE vehicle (FTV-2) . "--
was more successful in acquiring data .
throughout reentry from the sensor at
station 43. The station 60 sensor did I .
not function during the flight. The
history from station 43 is shown on Fig- F 6 R F C

ure 6. The overall levels are overpre- MEAURED6 FP AISTON 43 FORDT AND

dicted (as was the case on FTV-l at this M .*, i

station). The minor, short-term varia-
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tions in pressure level are not relatable data taken during severe maneuvers at two.-"'.-.-
to any parameter such as pitch, roll, lo- locations on the first flight (upper half

cal variations in pressure Reynolds num- of ta te durng severaken from peak two

ber, etc* It is most interesting to note and valleys of the quasi-steady-state

however, that the average "overprediction history from one location on the second ..

seems to depend on the angle of attack flight (lower half of the graph).

(the sensor being essentially on the wind-
waro side of the vehicle). Figure 7 0
clearly shows this unexpected dependence.
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FIGURE 7 OVi.RALL FPLS (8g-11300 HZ) I- ,,4 7,- 414 J13 ,66'l, "".,

* .. PREDICTED MINUS MEASURED VS. PITCH ANGLE rTv-1 iurS FTV-? Tl'4ES ,
', - 1855...1

Attempting to correlate this pitch angle 15;. 2$-.

"'* dependence on any parameter already used 18.0

for normalization or on any other such 1t5.,

as Reynolds Number has been unsuccessful -.r. 1.C3.

.- in the past (e.g., see Figures 33 and 34 %51.0 .1

of Ref. 8) as well as for this ACE flight. 1..t~.3 '

One possible explanation for the attack- qWE'l SV'5ILS - %T1 43 0(2. . .. *
" angle dependence is a redistribution of CLOSE SVM13rS. ST 60 .%

energy in the frequency domain as a re- FIGURE 8 OCTAVE BAND SPECTRA FOR FLIGHT A A
sult of boundary layer thinning. This FPLS
assumes that a large pitch angle, in con-
junction with the cone angle, causes the Measurements taken at the forward station * ..

- boundary layer to flow in a spiral dir- tend to peak in the sixth analysis band ." -

ection rather than longitudinally. Such (gm f - 4000 Hz). The aft station data %

a condition would tend to move the mea- are still rising sharply into the seventh

surement location closer to the position band. The top two bands are somewhat

of transition and hence, cause fc to be suspect because they contain corrections-i
higher. Assuming the total energy level for frequency response due to geometry

remains constant, the spectrum lovel at and flow characteristics. Also, they
the measured frequencies would drop ac- were processed differently than the rest
cordingly. Certainly, further study and of the dynamic data (see Appendix). Even

data acquisition are required before sub- so, such considerations hardly seem able
startial progress can be made in under- to explain the departure of the high fre-
standing all the ramifications of these quencv data from the trends of the lower
ACL (ata. bands, the latter agreeing substantially . -

with ground test data. If measured spec-
rThe spectrum of the AC6 flight mea- tya differed from the assumed shape the

surements conforms to the expected power overall levels could be quite differ-nt
spectrum in an "averaqe'sense (the -1dB/ from those predicted. For example, if

, octave power spectrum of Part I of this the spectrum were flat ( 3dB/octave band)
paper is equivalent to a *2dB/octave- instead of the assumed -IdO/octave, the <'.*.--

band slope). However, there are some predicted levels for ACE w,uLd be about
notable variations. Fi(jure 8 summarizes -,..
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lU dd lower. It is unfortunate that the 5-,

total boundary layer energy is distri-
buted over such a wide frequency range S - - "%
(0-f ) as it makes the prediction of le- -

* vels more difficult for the low end of I !"

the spectrum. However, in the case of 2 LL:TCII1
the ACL data, it's still not clear whe- 2----
ther the spectrum shape is different from "
the assumed or whether flight data cor- , l T " ""
rections are just not well defined. I%+.• 12111
FLIGHT VIBRATION AND ITS INTERPRETATION d .-- ;I

[J .. Flight measurements of vibration on 2 -- -
the primary shell of the ACE vehicle re- , I
sulted in good agreement, when compared r
with predictions, for the region of f > ! 1 a
707 Hz. However, below 707 Hz. much more 5;__-.
response was observed than could be at- .

tributed to high-modal-density shell re- I"
sponse. 2-r--l----

Flight Data 5 ? 2 5 1 2 5

Vibration data were obtained at both O
sensor locations for both of the success- FIGURE 9 COMPARISON OF FTV-2 STA 61
ful flights. Since the aerodynamic en- MEASURED AND PREDICTED VIBRATION AT
vironment was varying throughout each 1858.5 SECONDS

flight, any time slice had a unique pre- %
dicted-vibration level. Therefore, only of a ballistic flight condition (symmet- .
one such time point is examined. However, ric) loading) it seems obvious to sus-
Figure 9 shows data that are rcpresenta- pect the asymmetry of maneuvering loads
tive of the spectrum distribution, for as the cause of the excess low frequency
any other time slice for both the mea- vibration. This was done analytically,
sured and predicted spectra at that sta- and the results are described in the next
tion. Other time-slices would show mea- section.%
surements which are higher, equal to, or
lower than those shown for the 707-2830 Analysis of the Low Frequency Anomaly
Hz range, but, in general, the measured .
were within +3dB of the predicted in that The acoustical ground test of ACE P.
frequency range. This is somewhat contra- indicated that flight-induced FPLs from
dictory to the conclusion that the FPLs the normal (attached) boundary layer
were overpredicted during maneuvers, would be incapable of producing the low
However, there is an area of very high frequency response measured in flight.
FPLs at the aft end of the vehicle dur- However, the first few beam-bending- . "

.% .%

ing those maneuvers due to separated flow. mode frequencies are in this same range
This high intensity forcing function may and local on-board shocks, emanating
be inducing sufficient shell vibration from the region of the maneuver mechanism 'P
at the high frequencies to offset the are known to have initiated beam bending.
measured reduction in local FPLs where To quantitatively assess the beam bending
the accelerometers are located. The ef- response resulting from maneuver-control- P.
,ect of the localized high levels on re- ling mechanisms on ACE, a beam model of

sponse forward of the control mechanism the vehicle was made. It was a twenty- .
was not calculated for ACE due to limi- seven lumped-masses model with intercon- -
t rations in schedules and budget, but a necting springs. The bending modes of
comparable analysis was performed on the this flexible model were calculated using
UpSTAGE vehicle using SEA techniques. the displacement method of analysis.
There, it was determined that the local- Forced response was then calculated as-
ileA aft "hot spot" effected the vibration suming two localized sources of excita-
levels well forward of the locally-forced tion. The first was due to limit cycling %
structural region, of the flap around a mean position which

introduces a low frequency, "tail-wags-
For all times, the gross discrepancy dog" input. Such a dynamic forcing func- '- ..

in the range below 707 Hz was observable tion, though present on ACE, was found .... *
as is shown on Figure 9. The predicted to be inadequate in producing the actual
vibration response on the figure is based measured levels. Second, the region of
on the ACE ground test in a reverberant separated flow in front of the flaps was
acoustical chamber as described earlier, used as the forcing function. The beam
Since the ground test was representative was caused to vibrate by the localized %'.-.
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* high-intensity fluctuating pressures as- The ACE results suggest the need for
sociated with this region (a local hot careful review of expected flight envir-
spot in the aerodynamically-induced FPLs). ments for maneuvering reentry vehicles. ".

" The surface area over which the pressures The analyses should account for 1. un- .
- acted was estimated to be equal to the symmetric loading of the primary shell,2.

flap width times the flow separation dis- base pressure fluctuations (though for
tance. This flow separation distance ex- ACE they did not significantly exceed
tends from flow separation to the begin- boundary-layer-induced pressures even
ning of the flap and is about four times when the vehicle was at an angle of at-
the height of the flaps above the surface, tack), and 3. vibration response should
The increase in pressure level is about reflect consideration of both high fre-
24dB at all frequencies (over the attached quency asymmetries due to the aft-end "'°.'.'
boundary layer level) if the wind tunnel flow disturbances, and the possibility e
data of NASA Ames and MDAC researchers of low frequency response of significant -.- ,

* can be used here. amplitude.

When this second forcing function REFERENCES
wab employed, the comparison between mea-

* sured and predicted levels for the low 1. M. V. Lowson,"Prediction of Boundary
frequency oands turned out to be sur- Layer Pressure Fluctuations", AFFDL- -

" prisingly good (roughly a factor of 2 or TR-67-167, April 1968.
less). Table 1 gives the tabulated data. .

2. A. Powell, "On the Response of Struc- ,TABLE 1 tures to Random Pressures and Jet
Noise in Particular", Chap. 8 of

Comparisons Between Predicted and Random Vibration, Ed. S. I1. Crandall,
Measured* Low-Frequency Vibration Wiley & Sons, New York, 195b.
Levels for TV2 (In g's)

3. C. .1. Ailman and A. S. Hopkins, "Nar- ,. .*.easured at 1157.6 Seconds row Band Cross-Correlation Analysis

NODE 1 MODE 2 MODE 3 of Fluctuating Pressures Beneath a
SA43 (2 i)(272 Hz) (555 Hz) Turbulent Boundary Layer", NASA CR-TA4 (1 Hz1066, May 1968.

i,-as. 2.5 2.3 3.3 4. H. H. Heller and A. R. Clemente, "Un- "-

-r-d. 5.1 2.7 54 steady Aerodynamic Loads on Slender
Cones at Free-Stream Mach Numbers

STA. 61 From 0 to 22", AIAA paper No. 73-998,STA. 61 Oct. 15, 1973.
.eas. 5.5 6.0 7.0 5. P. A. Franken, "Sound Induced Vibra- S

tions of Cylindrical Vehicles", J..red. 2.4 3.1 5.3 Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol.34, No. 4, April
1962, pp. 453-454.

The flight data-analysis bands are too 6. V. V. Bolotin, "On the Density of the
wide to permit corroboration of the con- Distribution of Natural Frequencies '
cept that most of the low-frequency vi- of Thin Elastic Shells", Russian Pub.
bration response is concentrated in nar- PMM, Vol. 27, No. 2, 1973, pp.362-364.

"" row bands about the beam-bending reso-
nance frequencies. However, the sugges- 7. Lewis H. Abraham, Structural D-sign

' ted solution for the excess response in of Missiles and Spacecraft, McGraw-
-the low frequencies has additional merit Hill, New York, 1962.
when it is noted that similar trends ex-
i ist between predicted and measured levels. 8. W. V. Speaker and C. mi. Ailman, "Spec-
That is, at STA. 43, the measured levels tra and Space-Time Correlations of6 dipped for the second mode from the le- t; ': v e s o f o d e s a n d , w h e e a s a S T A .t h e F l u c t u a t i n g P r e s s u r e s a t a W a l l . - .ves of modes I and 3, whereas at STA. Beneath a Supersonic Turbulent Boun-

*[" 01, the levels increased with increasing dary Layer Perturbed by Steps and
freqtaeracy. The calculated levels show Shock Waves", NASA CR-48.- May,1966.
tihese same trends.

TsA cmr ngecdc 9. 1I. H. Heller and S. E. Widnall, "Dy-
- to tinThese AC comparisons gives credence namics of an Acoustic Probe for Mea- " *.'to thed coclusion that the region of sep- suring Pressure Fluctuations on aarattani flow, caused by a maneuver-produ- ilpersonic Reentry Vehicle", J Acoust.Ci' rliechaism, can induce considerable Soc. Am., Vol. 44, No. 4, 1968. ."' low-frequency vibratory response not re-

' latatle to the normal aerodynamic-flow- '..%
11,hc&''d ',1fldlliJ CS.
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APPENDIX Description of the Vibration Sensor .

Description of the Pressure Sensor The vibration sensor was an Endevco ' 

model 2221E accelerometer combined with
The fluctuating-pressure sensing sy- a model 2640N139 amplifier. This system

stem included a probe-type microphone and had virtually no sensitivity variation -

its associated signal-conditioning pack- over the frequency range of interest in
age manufactured by the K-West Co. The the working environments, so Corrections

diaphragm was mounted perpendicular to, were not required. However, shock events

and 2.54 cm. from, the shell surface, and could not be monitored quantitatively due
was connected to the surface by means of to the high level and high frequency li-

a pin hole. The diaphragm was perforated mitations of this system. • .

to reduce the low frequency response (and

hence, dependence on abrupt changes in Description of the On-Board Data Processor --

static pressure). Figure 10 presents a
typical acoustic response of one of these The output from all four dynamic

sensors under static conditions. In ad- sensors were processed by a Gulton Mfg.

dition, Figure 10 also gives an in-flight Co. data processor. Each output was fed
response as would be predicted using Ref. to a series of bandpass filters. With
9. Note that the latter would vary with the exception of the top two bands from .
time due to geometry and local speed-of- the fluctuating pressure measurements,
sound changes during reentry. Octave which were processed by analogue tech-
band data were corrected for the high niques, each bandpass filter output was
frequency dependence by integrating the sampled, time multiplexed and then A/D 0
in-light curves over each band for spe- converted. Still in time multiplex, the
cific time periods, and adding appropriate samples were digitally squared and then
corrections per band. Typically, only the demultiplexed and accumulated over 0.1
sixth and seventh octave bands were cor- second intervals. The results were tele-
rected due to the high frequency roll- metered through a PC encoder as indivi-"
off, and though variable with time and dual 10 samples/sec. channels both in real
location, nominal correction values were time and with a five second delay. Pre-
one-half and two decibels respectively, flight calibration of the total FPL on-
The low frequency roll-off never changed board system showed +0.5 dB accuracy of
and was experimentally determined by com- the value expected by analysis at 500 -.:
parison with ground test equipment. and 1000 Hz.

i ~Acoustic Response (no flaw
I or low velocity flow)

+1 -I Reentry plus 21 seconds /

Reentry plus 27 seconds I / \ |t.+8 /\ I .. -..--

+ 8

V - 4- .- i'. '

+4-. '

.4

-16

[,.I IIII II ZI 4K IK I0 ' "

40 so 100 200 400 500 O2 4K SK 10K 20K
Frequency (1iz)

FIGURE 10 TYPICAL SENSITIVITY OF AN ACE PROBE MICROPHONE (S/N 103)
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CALCULATION OF ATTACH POINT LOADS DUE

TO POSSIBLE COMBUSTION INSTABILITY IN THE

SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS % -

F. R. Jensen and D. T. Wang
Hercules Incorporated

Magna, Utah

S

This paper is based on a structural dynamics study of the Space Shuttle
that was conducted at Hercules Incorporated under Contract Number F04611-73- .
C-0025 with the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory at Edwards Air Force _

.4P-
Base in California. The work took place during the period from June 1975 to 4-.d
June 1976. A final report entitled: "Space Shuttle Response to Acoustic

Combustion Instability in the Solid Rocket Boosters", was issued in June
1976. (Refer to AFRPL-TR-76-62.)

The objective of the analysis discussed in this paper was to analyze
the Space Shuttle vehicle to determine structural response to possible
acoustic combustion instability in the solid rocket boosters. Response . .4'.

of the Space Shuttle vehicle to pressure oscillations in the solid rocket
boosters (SRB's) was calculated. The response was expressed in terms of
forces and displacements at the attach points between the SRB's and the Ex-
ternal Tank (ET), and between the ET and the orbiter.

The NASTRAN computer program was used to analyze various finite element 1
shuttle models. Finite element models of the SRB, ET, and orbiter were
supplied by North American Rockwell, Space Division, at Downey, California.
A detailed finite element model of the solid rocket motor (SRM) was con-
structed for use with the cyclic symmetry option in NASTRAN. The models

were analyzed separately and results were combined to represent the total
structure by using a mechanical impedance-type approach. Acoustic analyses

were performed at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC) at China Lake, California.
The acoustic natural frequencies and mode shapes were transmitted to Her-
cules for use in this analysis program.

The analysis approach based on using mechanical impedance methods and
the cyclic symmetry option in NASTRAN was demonstrated by calculating
shuttle structure response to the first longitudinal acoustic mode in the
SRB's. A maximum attach point load of 7.12 kN (1600 Ibs) was calculated
for a +6.89 kPa (+1.0 psi) pressure oscillation level. Therefore, maxi-
mum attach point loads of 71.2 kN to 142 kN (16,000 to 32,000 Ibs) can be
expected for maximum pressure oscillation levels of +68.9 to +137.8 kPa _

(±10 to +20 psi). The attach point loads would be applied at a freqeuncyof152Hz

INTRODUCTION

Most solid propellant rocket motors exhibit particular mode which in turn increases in , -.
some degree of combustion instability, which is amplitude in an unstale (e 1, envelope) fash- ,
characterized by chamber pressure oscillations, ion until some limiting amplitude is reached.
The hot combustion gasses in the combustion cav- As burning in the motor continues, the condi-
ity can oscillate in various natural acoustic tions required to sustain oscillation ina p
modes much the same way that the column of air particular mode change, and the mode typially
in an organ pipe resonates. Pressure transduc- dies away before thc, end of motor operattons.

ers that are designed to measure the alternat- Motors that exhibit unstable pressure uscill-
ing component of the chamber pressure are used ations in more than on,. ac oUstiL mode dkii1
to measure the unstable pressure oscillations, motor operation tine are tommon, however, thc.
The oscillations are considered to be unstable lower frequency modes are ty'pitallv ot mot .. ,
because a small perturbation can excite a conLrn with aluminum piopellants.
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In the past, unstable acoustic pressure force solutions were used to form a mechanical -
oscillations in upper stage motors on certain impedance matrix which relates force to dis-
ballistic missiles have produced relatively high placement at the attachment points. Finite
amplitude vibration levels on the motor cast and element models of the orbiter and the external
attached components. Vibration levels as high tank were analyzed in a similar manner to deter-
as 300 g's have been measured during upp-r stage mine mechanical impedance at the interconnection %..

motor operation. This past experience with point&. A'solution was then obtained for the
solid rocket motors has been cause for concern response of the SRB model to internal acoustic
with possible acoustic instabilities in thue pressure oscillations. By combining the re-
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) motors. sponse of the SRB model with the various mechan-
The objective of the work covered in this paper ical impedance matrices the response of the
was to analyze the Space Shuttle vehicle _o de- total assembled space shuttle structure was .

- termine structural response to possible acoustic calculated. A similar approach was used pre-
combustion instability in the solid rocket boost- viously to calculate the response of components
ers. The analysis was intended to provide an attached to a solid rocket motor. [1]
estimate of the forces to be expected at the
attachment points between the Solid Rocket Boost- All computer solutions including matrix
ers and the External Tank (ET). manipulations and finite element model responses

were obtained by using the NASTRAN computer code.
The problem could have been solved directly Existing finite element models of the ET, the

by constructing a finite elemnt model of the orbiter, and the forward section of an SRB were
entire shuttle structure and then making com- furnished for use in this program by North Amer-
puter runs to obtain the forced .;teadv state ican Rockwell at Downey, California. A detailed --

structural response to the pre.Ssure loads in tinite element model of the solid motor (SRM)
the combustion cavities of the SRB's. (The portion of an SRB was constructed for this
acoustic mode shape defines the pressure load analysis task. The SRM was a general 3-D model
distribution in space and U1e load-time VaCia- that represented the viscoelastic grain, the
tion is sinusoidal.) Such a dirert approach was steel case, the nozzle, and the igniter. The
not practical because of the unreasona " i ,,t dynamic properties (complex modulus) of the

,'.'. ' <I ........ ............... ..,..t .... r-propellant were obtained from a report on prop- 0.*

erties of Space Shuttle propellant. [2.

The use of mdal synthJ is t,-chnique> A complete 3-D model of an SRM would have.- -
would have been a natural way to solve thi 5  contained too many degrees of freedom; computer * _ -
problem if the ViscOelastic propellant grain rin times and storage requirements would have
were not important. Th'e usual modal runresn- been too great to allow practical solutions to
tation used in modal synthesi', couid not be be obtained. Therefore, the cyclic symmetry
accurately applied to the propellant grain h,- capability of NASTRAN was employed to maintain
cause the grain dynamic (complvx) lauo1LS chang,,s effective grid refinement with significantly
with frequency. reduced computer run times. The combination of S

the mechanical impedance approach and the cyclic

This paper describes the usie of a mechanical svmetry option in NASTRAN resulted in a practi- %

impedance approach combined with the cycli.c cal way to obtain the response of a rocket motor,-
symeMtry capability of NASTRAN to obtain a prat-, with unsymmetrical structural attachments. The

, tical solution to the problem. usPe of cyclic symmetry combined with a mechani- . %
Lal impedance approach for such problems was

Work to define the likelihood of any lpartic- first suggested by the McNeal-Schwendler Corp.
ular aLou ;tic mode being unstable, to define th, of Los Angeles, California.
natural mode shapes, and to ,stimate limitin, . .
amplitudes of unstable modes was carried on at DETAILED ANALYSIS METHOD ".
the Naval Wapons Center (NWC) at China Lake,
California. Fot the work reported herein, the The purpose of this section is to provide
first longitudinal mode was as-,umed to b, in- detaili, on how the analysis was performed. The %
stable and the re,;ponse was c:ilc,lated -or a various finite element models are described,
normalized(6.89 kPa maximum) lressure mod, hape. general application of mechanical impendance is
Since the solutions are linear, dif,,reut ares- discussed, and the equations are provided.
sure oscillation levels can b acecounted fo by .-.

direct multiplication of the 6.89 kPa (1.6 psi) A. FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSES
.results; e.g., for 68.9 kPa (10 ps4), mnUltily " .i.'

bs 10. Ts;e cot.sLit natral mode and freqncy For a finite element model with viscous

were sluppli ed by tWC. damping, the equations of motion are:

APPROACH FM- IU' + 'BI 161 + [K] jUJ = 1F(t)l (I)

The solid rocket booster strelctlre wa,, rep- wh, re: rM, the mass matrix ",'.
resented by a finite element model. Solutions rB the viscous damping matrix
were obtained from the model for unit harmonic IK = the stiffness matrix .. '.
forces applied one at'a time at each attachment 1U1 - the displacement vector
point in each coordinate direction. Th.- nit F(t), = the applied load vector

A
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For a harmonic forcing function a a particular [R3 is called a receptance matrix.
frequency, such as 1F(t)j - jFje' *t the equa- 1
tions representing the steady state motion [33 Where a receptance matrix is desired for
are: only a fraction of the degrees of freedom in

the finite element model, the displacement
(- 2 [S] + iw[B] + [K])IUI - IFI (2) vector can be partitioned

A common method of handling the damping is U1 j R1  R12 ] IF1 1

to assume that elements in the damping matrix (6)
are proportional to corresponding elements in U R2 1 R22  F-

* the stiffneSL. matrix [4]L
Solving for jUl with IF2 1 : 0:

[B3 - (g/w)[K]
Il = [RIl]IFl1 (7)

Equation (2) then becomes
If IUIl is the set of displacements on an SRB

(-w 2 [M] + (1 + ig)[K3)IUI = F (3) at the attachment points, then equation (7) O
relates forces to displacements at the attach-

The propellant is assumed to be a linear visco- ment points when no other forces are applied
elastic material so that it can be represented to the SRB.
at steady state conditions by an elastic mater-
lal with viscous damping. The viscoelastic A more efficient way to obtain a reduced
properties of the propellant are described by R matrix is to apply unit loads at each of the ,- -,.

PoLsson's ratio and a complex shear modulus, coordinates in F1 and solve for UI, using the
G*, which is a function of frequency: regular NASTRAN R. F.-8 solution. To clarify

this approach, equation (7) can be written as
G*(f) = G'(f) + iGa(f) follows:

where: G'(f) is the shear storage modulus U 11 r12 r13 --- rln
G(f)/G'(f) is the loss tangent r r 2 f"U2 r2l r22 r23 --- r2n i

f
2'" -.

If [Kp] is the stiffness matrix for the
propellant elements based on an elastic shear U3  r3 1 r32 r33 ---r3n f 3  _
modulus equal to G'(f), then a value of g can
be selected so that (I + ig)[Kp] represents a
complex stiffness matrix that corresponds with
use of the complex shear modulus G*(f),
(g = G'(f)/G'(f)). The advantage of the mech-
anLcal impedance approach over the more con-
ventional modal synthesis approach for this I
situation occurs because the frequency depend- rnl rn2 rn3 --- rnn fn"
ant propellant properties can be changed for (
each analysis frequency in the steady state or:
frequency response analysis, whereas a modal -.
analysis does not permit changing properties U1 - r1 lfl + rl2f2 + r1 3 f3 + -+

N' for each frequency (eigenvalue).U 2  rf 1 +rf +rf 3 +-+U2 -f r21f I + r22f 2 + r23f 3 + --+r2nf n , --

Equation (3) is solved by the NASTRAN
program when analyses are performed using the U3 

f r31fl + r32f2 + r33 f3 + "--+ r3nfn
frequency response rigid format [5]. Let

[D] = (-w2[M + (I + ig)[K])

Then equation (3) can be written

rD: =U rnlf + r2 f2  + r f3 +---+ r f

and the solution to equation (3) can be written n I.2n3n
In the above equations, when f = 1;0 and f1 =

.UI = [D-I]:F} (4) 0, i 0 1, the solution for the (Ui)'s gives
the first column in the desired reduced recept- . ."

Let ance matrix; .. -

"" ~ ~~[R] - [VD] -11 '[,r21 = U2

Then equation (4) can be written as

S- [RjF(). -(5)..

Using the terminology suggested in Reference 6, nl Un
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4 The other columns in the receptance matrix can called a "frequency response analysis." The
be determined by solving for other force terms use of frequency response-type analyses is im- - _

*'. of unit value. For example, a solution with plied when mechanical impedance is discussed. -"
Sf2 1.0 and all other fi - 0 would provide
* the second column in the receptance matrix. The concept of impedance or receptance of

the space shuttle structure at a set of points
A DHAP ALTER must be used to save the dis- was used to allow the individual shuttle models %.

placements calculated by NASTRAN: to be analyzed separately. The results from
the individual analyses were combined to obtain

ALTER 141 solutions that represent the total structure. .

OUTPUT2 UDVF,,,,//C,N,-1/C,N,17/C,N, UDVFTP$ Equation (7) represents a linear system.
Since the system is linear, the response for

END ALTER two different load sets applied simultaneously .
can be determined by applying each load set .'

When the above ALTER is used In the executive separately and summing the results. Consider
control deck, the displacement matrix UDVF is one SRB undergoing acoustic pressure oscilla-
written on tape unit 17 and can be saved for tions. The SRB would be subjected to two 1

later use. In the same computer run or in separate loading systems:
another run, UDVF can be partitioned to ob-

- tamn the R matrix. (1) The acoustic natural mode would
load the solid motor by means of

" In the space shuttle analysis, the recept- a certain pressure distribution
- ance matrix at the interconnection coordinates in the motor combustion cavity.

was required for each model. The appropriate
receptance matrices were obtained by applying (2) The remainder of the space shuttle
unit forces at each connection coordinate for vehicle would apply loads to the
each finite element model. SRB at the SRB attach points as

the total vehicle vibrates in

B. MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE TECHNIQUES response to the pressure oscil-
lations. %.

"Impedance" and "Admittance" are terms
generally associated with electrical circuits. The objective of this work is to calculate the
The terms "mechanical impedance" and "mechan- second load set.
ical admittance" are normally used to indicate -
that an analogy is being made between an elec- In the NASTRAN finite element models, a -.
trical circuit and a mechanical system. The certain set of displacement coordinates repre-
literature on mechanical vibration analysis sents the SRB attach coordinates. The SRB is
contains a large amount of information on attached to the ET at nodes 303, 310, and 311.
mechanical impedance-type approaches. For The node locations and x, y, z coordinate
example, the Shock and Vibration Bulletin con- directions are indicated in Figure 1. A plot O
rains many papers on application of mechanical of the SRM finite element model is shown in
impedance techniques. r7] Figure 2. The attach point displacement coordin- - .

ates are: ".

Mechanical impedance is a ratio of force , - -

to velocity. Mechanical admittance, coimmonly 3x
called "mobility", is the inverse of mechanical
impedance, i.e., a ratio of velocity to force. U303y %-

A basic discussion on mechanical impedance and
mobility can be found in Reference 8. The
term "receptance" is used to denote the ratio 3z (8)

of displacement to force. The concept of
receptance is discussed in References 6, 8, and-- --

9. Additional discussion on electromechanical 310z
analogies are contained in References 10 and 11. 311y

The term "immittance" h s been used to ,
represent impedance or admittance. Mechanical For this linear system, the total response at
imnittance and transmission matrix concepts the attach points, IUT1, can be obtained by
are discussed in References 12, 13, and 14. summing the responses due to the two separate

load sets discussed above '-

When a sinusoidal force drives a linear dueonl toth
system, the steady state response displacements, IUT = Uol SRB + lUcl (9)
velocities, and accelerations are sinusoidal
at the frequency of the driving force. The where: IUOISRB the response at the attach "
relationship between driving force coordinateE due only to theand response can be expressed by algebraic acoustic pressure mode

equations involving complex numbers, (such as
equation 5). The analysis of such a system is JUcl = the response at the attach
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'0 coordinates due to the attach (13) was used in the component vibration pro-, ,
loads (applied by the remaining gram. The Component Vibration Final Report [15.
shuttle structure, i.e., the contains a simple example showing that equation
total shuttle less one SRB.) (13) is applicable. For verification, a con-

Tedpaen reos cnbventional frequency response analysis was per- % 
-

The displacement response JUo can be formed on a simple structure. The structure
calculated directly by using a NASTRAN model was then separated into two separate models and

- of an SRB. To obtain JUoJ, a cyclic symmetry the mechanical impedance approach, as character-
model of an SRM was analyzed to determine re- ized by equation (13), was applied. The small 0
sponse to the first acoustic natural mode at differences in the response values obtained by

15.25 Hz. Details of the Uol calculations the two methods were attributed to roundoff "4

" are discussed in the following section. error.

If the receptance of the SRB at the at- To obtain the desired solution to equation
tach points is denoted [RsRB], then JUcJ can (13) the matrices [RSRB

3
, [RRss1 , and 1Uc SRBI

be expressed as must be available. The calculation of these
three matrices is discussed in Reference 16. S

Uc = RsRBJ {FcI (10) The calculation of each of the three matrices
is somewhat complicated by the fact that each

Where: JFc1 = the set of forces applied to the depends on solutions from two different finite

SRB at the SRB attach points element models. Two different models were used
to represent the SRB, a cyclic symmetry model

By way of further explanation of JFc1, the set of the SRM and a model of the nose section f-

of forces JFc1 are internal forces that occur above the SRM. Models of the ET and the orbiter
at the attach points between the SRB and the were used to represent the remaining shuttle ,

' ET due to pressure oscillations in the SRM. structure for calculation of [RRSSJ. Finite
Cutting the structure at the attach points to element models of the ET and the orbiter repre-

show free body diagrams would yield a diagram sent only one-half of the structure and separate -

showing internal forces IFcJ applied to the models were supplied for symmetric and asymmet- .-\.-'
SRB and equal, but opposite, forces, I-Fc, ric boundary conditions. The X-Z plane as
applied to the ET. shown in Figure 1 was taken as the plane of L"

symmetry for the models. When the models with
An equation similar to equation (10) can symmetry boundary conditions are analyzed,

be written for the remainder of the space the results represent a symmetric structure .. 1-,
"huttle vehicle. When one SRB has been removed, subjected to symmetric loads. Therefore, a

the remaining structure consists of the ET, the solution for a particular acoustic mode using -

"'-'... orbiter, and the other SRB. If the receptance the models with symmetric boundary conditions . - *..•,

of the remaining structure at the attach represents the condition where both solid

points'is denoted [RRss], then the forces ap- rocket motors are being subjected to unstable .

plied result in 1UT1 displacements acoustic oscillations that are in-phase. Use
of the models with asymmetric boundary condi- 0

.UT1 = [RRSS1 l-Fc' (11) tions represents the condition where both SRM's
are oscillating out-of-phase with one another.

For this analysis, the only forces applied The difference between the symmetric and
to the remaining shuttle structure are the asymmetric solutions yields the response for the
forces I-Fc; therefore, the displacements in situation where only one SRM is undergoing un-
equation (11) are the total displacements, stable acoustic oscillations.

UT}, rather than the displacements due to
connection forces, lUcl, as in equation (10). DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Equation (11) can be solved for connection
forces JFcJ and the result substituted into Response of the Space Shuttle Vehicle to the
equation (10) to eliminate the unknown forces first longitudinal acoustic mode has been cal- , -

-l culated. A sketch of the vehicle, indicating %
-UcT = [-NR s 

1
U (12) nodes at the interconnection points, is shown"°BI in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, Node 303 .- '-.

* When equation (12) is substituted into equation represents the forward SRB/ET attach point.

* (9), then the total displacements are found to Nodes 310 and 311 are the aft SRB/.ET attach
." be points. Nodes 90 and 91 represent the connec-

." tions between the ET and the Orbiter.
•I ( +SSD].UoSRB! ("+1R3)°." -

-. T ( +R R(13) The forces from the in-phase analysis are ,'S -

The solution to equation (13) represents given in Table 1. The largest force for the
the desired response of the shuttle to acoustic +6.89 kPa (+1 p.i) pressure oscillation level
oscillations. The connection forces can be re- is 7.12 kN (1,610 pounds) at Node 303 in the Y
covered by using the solution of equation (11) direction. For a pressure oscillation level of

+68.9 kPa (10 psi), the maximum force would ..:.=
F I F -RRss'!UTI (14) increase to 71.2 kN (16,100 pounds). The

corresponding forces from the out-of-phase

An equation similar to that of equation analysis are shown in Table 1. The maximum
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force from the "out-of-phase" solution is [7] Index to the Shock and Vibration Bulletins,

4.50 kN (1,012 pounds) at Node 303 in the x February 1968, Tie Shock and Vibration Informa-
direction. tion Center, Naval Research Laboratory, Wash-

ington, D.C.
When the in-phase and out-of-phase solu-

tions are added to obtain the results for the [83 Harris, C. M., and Crede, C. E., Shock and
situation where only one booster is undergoing Vibration Handbook, Vol. 1, Chapter 10, McGraw-
unstable pressure oscillations, a maximum inter- Hill Book Co., New York, 1961.

face force of 9.46 kN (2,127 pounds) is obtain-
ed at Node 303 in the x direction. However, [9] Bishop, R. E. D., Gladwell, C. M. L., and - .
such addition of the s lutions represents a Michaelson, S., The Matrix Analysis of Vibra-
pressure oscillation I vel of +13.79 kPa tn, Section 5.5, Cambridge at the University

(±2 psi). The normalized maximum force for a Press, London, 1965
+6.89 kPa (+1 psi) pressure level would, there-
fore, be 4.73 kN (1,064 pounds). The "in- [10] Crafton, P. A., Shock and Vibration in
phase" condition, therefore, produces the great- Linear Systems, Harper and Brothers, New York, .'z-
eat forces. 1961. 0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS [II] MacNeal, R. H., Electric Circuit Analogies
for Elastic Structures, Vol 2, John Wiley and

for"This analysis program resulted in estimates Sons, New York, 1962. - --

for the attach point forces between the solid
rocket motors and the external tank and has, [123 Rubin, S., Review of Mechanical Immittance
therefore, met the program objectives. Good and Transmission Concepts, Presented at the
agreement between hand calculations and com- 71st Meeting of the Acoustical Society of .
puter analysis results show at least that L.e America, Boston, Mass., June 1966. .N, -

computer results are of a reasonable order of % "
magnitude. [13] Rubin, S., Class Notes Distributed at UCLA

Short Course on Structural Dynamics Analysis,
A method for combining a mechanical Los Angeles, California, 1967. %%

impedance approach with the cyclic symmetry

capability of NASTRAN has been demonstrated to [14] Rubin, S., On the Use of Eight-Pole Param-
be advantageous for structures such as rocket eters for Analysis of Beam Systems, Soc. of
motors that have frequency dependent material Automotive Engineers, Reprint 925F, October ?,. -7

properties. The m.' thod was demonstrated by 1964.
analysis of the first longitudinal acoustic
mode in the SRB's at a zero burn time. Future [15) Analytical Prediction of Motor Component
work could include other modes and other burn Vibrations Driven by Acoustic Combustion
times. Instability, op. cit.

REFERENCES: [16] F. R. Jensen, Space Shuttle Response to 0
Acoustic Combustion Instability in the Solid

[ll F. R. Jensen, Analytical Prediction of Rocket Boosters, Final Report, AFRPL-TR-76-62,
Motor Component Vibrations Driven by Acoustic Hercules Incorporated, For the Air Force Rocket -
Combustion Instability, Final Report AFRPL-TR- Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards, CA., June 1976.
76-11, Hercules Incorporated, for the Air Force ' "

Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards, CA, Note: A version of NASTRAN that has the cyclic
February 1976. symmetry option in rigid format 8 must be used .

2afor the solid rocket motor problem, e.g., The"% ~[2)j J. H. Stoker and D. R. Mason, Space Shuttle '" '.
. . McNeal-Schwendler version of NASTRAN.•-

S4 Propellant Dynamic Properties, 26 June 1975, ,h.vs o S
DR No. 3-5, Thiokol/Wasatch Division, for NASA, e%
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,

,V Alabama.

• [3) The NASTRAN Theoretical Manual, (Level 15),
R. H. MacNeal, Ed., April 1972, NASA SP-221(01), -
NASA, Washington, D.C., Page 12.1-3.

[41 The NASTRAN Theoretical Manual, loc. cit.,
p 9.3-8.

[5 The NASTRAN User's Manual, (Level 15), C.
W. McCormick, Ed., June 1972, NASA SP-222(01),

* NASA, Washington, D.C., p3.9-11.

[6) Bishop, R. E. D., and Johnson, D. C., The
Mechanics of Vibration, Cambridge at the Uni-

"- versity Press, 1960, London, England.
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TABLE 1

Forces at the Attach Points Due to 0
Oscillation in the First Acoustic Mode at

15.25 Hz. (+6.89 kPa pressure oscillation level)

SYMMETRIC RESPONSES ASYMMETRIC RESPONSES -

FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE FORCE

COMPONENT AMPLITUDE (kN) PHASE (rad) AMPLITUDE (kN) PHASE (rad)

F303X 5.81 1.66 4.50 2.48

F303Y 7.16 0.855 1.11 0.890

F303Z 0.125 3.04 0.285 z.04

F3 10Y 1.74 1.59 Z.26 -1.88

F 3 1 OZ 0.396 -1.12 0.974 -1.34

F311 Y 1.58 1.62 2.66 -1.88

,,t F 9 x 0 .004 -0 .5 5 9 - -

Fg Y  - - 0.667 1.62

F90z 0.062 2.58 - -

* F91x 0.676 -1.17 0.818 1.41

"' . F 9 IY  0 .16 9 1 .4 3 1 .0 5 1 .5 5 " .' '"

F91Z 0.262 -1.82 0.369 1.48

Z. %a

A.

1

%• %

'a

% % %
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TRACKED VEHICLES

HULL VIBRATORY POWER FLOW AND RESULTING INTERIOR

NOISE ON THE MII3A ARMORED PERSONNEL CRRIER -...

Peter E. Rentz
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

Canoga Park, California
0

The suspension vibration-induced noise levels in the M113A '
armored personnel carrier were investigated using a statistical ...-

energy analysis approach. The acoustic radiation from each ...

hull panel was determined from vibration measurements and summed.
This sum was then compared with internal dissipated acoustic
power. The agreement confirmed the approach and provided a
method for judging the potential for noise control measures, such
as damping and shielding. Those measures with high potential
were experimentally evaluated. The vibratory energy flow into
the hull from the suspension members was determined by measuring
the input impedance of the hull along with both the motion of the
suspension member (directly) and the force on the member (indi-
rectly). Comparison with structural dissipated power was reason-
able. Structural modifications to reduce the power accepting
characteristics of the hull were implemented and evaluated with
limited success.

INTRODUCTION ductions were effected on the Mll3A.

The M113A Armored Personnel Carrier Preceding the work reported herein,
(APC) has many attributes which make it a systematic study was conducted to
attractive for use in the development of identify and quantify the contributions
advanced concepts for noise reduction in of the idlers, sprockets, and road-
tracked vehicles. In production since wheels [2]. From this study, the con-
1960, the vehicle has enjoyed immense tributions of the three noise sources to
popularity and has been subject to de- the crew area A-weighted noise level
sign refinements. As a result of this were determined, Fig. 1. The A-weighted
process, many design variations have and octave band noise level speed depen-
been evaluated and a large.store of dence is presented in Fig. 2. Replot-
knowledge exists relative to what is ting the speed-dependent octave band
feasible and what is not. But more im- values gives spectra for three typical
portantly, the slab-sided, all-aluminum- speeds of 15, 20. and 32 mph (24, 32,
hulled M113A is very noisy and has re- and 51.5 km/hr*, Fig. 3. The spectral
sisted piecemeal efforts at noise reduc- values exceed the specification goal by
tion. Therefore, both the challenge and 10 to 20 dB at 250 Hz, depending on ve-
the opportunity exist for the develop- hicle speed. -

• ment of effective noise control technol-
ogy. The cross section of the vehicle,

Fig. 4, illustrates the nature of the
The high noise levels in this ve- vibratory power input and distribution,

hicle, which was designed for perfor- analysis, and control problem. The
mance, have been recognized as a problem roadwheel bearings and idler spindles
since initial production. Efforts in are bolted directly to the lower side of
1964 [1] identified the track and sus- the hull. The idler attachment is at
pension as the cause of the noise and the intersection of the box beam and
employed some of the same acoustic radi- back plate which is welded to all hull
ation and damping relations used in the
present study. In spite of this work
and similar studies on the M113A and *SI units are given in parenthesis fol-
other vehicles, no significant noise re- lowing U.S. customary units.
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Fig. 1. Track System Source Con- Fig. 2. Speed Dependence of
tributions to M113A Crew Area M113A Crew Noise [2]
Noise Levels at Various Speeds [2]

members shown in Fig. 4. The sprocket
is supported by a final drive assembly

130 which is bolted to the hull at the front
of the vehicle. In all three cases, ef- -

ficient mechanical coupling exists be-
\/2~eI.tween the suspension member and the hull.

* 7~ ~20AI32A.'IIn addition, all hull plates are well
,. .. %/5.0124.A.Icoupled, with flanking paths at the

Il 11 front and rear.
I "%

STATISTICAL ENERGY ANALYSIS

goIn vibro-acoustic systems with more than
'a.. one or two modes in frequency bands of .-

All- interest, it is convenient, and usually
more accurate, to deal with time and '

- I-frequency band averaged characteristics. <

OCTAVE "NO CIWIIR FlIFOLIAWS, H. This approach has been developed and ex-

Fig. 3. Baseline Noise Spectra tensively applied to room acoustics
in M4113A Crew Area (2] problems. More recently, the approach

g.TOP PLATE, 1.5 inch~ x70 ft 
2 

(30TmmIt 6.5 m,)

UPPER SIDE
PKATE
1.7 n . 30 ft 2

INTERIOR VOLUME (ud,,, IT 2.8.2)

0. n.XIs1 2 BOTTOM 57IFFENERS

PLATE 2 '(2OTmOM P T 3.5

1. 125 inI .311ft *2
(2R.6-. 3.5,,

Fig. 4. Cross Section of the M113A Hull Showing
Major Plates and Suspension Attachment Area
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has been applied to vibrating structures space averaged mean square acceleration
and to the interaction of the vibrating level in the band centered at frequency
structures and surrounding fluid fields. f. The radiation resistance is
This discipline has been named Statisti-
cal Energy Analysis (SEA) and is summar- R = pcSO (4)

4.. ized in various references [3, 4]. The rad J. %
relations which have been utilized in
this study of the vibratory and acoustic Here, pc is the characteristic acoustic
power flow within the hull of the Mll3A impedance of air, S is the total radi-
APC fall into four categories: panel ating area, and a is the radiation ef-
dissipation, panel radiation, reverber- ficiency.
ant room acoustics, and power flow into
a structure. The radiation efficiency is a func-

tion of the critical frequency of the
The vibratory power dissipated in a plates and of a nondimensional parameter
structure in a frequency band is given = Ph/S. P is the sum of the boundary
by length plus twice the total length of

all stiffeners on the surface of area,
and h is the thickness of the plate thus

d enclosed. The critical frequency is the
frequency at which the bending wave-

where Wd = power dissipated ft-lb/sec length in the plate equals the acoustic
- watts, wavelength in the air and is (for /''.-

f feec Hzaluminum plates) .._
f = frequency, Hz, --

fc = 500/h
n = internal loss factor averaged

over the frequency band cen- where h thickness, inches, or
tered at frequency f,

f = 12700/h
<v2>= space averaged mean squared c . "

, velocity, ft2/sec 2 (m2/sec 2 ), where h = thickness, mm.

m = structure mass, lb sec 2/ft Again, the acceleration level, AL, of a
(kg). plate is related to the mean square ac-

celeration by
In engineering form

AL = 10 log <a2>/g 2 . (5)
PWL = AL + 10 log T + 128.4 (2) -

f S
-12 By substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into

where PWL = power level, dB re 10 watt (3), the radiated sound power level by

AL = <a2> plates of total area S can be expressed , '.

0AL 1 log - acceleration as

level, dB re l.Og, ...
_celtin PWLra d = AL + 10 log aS - 20 log f + 140

a = acceleration, ft/sec 2 (m/sec2) (ad (6)

g = 32.2 ft/sec2 (9.81 m/sec2), Add 10 dB to the right-hand Ode for SI

units.
w = mg = weight, lbs(kg m/sec 2 ).

For a reverberant space, with air
Subtract 6.5 dB from the right-hand side as the fluid
for ST units.

The power radiated from a reverber- PWL = SPL + 10 log ( 1-) - 10 (7)
ant plate can also be estimated from
measured plate acceleration levels. The ...

time averaged total power, Wr, radiated where SPL = space averaged sound pressure
from a plate is level, dB re 20PN/m 2,

60V
Wr =Rrad<a

2>14 2f2  (3) R - 60V = room constant,W r = R a <a > 4 2 2( )1 .0 86c T 60 ft2 (m 2 ), • "

In this equadion, R. is the radiation V Volume, ft3(m3 ),

Sresistance of the plate and <a2> is the
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Reverberation time, seconds, Most of the quantities required are di-

rectly measurable. One exception is the

C = Speed of sound, 1128 ft/sec radiation efficiency of the hull panels
(344 m/sec). which are well coupled. For the major *.•

panels, the radiation efficiency was de-
Add 10 dB to the right-hand side for SI termined analytically from work of
units. Maidanik [5]. In addition, individual .

panel loss factor values are not con-
Or, directly in terms of the reverbera- veniently measured. The total vehicle
tion time loss factor was measured and used for

the individual panel loss factor. With .
VWSP 10lo 29. ( the coupling values between the panels .-.

PWL = SPL + 0 log -29. (8) estimated to be greater than the indi- .'. -60 vidual panel loss factor values, this -. -

Add 15 dB to the right-hand side for S approximation was considered valid.

units. INTERIOR ACOUSTIC AND HULL VIBRATORY 0
The input vibratory power depends DISSIPATED POWER

on the characterization of the source. The power being dissipated in either the
Given the velocity at the point of at- interior acoustic volume or the hull
tachment structure depends on the respective in-

herent dissipation and the energy level. -. ,.
Win = Re[Z <v2 >] = IZ I <v> 2 sin (9) The inherent dissipation was evaluatedby measuring the rate of decay of the

acoustic field in the case of the in-
where Z int (N im) terior volume and that of the structual 4.

lb-sec/ft (N sec/i), vibration field in the case of the hull.

v = Point velocity, ft/sec (m/sec), The decay rates were evaluated by , -

exciting the acoustic or structural
Angle between force and field in octave bands with a speaker or
velocity, degrees. shaker, disconnecting the excitation, and ,

matching the envelope of the decaying
In engineering terms, and using the signal with a calibrated decay curve.
inertance phase angle These decay rates, along with the cor-

responding loss factor values, are pre- ,
sented in Table I. For a reverberant

PWLi = 10 log I7I + AL - 20 log f acoustic field, the average surface
in absorption is also of interest and is

+1lgin 1. (0 also presented in Table I. The hull
+ 10 log sin + 135.5 (10) structure loss factor values are typical

of undamped structures and suggest that
the addition of damping would measurably

where 4 is the angle between force and reduce the vibratory levels and resulting
acceleration, degrees. interior noise. Values for the average ,' .

interior surface absorption, a, are
Add 19.3 dB to the right-hand side for also low as would be expected in a hard- - "
SI units. walled box. However, the potential for

noise reduction with the addition of
Alternately, given the force at the sound-absorbing material is not great
point of attachment because direct field radiation dominates

the reverberant field in most of the
crew space.

W Re F <F2> sin The energy levels in the interior •
acoustic volume were calculated from oc-
tave band sound pressure level measure-

where F = force, lbs (N). ments, Fig. 3. The hull vibratory energy
was derived from space averaged panel

In engineering terms octave band acceleration measurements. -
For point of physical reference, panel
acceleration levels averaged 5 dB re 1.0

PWL = 20 log F - 10 log IZj + 10 g in the 250 Hz octave band and 10 dB 0
re 1.0 g overall. Approximately forty .

+ log sin r, + 121.3. (12) measurements were required to define the .-..
motion of the thirteen radiating panels. .

Subtract 1.3 dB from right-hand side for Therefore, in order to keep the results
• SI units. tractable, the evaluation was limited to
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TABLE 1

Reverberation Times and Loss Factor Values Interior Acoustic Volume and Hull Structure

Hull Structure Interior Volume______
Octave Average
Band Reverberation Loss Reverberation Loss Surface

60Frequency Time (60 dB) Factor Time (60 dB) Factor Absorption
*Hz Seconds n Seconds T1 O-

125 0.59 0.03 0.7 0.025 0.17

250 0.44 0.02 0.52 0.017 0.10
500 0.41 0.01 0.51 0.008 0.10

1000 0.28 0.008 0.44 0.005 0.12

2000 0.16 0.007 0.34 0.003 0.15

4000 0.13 0.004 0.32 0.002 0.16
8000 0.13 0.002 0.33 0.001 0.16

N

one speed, 20 mph (32 km/hr). tive contributions of the individual
plates. The figure also shows that the

The dissipated power values were power dissipated in the hull is signi-
calculated from the loss factor values ficantly greater than the acoustic radi -and energy levels and are presented in ated power, as would be expected. How-
Fig. 5. This figure also shows the cal- ever, if the panel radiation is increased
culation used the aforementioned space by 3 dB to account for radiation from 2
* both sides, it becomes apparent that

acoustic radiation is accounting for ap-
* ~proximately 10 percent of the hull dis- *.

sipation. This indicates how lightly

damped the baseline vehicle is.

For the purposes of noise control,
the contributions of the individual
panels is even more interesting than thetotal radiated power. rhe individual

~~s pae, uppribsides plate anter sid
N. levels are shown in Fig. 6. The t-op

plates were similar in level and only
their average is shown. Many panels
with a large combined area contribute 'to
the radiated power. Therefore, the use .~

of barriers for effective noise control
Fig. 5. Comparison of Hull Dis- would require almost total coverage.

sipated, Hull Radiated, and Acoustic
Dissipated Power Values, Baseline 7
Vehicle at 20 mph (32 km/hr)

averaged vibration levels and the radia-
tion efficiencies of the individual
p a n eIs. The radiation efficiencies of
the integral hull panels were deter-
mined analytically. The radiation ef-
ficiencies of various lightweight panels N.

such as the deck were determined experi- .. N:w .
* mentally.

Fig. 5 shows that the acoustic ~.~~-
power dissipated in the internal volume . ~\
matches the power radiated from panels. Fiq. 6. Contributions of Individual Ns %
This is important, because it gives con- Panels to Hull Radiated Power, Base- .%4

fidence in the calculation of the rela- line Vehicle at 20 mph (32 km/hr)%

.' -6 % '
%.

* .J.%
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The lightest member, the sponson,
radiates well at high frequencies but ...
not well in the critical 250 and 500 Hz
bands. Nevertheless, the sponson was

*. chosen for damping treatment because o*l .-.-.
excellent coupling to the rest of the -INTERIO SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL

hull and because it forms an energy pain DFFERENCES

to the upper structure. The results of DFFERENCES
adding a 0.625-inch (16 mm) thick layer W-LOG P7DAMPED/ qBASELINE

of damping tile to the sponson are pre-
sented in Fig. 7. Comparison with
Fig. 6 shows that not only the sponson, %

L but adjacent plates are reduced in level Z.., .

and radiated power.2
00

63 125 250 Soo 1000 20o 40o 8OO

i" A OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCIES, H, %

Fig. 8. Interior Noise Reduction Due
to Sponson Damping; Measured Directly,
from Panel Vibration Levels, and fromi -- , Hull Loss Factor Values "

1 I--- '°'"1%. x  tracting the magnitude values of a
'EN transfer function (expressed in

decibels) from the appropriate interior
noise level values yields an estimate of
the force spectra. These force spectra

Fig. 7. Contributions of Individual are utilized along with the impedance •
Panels to Hull Radiated Power, measurements, subsequently described, to
Damped Sponson, 20 mph (32 km/hr) model the vibratory power input to the

hull from the various suspension mem- . .''~~~~bers . "' ,.,

The effectiveness of sponson damp- The instrumentation block diagram
ing was determined three ways: by for evaluating the impedance character-direct measurement of interior noise, bycalculation of panel radiation, and by istics of the hull at the suspension -
the ratio of hull loss factor before and attachments is pictured in Fig. 9. Thethe~~~foc apptio to hule poiss ofto interedst' :..

after. The results of these three com- force applied to the point of interest
parisons are shown in Fig. 8. The was held constant and the response ac-
results are similar, contributing con- celeration was plotted directly on a
fidence to the experimental results, graphic level recorder. The ratio ofresponse acceleration to force is called---
especially in the 250 and 500 Hz octave inertance. The testing was performed in
bands. On the other hand, the apparent
6 dB improvement at 125 Hz determined a benign environment, and no filtering

was required to exclude extraneous noise.from hull radiation is clearly suspect. , '''''

The damping material, when tested . %

separately, did not exhibit the loss
factor improvement necessary. The ap- measured horizontally and vertically at _. .
parent improvement is attributed to dif- the idler spindle is shown in Fig. 10.The phase angle, indicating the resis- ',,-,,..
ferences in vehicle track excitation on T e p ortin oe, is gre t-

the tests before and after damping. rive portion of the impedance, is great- 0
This obvious error emphasizes the need hrintal detion belo 400 Hz thshorizontal direction below 400 Hz. This
for evaluating effects in more than one tendency was also evidenced in measure-
manner. ments of impedance made at the hull at- -

tachment points. The top attachment of
HULL VIBRATORY INPUT POWER the idler spindle exhibited larger re-_,...

The contributions of the individual sistive characteristics than either thesuspension members had been determined forward or aft attachment points in the

by source isolation, Fig. 1. The pre- 10 to 250 Hz frequency range.
vious study [21 also evaluated the in-
terior noise to force transfer functions The relative power accepting -p
in the horizontal and vertical direc- characteristics of the idler attachment -. ', ' .
tions for the idler and sprocket. Sub- in horizontal and vertical directions

186 •_ .
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are shown in Fig. 11. This figure shows power input in the high frequency bands. . -
that the ratio of vertical to horizontal This was not the case when using roadarm P..'--J-
is similar when evaluated from hull im- vibration measurements to estimate input
pedance measurements, from idler spindle power. Since the vibration of the spin-
impedance measurements, or from transfer dle arm would tend to lead to over-
function measurements between the idler estimates of input power, the spindle
rim and interior noise. The determina- arm vibration high frequency results are %

tion using hull point impedances is the considered suspect.
most dissimilar. This dissimilarity is9 attributed to using hull point impedance "
measurements which may not be represen-
tative since the idler spindle flange
spreads the load over a large area.'" - .... ". .

i " } , " ..-."
S%

IPD AN E sipatdLPowrNfor Idler
Fig. 1. Comparison of Idler Vertical

!Qand Horizontal Vibratory Power The difference in idler horizontal .- J ,,-
:. Acceptance Characteristics and vertical power accepting character- -.,i. i sti cs ~ ~~for a con stant force input sug-, -. - --"' " i.g e t d a m o d i f i c a t i o n t o t h e i d l e r s p i n - ," ..-' - .esti atesFig. 13. Flanges were added top'"-"."N e x t , t he i p t p w r e t m e sa d b o t t o m a lo n g w i t h b o l t s in to t he - -•o were compared with the hull dissipated hull. The bolt locations were in line""e t m tspower values. e er i e Fig. 12 f mshows einput e power fwith the edge of the back plate which is 6e t m t s d t r i e fr m t r e st ofdirectly behind the lower side plate and .-,-'.-

mesrmet sfolw:idler spindle, Fig. 13. The purpose wasFocn"ucto ulCarceitc to evaluate the potential for reducing * V". L-" " F o r i n F u c t i o n H ul l C a r a c t e i s t i c t h e i n p u t p o w e r b y m e a n s o f m i n o r s t r u c - -, - -- "I deAi o c p i d e i p d n et u ra l m o d i f i c a t i o n s . M e a s u r e m e n t o f the , .- , ,Idler rim force Hull impedance 
j.Idler arm accelera- Spindle impedance spindle, Fig. 13, showed virtually no • .tinchanges from the baseline configuration. --.- 'tion ~~Accelerometer surveys with the excita- ... .-tion at approximately 100 Hz showed a

Note that none of the forcing functions well-defined upper side plate mode. The '.-'-.'are applied to the same place that the conclusion reached was that in the low ....'-i impedance values are measured. There- frequency region the impedance of the .-. ,"., fore, the result would be valid only if attachment points are a function of the ,,. "'- the idler were a massless spring, which modes of the overall hull, and that.
* Is not true. However, being able to re- local structural characteristics are not

S late the force spectra at the idler or dominant."-" ".. the idler arm acceleration with the hull 
. -'-.." dynamic characteristics is worth the CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS .--.J ''

risk of inaccuracies. 
The results, Fig.

"" 12, show that all three estimates are The thrust of the study was two- '.''-reasonable in the 125 and 250 Hz bands, fold--first to develop experimental ,-•-'' In the high frequency bands, the idler analysis techniques and second to ealu-*l arm tends to be isolated from the hull ate noise control concepts. With re--,..and forces on the arm are not trans- spect to the first, excellent agreement -:.-.-y,r mitted to the hull without attenuation, was obtained betwen panel radiation and ..w.." Interestingly, the idler arm accelerom- interior acoustic dissipation. Similar--..--"

"P D A C 
:, "",.L 

A N

•. eter does not account for the idler ly, good agr ement was obtained on the ---w,

FROM. HUL IMEDNC Fig 12 Copso of Calulte

i ... .... - _ %*. . ,,. . - ., .-. . . . . . , ' .B %W.-",,- , . %,, -, , .- ,- .. ,,,,_, . .. .

Inpu Power and Hull Vibratoy 
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DISCUSS ION

Voice: We are very interested in the Statistical •
Energy Analysis approach in fact we have some

Fig. 13. Idler Spindle with Stiffen- people who are working on it; we would like to
ing Tabs and Bolts in Line with Back predict the acoustical energy that goes into Air

. Plate Force electro-optical systems inside aircraft.

One of our problems is determining the coupling
loss factor between the various sub-components.

relative contribution of horizontal and Could you go a little more into detail about
vertical idler forces. However, the that?
comparison of input and dissipated .4.
vibratory power evidenced large discrep- r. Hare: We did not develop the coupling loss
ancies. It is concluded that panel factor. This hull is so very well coupled that V
radiation can be estimated with confi- we used a single number for it, based on the
dence from acceleration measurements, overall hull loss factor, and our comparison
but the use of point impedances to esti- with the actual measurement showed that that

• mate power flow should be done on a was a good approximation. That is the big
comparative, not absolute, basis. problem with that particular analysis method

unless you can measure those quantities. I
The recommended methods of extend- don't have an answer for that.

ing this work is to examine other
vehicles with somewhat different struc- Voice: I guess we are finding that out, there
tural and interior noise characteristics are not many welded joints in an airplane.
and deduce which structural characteris-
tics influence the impedance at the sus- Mr. Hare: This is very convenient.
pension attachments and therefore influ-
ence noise transmission. Voice: I noticed your frequency band. At what

frequency do you believe your technique? SEA is .'.
With respect to noise control con- really a high frequency high modal density

cepts, hull damping was proven effective, technique.
but minor structural modifications of
the hull were not. This result should Mr. Hare: We correlated with actual measurements
be extended, making use of.the estimates at low frequencies and we found it was a fairly
of the relative contributions of the accurate approximation. You will notice that our
panels to radiated noise, low frequency analysis of that inertence graph

mislead us, but we still feld that we had to do
REFERENCES something there. We know that is not a local

disturbance so we could go on and explore the
1. C. L. Bates and C. R. Sparks, rest of it. Now we know that that is the

"Development of Measurement Tech- first mode of the upper side plate that is
niques for the Analysis of the absorbing all of the energy.
Tracked Vehicle Vibration and
Noise," Final Technical Report,
SWRI Project No. 04-1421, Contract
No. DA-23-072-AMC-144(T), Oct. 30,
1964. . .

2. T. R. Norris, R. B. Hare, A. G. " .
Galaitsis, G. R. Garinther, "De-

velopment of Advanced Concepts for
Noise Reduction in Tracked
Vehicles," U.S. Army Human Engineer-
ing Lab. Tech. Memorandum 25-77, ,
August 1977. 2.'"
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REDUCING TRACKED VEHICLE VIBRATION AND NOISE

HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

Ronald B. Hare, FMC Corporation

and

Thomas R. Norris, Consultants in Engineering Acoustics

High levels of vibration and noise in light military tracked vehicles re-
sult from interaction of the track with sprockets and idlers and is not
limited to ground reactions. The use of rubber in the track design
and track inertia effects produce less noise than theory predicts.
Hardware to further soften track impacts at the idlers and sprockets
is now wnder development. An experimental idler with a predicted0
15 dB noise reduction will be tested soon. Reduction of hull vibration

and noise has been demonstrated and practical damping concepts are
now under development.

INTRODUCTION Further increases in softness threaten
to increase the chances for damage from uin-

- ~.Tracked vehicle vibration and noise have usual forces developed in normal operation of
been the subjects of a large number of studies tracked vehicles. Unusual forces are caused
in the last 30 years. The most important re- by:16
suit of these studies has been the knowledge inetoofdbs(rcbach,

* ~that high vibration and noise is a result ofdi)
the interaction of the moving track stringdit
with fixed suspension components such as the * Suspension bottoming from trench
sprockets and idlers, and is not limited to crossing
ground reactions. Many vibration reduction 7

programs have failed because the influence of Trcdsegemn
all vibration sources was not considered.Mitayrckdvhleaeexcedo
Practical vibration reduction must start with sriefre fti aue h hleg

vao deficition fte problem soitha eachr is to develop softer hardware that will not
vibrtio sorcecanbe daltwit inproor-impair the "get home" capability of tracked

tion to its overall importance. eils ~

LIMITATIONS - THE TRACKED VEHICLESOEHRW ESLUIN
ENVIRONMENT

Islao teryhs od sthtsofter Development testing of quieter tracked
Isolaor teory as tld usthatvehicle hardware is now in progress. Design 0impacts result in less transmission of vibra-coepsfthdvisbinealtdar

tion energy. Most lightweight high speed
tracked vehicles utilize rubber elements beI- d usdblw
tween their tracks and suspension components. A xeietlCmlatIlrwt r-...
Also, some interesting track inertia effectsdced5dNosRdutn
tend to reduce impact forces with increasing
vehicle speed. Tracked vehicle vibration is,ThexrintldercsosteIm
therefore, already lower than it could have pacts of track shoes as they enter the idler. '~N.
been.
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The concept of the device is shown in Figure Modified Idler Rim and Sprocket Carrier
1. Note that tangential as well as radial Shapes
motion is permitted.

Several idler rim shapes have been de- '" "'-
veloped which take advantage of the existing
roadwheel path track pad for noise reduction.
The best of these has yielded a 5dB idler
noise reduction with negligible predictedU impact on cost, weight, and durability. . -

Sprocket vibration generation is similar
to idler vibration generation. Forces due to
impacts of track shoes on the sprocket carrier
can be reduced by optimizing the shape of the
impact surface so that a balance between
softness and durability is achieved.

Hull Damping Concepts

Vibration has been reduced by damping
especially active vehicle panels, such as the "
horizontal sponson and floor plates. Similar
reductions in noise have been achieved by
lagging the sponsons in the IFV vehicle.

NOTE: THE EXPOSED COIL SPRINGS ARE
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATIONS OF Constrained layer damping methods are
COMPLIANT ELEMENTS FOR attractive for performance and durability.
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. However, cost and potential fabrication prob- 0

lems have prevented their serious considera-
Fig. 1 - Conceptual sketch of tion in tracked vehicles when weighed againstcompliant idler predicted vibration and noise reduction bene-

fits.

Deflection, compliance, size restric- 9 Softer Roadwheels
tions, and energy storage requirements
dictated the use of rubber in shear for the Roadwheel noise has been identified as
compliant elements.

a major source of noise in lightweight
ohardware tracked vehicles at high speeds. Re-

Heat buildup is the maj . oduction of roadwheel vibration appears
problem expected in this design. Compliant t emr ifcl hnilro
elements are now under test to determine" dynamic losses and heat transfer rates. sprocket vibration reduction because ."
daaof their vulnerability, space limita- .7:

tions, and their relatively large num-
Softer Inner Track Pads ber. Softer wheels have been built in

an attempt to reduce vibration in the %
Roadwheel path track pads provide the roadarms and tests are now in pro-

only compliance between the track and idler gress.
in most lightweight tracked vehicles. Their 

:U

high durometer and position inside of a steel The only other feasible source of road- 0
cavity cause track/idler impacts to be rather wheel noise reduction is hull vibration
sharp. Softer pads have been tested stati- reduction at the roadarm mounts.
cally and several designs have been proposed. Structural requirements at the mount
However, the pad design must be combined locations have prevented the achieve- ....

with an idler rim shape for optimum perfor- ment of major reductions in this area.
mance which creates compatibility problems
if only one component is retrofitted. •
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0 SUMMARY

The best potential for reduction of
tracked vehicle vibration and noise lies in
reduction of the forces imposed by track
shoes impacting hull-mounted suspension
components. Our recent research programs
have shown the reasons for this and have

* resulted in concepts that might be applied to
* quieter tracked vehicle hardware.

Suspension component durability is
* critical to the success of a vehicle mission.

Noise and vibration performance is neces-
sarily of low priority when durability trade-

* off s are considered. Cost and weight in-
creases are very undesirable and significant-
ly decrease the chances for incorporation ofZ.P,%
quieter hardware on production vehicles.
On the positive side, reduction of dynamic
forces imposed on hull and mount components
will result in reduced fatigue problems and
could result in lower weight designs as
strength requirements are reduced.

We are confident that lightweight tracked
vehicles which meet the noise requirement,
MIL-STD-1474, Category A requirements,
can be produced within the next five (5) years.
Our eventual goal is to reduce noise to the
levels that permit unlimited safe operation of
vehicles without earplug requirements. This
will be a significant accomplishment, since
no lightweight high speed tracked vehicle has
ever consistently achieved this level of noise

* performance.

% %
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*1 THE USE OF AN EARTH BERM TO REDUCE THE ENVIRONM4ENTAL

NOISE IMPACT OF THE TEST TRACK AT DETROIT ARSENAL

Nelson D. Lewis
610-Acoustics Division

US Army Environmental Hygiene Agency
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010

The opinions or assertions contained herein are the private views of the
author and are not to be construed as reflecting the views of the
Department of the Army or the Department of Defense.

An environmental noise assessment of the tank test track at Detroit .

Arsenal revealed sound pressure levels exceeding LA = 90 d8 at the
fence from tanks passing by. Since residents are located within
10 meters of the fence; an earth berm and barrier is being built.
The noise reduction of this earth berm and barrier was predicted
using the 1/3 octave band spectrum of the tank. The predicted noise

reduction will be verified with measurements after the earth berm

and barrier is completed. ________2

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In recent years, environmental noise has From the recorded tapes, the 1/3 octave

joined air and water pollution as unnecessary band spectra of the tank passbys were obtained.
byproducts of our society. The annoyance This average 1/3 octave band spectrum is shown
caused by this pollutant is leading to the in Figure 1. z~
filing of complaints against the noise
producing activity. BARRIER THEORY

At Detroit Arsenal, a potential complaint With the insertion of an earth berm or
area exists. A residential area is located barrier in the path of propagation between the_
approximately 40 meters from the tank test source and receiver, the reduced sound reaches

.j.track. The average maximum A-weighted sound the receiver primarily by diffraction of-the
pressure level (LA) at the fence, approximately sound over the top and around the ends of the
30 meters from the track, is 92 dB during a earth berm or barrier. Diffraction is loosely

*tank passby. There are approximately 300 defined as the bending of acoustic waves
passbys per day. around corners.

Recognizing the potential problem, the The noise reduction of an earth berm or
facilities engineer obtained the dirt required barrier is a function of the difference between
from a nearby highway project to construct an the diffracted path length and the direct path
earth berm. The Bio-Acoustics Division of the length (Figure 2), and the frequency content
US Army Environmental Hygiene Agency was asked of the source. The simple model used to

*to evaluate the use of an earth berm to reduce predict the noise reduction of a barrier is
the noise impact from the test track. This based on a mathematical appoiaint
paper describes the evaluation process used. Maekawals design curve (1,2) (Figure 3). This

approximation is .

FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS .~

The noise from the tanks was recorded at NR 21log, 27r e6fc)
three points along the fenceline. The maximum
level was LA =92 dB, with a range from where NR is the noise reduction, 8 is the
LA = 83 to LA =97 dB. It was observed that difference between the diffracted and direct
the loudest noise source on the tank was the path lengths, f is the frequency and c is the
exhaust, located about 2 meters above the speed of propagation of sound. The hyperbolic -

ground. tangent (tanh) approaches 1 when 6f/c is greater
a than 2.
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This simple model has been compared with EXPECTED FIELD RESULTS k
acoustical scale model measurements (3) ...

*(Figure 3) and found to predict from 0 to 5 Even though the prediction model used
decibels lower than measured. This model has yields lower noise reductions than field and ~ ..

also been compared with the theoretical model measurements, it is expected that the
prediction models and found to be within plus actual sound pressure levels will be approxi-
or minus 2 decibels of these models. mately equal to the predicted levels. The

prediction model does not include contributions
The noise reduction model used has two from refraction, reflection, and ground

advantages over the theoretical models. First, impedance. The changes in these factors from
it can be easily prograimmed on a hand-held one location to another can cause a significant
calculator. Moeimportantly, by looking at difference between the predicted and actual
th oei iimediately seen that the results. * ,4

noise reduction increases if the path length
difference or frequency is increased. These When the earth berm barrier is completed,
trends cannot be determined by looking at the a second set of field measurements will be made
theoretical models, to compare with the predicted levels. If the0

EATHBEMAM BRRE DSINearth berm barrier reduces the A-weighted17..7
EAT ER N BRIR EINsound pressure level by more than 10 decibels, ~

Whendesgnig te erth ermandbarier the noise levels from the tank passbys will be
Whendesgnig te erth ermandbarier less than the local noise criteria at the

for the test track, the following parameters fenceline.
were considered: 1. The test track wasI
approximately 2 meters above ground level; REFERENCES
2. The exhaust of the tank, the primary noise
source, was approximately 2 meters above the 1. Z. Maekawa, "Noise Reduction by Screens,"
test track; 3. The receiver height was Applied Acoustics, Vol. 1, 1968, pp. 157-

approximately 2 meters; 4. The distance from 173. -

the centerline of the test track to the fence2
was approximately 30 meters; and 5. Since for 2. U. J. Kurze, "Noise Reduction by Barriers," ;
afixed height barrier, the most noise Journal of the Acoustical Society of

reduction is obtained by locating the America, Vol 55, No. 3, March 1974,
barrier as close to the source or receiver as pp. 50-518.
possible, the barrier was located approxi-
mately 10.7 meters from the centerline of the 3. N. D. Lewis, "Measurement and Prediction of

test track. These design parameters are shown Sound Attenuation by Highway Barriers
in Figure 4. Because of space limitations, a using Acoustic Modeling Technique," iz:
2meter high barrier was built on top of the PhD Dissertation, University of ..

earth berm. Massachusetts, March 1976.%
Since the frequency spectrum of the tank

differs, that is, contains more low frequency
energy, from the typical highway vehicle, the

simple highway barrier prediction curve was
not used. Instead, the noise reduction wasI

computed for each 1/3 octave band. For the -....
path length difference of the barrier being
designed (a - 0.53 meters), the noise reduction
as a function of frequency is shown in
Figure 5.

To obtain the noise reduction of the berm,
the noise reduction for each 1/3 octave band
was subtracted from the 1/3 octave band level,
and the resulting levels were added on an

* energy basis. The predicted 1/3 octave band
spectrum is shown in Figure 6.

Thus, it was predicted that the earth %-
- -berm and barrier will reduce the average

maximum linear sound pressure level by 10
decibels from 102 dB to 92 dB. The A-weighted

* level will be reduced by 14 decibels from
LA = 92 dB to LA = 78 dB. If the height of
the barrier portion is increased to 4 meters,
the linear noise reduction will increase to
13 decibels and the A-weighted to 18 decibels.
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DISCUSS ION .%'

Mr. Martin (General Electric): What was the 5

barrier material?

Mr. Saks: The berm was dirt and I believe
that the barrier was to be any material with
an approximate weight of five pounds per square
foot. Heavier material would be wasted because
of the diffraction over the top of the barrier.

Mr. Rees (US Army Tank Automotive Research 4
and Development Conmmand:) The barrier was

"5.* placed on top of the berm because its base
dimension limited its height. There was not%
emough room on the property to build a wider
berm. The noise barrier was constructed
because the test truck is heavily used and it
is near single family houses. We wanted to
avoid the possibility of complaints of
excessive noise from the surrounding conmmunity.
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1. Shock and Vibration Bulletin 35, Part 1 of March 1966. "

a. Article Page 1 - "A Simulated 25-30 CPS Deck for Shock Testing",..
Culver 3. Floyd, Raytheon Company - Declassified

'°%'.' '

b. Article Page 13 - "Blast Loading of Model Antenna Structures",
R. Kirk Gregory, Southwest Research Institute - Declassified '..j

c. Article Page 23 - "Background and Current Status of Underwater
Explosion Shock Specifications and Testing", Gerald M. Mayer,
Navy UWSL - Declassified

d. Article Page 29 - "Magnetic Tape Recording in a Severe Missile
Environment-A Case History", J.P. White and J. Montsina, Bell - '

Telephone Laboratories - Declassified

e. Article Page 101 - "Analysis of Response of Equipment on a *

Drop Test Shock Machine", R.L. Bort, DTMB - Classified

CONFIDENTIAL by Authority of NAVSHIP INSTR 5510.67,
Exempt from GDS of E.O. 11652, Exempt Category 3, -.

Automatically declassified 31 December 1996.

2. All of the articles included in Shock and Vibration Bulletin 35, Part 1
of March 1966 have been reviewed for current classificationand only the

article on page 101 remains classified (Confidential as indicated in

paragraph 1. (e) above). J

3. AUTHORITY - NRL ltr 1240-221:HWO:lm of 4 August 77 and NRL ltr 
1240-5: HWO f sbn of 1 February 1978

NOTE: Authors and Contributors to previous Shock and Vibration Bulletins

are requested to review their submissions and to inform the Shock and
Vibration Information Center of any changes in classification and/or
declassification.
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